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PREFACE
The development of satellites for communications
purposes has tended to greatly expand concepts con-
cerning integrated communications systems. The traditional
distinctions within the communications industry are dis-
solving in favor of new and innovative technologically-
based systems. In addition to one-way broadcasting, it
has become feasible to consider interactive communication
which will allow educational and informational activities
to take place on a scale never before imagined. The
word "teleconferencing" is used to describe a communications
system providing bidirectional communication which
has a great potential in the educational area for
professionals, remote medical diagnosis, business con-
ferences and computer techniques. A teleconferencing system
utilizing a satellite which virtually eliminates distance
as a cost factor can provide specialized services to
various segments of our society. It is possible that
satellites will be developed which are dedicated solely
to teleconferencing purposes.
Given the technological possibilities of a satellite
teleconferencing system, it becomes necessary to consider
the legal framework within which such a system or series
of systems could be developed. Thus this work considers
ii
the legal context for satellite teleconferencing regulation,
the options available for such a system, the regulatory
alternatives, the special case to be made for an educational
system and an ownership and management model. A number
of options are presented for coping with the technological
possibilities and systems configurations since a number
of interrelated decisions will need to be made by various
governmental and private'bodies. It is hoped that this
work will be further added to by additional in-depth studies
in specific areas.
I am particularly indebted to Dr. D.W. Bowett of
Cambridge University, England for initial encouragement
in this general area of research, to Dr. V.E. Suomi and
Mr. T.O. Haig of the Space Science and Engineering Center
for their constant concern and support, and to a large
number of people at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration for insight and counsel over a span of years.
I also wish to thank Nikola Kostich for research
assistance, Larry Chambers and Linda Stephenson for
coordination activities, and Nancy Wulfers, Sandra Noe,
and Katherine Shervis for their efforts in the preparation
of this material. At Stanford University, I am grateful
to Dr. Bruce Lusignan for technological grounding and advice,
and I also benefited from exchanges with Jim Potter and
Ray Panko. Whenever research is done at the interface
iii
between law and technology there must be a truely inter-
disciplinary research effort and the above people con-
tributed greatly to making this a reality. The
responsibility, however, for what follows is solely
that of the author in both form and substance.
Delbert D. Smith
The Space Science and Engineering Center
The University of Wisconsin
1971
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INTRODUCTION
The technological development of a satellite
teleconferencing system can be enhanced by a complementary
study of the legal aspects of the system development.
Following is a study of the legal aspects of satellite
teleconferencing which deals with the various management,
ownership, and regulatory alternatives. The policy
options available for satellite teleconferencing systems
are.also considered and special consideration is given
to the development of an educational satellite tele-
conferencing system and the special problems that this
involves.
Any regulatory regime for a satellite telecon-
ferencing system must take into consideration the existing
regulatory modes governing the subsystems employed and
also the possibility of creating a new regulatory regime
based on the premise that the interconnection of various
subsystems results in a new entity requiring an innovative
regulatory approach.
The last decade of American history has witnessed
significant scientific achievements, among which are
vital developments in the area of communications tech-
nology. The development of new technology is seriously
challenging the existing configuration of the communi-
cations industry. Communications satellites are a prime
example of a new technique which tends to blur the
traditional divisions of functions between various seg-
ments of the communications industry. Likewise the use
of digital computers removes the well-defined borders
separating the communications industry from the data
processing industry.
The new. technologies have made possible the
development of new communication and information ser-
vices which enable individuals, or machines appropriately
programmed by individuals, to communicate with each
other, and the individuals to furnish and control the
content of the messages which are transmitted. An
example of such a service is a satellite teleconferencing
system, equipped to provide bidirectional communication
and allowing individuals (or machines) situated in diverse
locations to reach common solutions to problems. The
use of teleconferencing techniques has a great potential
in providing services such as continuing education for
professionals, remote medical diagnosis and consultation,
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professional society meetings, business conferences,
and various computer techniques.
The development of satellite teleconferencing
systems will present a challenge to the present structure
of the communications industry. What will be the legal,
and necessarily politico-economic, framework within
which conflicts over the distribution of new business
opportunities will be decided? What should be the goals
of government regulation with regard to such distribution?
In the development of a teleconferencing system
there are a number of interests that will need to be
balanced as new suppliers of services enter the market.
However,
"The current market structure (of the communications
industry) provides a setting in which the existing
common carriers, on the one hand, and the potential
entrants on the other, pursue conflicting courses
of action, subject to the constraints of highly
imperfect markets and regulation."l
Teleconferencing Systems Components
In order to comprehend the present structure of the
communications industry and the problems which will face
any proposal for a teleconferencing system, it is essential
that the differences between several categories of
electronic bi-directional communications be properly
understood. The technical explanation of teleconferencing
techniques may be somewhat rudimentary, but it may provide
a sound basis for a discussion of policy implications of
each available method.
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A satellite teleconferencing system will use trans-
mission techniques which have been used to some extent.
These are: satellite transmissions, microwave relay
systems and coaxial cable. By listing them separately it
is not intended to suggest that an exclusive choice of
the three must be made. The manner of listing only
suggests that distinct issues are presented by each
method, and that they must be fully considered in any system
which is a mix of two or even all three techniques.
Of all the various transmission methods the most
promising is the communications satellite. While the
cost of using cable and microwave relays varies in pro-
portion to the distance covered, the cost of satellite
communication is almost independent of distance. A
transmission beamed up to it from any point on the surface
below can be relayed back down to any other point. Of
course the transmission to the sending earth station and
its retransmission to the receiving station (except in
the case of direct broadcast satellite) needs additional
ground facilities.
The communications satellite actually contributes
a new dimension to the existing communications tech-
nology. It can .to some extent replace terrestrial
communications cable and microwave systems in the trans-
mission of vast amounts of information, including
facsimile, voice, data, and television.
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The factor which accounts for the satellite's
great capabilities is its unique spatial relationship
with the earth, rather than any unique electronic
features. In fact, electronically, the communications
satellite resembles, both in its use and function, the
terrestrial microwave tower - its electronic circuitry
is basically identical with a microwave relay tower,
and it is, in effect, a microwave tower in orbit.
The transmission medium for microwave relay is
radio transmission through the atmosphere of the earth.
Microwave relay operates in the portion of the radio
spectrum extending into the gigahertz range. There is
no ground-wave or sky-wave characteristic, that is the
waves neither follow the curvature of the earth nor
are reflected from the ionosphere; therefore, transmission
must be by clear line of sight. The microwaves are
focused through the use of directional antennas and beamed
from one relay tower to the next. The relay towers are
constructed at intervals of about twenty-five to thirty
miles so that the horizon does not absorb the signal.
Microwave is used to transmit a wide variety of infor-
mation such as voice, telegraph, teletype, facsimile,
digital data and television.
Although satellite transmissions make use of the
smae microwave band as is used by the terrestrial micro-
wave system, interference with the ground signals is
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unlikely due to the following factors. First, the
satellite beams a relatively weak signal which will not
be picked up by the comparatively small antenna of a
microwave tower. Secondly, each tower operates on a
line-of-sight with the next one in the system, with
an angle of reception of about one degree. For this
reason, the satellite, in order to cause interference
to the tower would have to be in an unlikely position
just above the horizon so as to face directly into the
tower. This situation may change in the future with
the development of more powerful satellites.
In describing the above-mentioned techniques,
satellites and microwave relay, it is important to
emphasize that they require an over-the-air broadcasting
system. This necessarily calls for utilization of a
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum which is already
intensively used.
In recent years there has been a trend of thinking
toward removal of a portion of electronic communications
from over-the-air broadcasting systems to the cable system.
The future of the cable system is greatly enhanced by
the development of the coaxial cable. This cable can
carry an enormous range frequencies thus being able to
provide a link for a million simultaneous telephone
conversations without mutual interference." The coaxial
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cable is only one element in providing longer distance
transmission. The cable serves as a physical link between
reflector stations placed at twenty mile intervals which.
boost the signals to make up for the losses in the
line. There is also the need of terminal equipment
which merges at the sending end and sorts out at the
receiving end the hundreds of transmissions passing along
the single wire inside its hollow tube. With properly
designed reflectors there is no practical limit to the
distance over which transmissions can take place.
In considering a satellite teleconferencing system,
it is apparent that there are a number of parts to
the entire system. The discussion above considered
briefly the transmission alternatives. Another way
to break down this part of the system is to consider
the space segment and the ground segment. In the space
segment one has to consider the satellite itself and
the availability of circuits, and possibly even the
cost factor for the launching of the satellite if a
dedicated private system is contemplated. On the.
ground segment consideration must be given to the micro-
wave or coaxial cable system that is to be used, and
the extent to which an ITFS or CATV system will be
used. Microwave and coaxial eable are primarily under
the control of communication common carriers while
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CATV systems in particular have not been made the
subject of definitive FCC regulation.
A secondary factor in a teleconferencing system
is the software production. Specialized terminal
devices may be developed to meed specific users needs
which will not fall within any current categories or
regulation. 3 In addition there will be a need for content
development and specialized services which must be
either sold to the user or provided by some funding
agency.
Any discussion of the above alternatives bears
in some part on the users that are being contemplated
for the satellite teleconferencing system. If the users
are primarily in the governmental sector then one type
of system will be developed. If the users are in the
educational community then other standards and funding
problems arise, and concommitantly other regulatory
problems. Finally, if the users are primarily in the
private sector then yet another system configuration
will arise. Thus the ownership and management alter-
natives may depend.primarily on the categories of users
that are identified.
In the user studies conducted at the University
of Wisconsin it was found that the majority of current
users of teleconferencing systems are from the educational
community with some use being made by private industry.
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Even the use of teleconferencing systems by professionals
such as doctors and lawyers now centers around the
educational function and the services themselves are
provided by educational institutions and the costs
are shared by the users and the providers of the
systems. A breakdown of these services into the tech-
nology utilized, the cost, and the funding source follows.
-9-
FOOTNOTES
1. Harry M. Trebing, "Common Carrier Regulation -
The Silent Crisis," 34 Law and Contemporary
Problems 299, at 318.
2. National Academy of Engineering, "Communications
Technology for Urban Improvement," June 1971, p20.
3. Volk, J., "The Reston, Virginia, Test of the MITRE
Corporation's Interactive Television System,"
May, 1971.
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THE LEGAL CONTEXT FOR SATELLITE TELECONFERENCING REGULATION
A satellite teleconferencing system will be
subject to existing federal regulation if the FCC
finds it to be a common carrier communications acti-
vity as defined in the Communications Act. Section
203(a) provides:
Every common carrier ... shall ... file
with the Commission and print and keep
open for public inspection schedules show-
ing all charges for itself and its con-
necting carriers for interstate and foreign
wire or radio communication. 
. .
Section 203(c) continues:
No carrier, unless otherwise provided by or
under authority of this chapter, shall
engage or participate in such communication
unless schedules have been filed ... .2
These sections raise two questions of definition:
first, whether a satellite teleconferencing service
constitutes "wire or radio communication," and
second, whether the entity that provides the services
is a "common carrier."
Section 3(a) of the Communications Act defines
"communication by wire" as
the transmission of writing, signs, signals,
pictures, and sounds of all kinds by aid of
wire, cable, or other like connection be-
tween the points of origin and reception of
such transmission, including all instrumentalities,
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facilities, apparatus and services (among
other things, the receipt, forwarding and
delivery of communications) incidental to
such transmission.3
"'Radio communication" is defined by section 3(b)
to mean the transmission by radio of the same communi-
cations described in section 3(a), and to include
the same incidental services and facilities.4
It is apparent that a satellite telecon-
ferencing system would be involved in radio communi-
cation and communication by wire. If the satellite
communication linkage were considered to be the
primary service and the interconnection with CATV
or microwave as services incidental to the satellite
transmission, it would still be arguable that the
entire system could be regulated as a common carrier.
Another justification for common carrier
regulation would involve a satellite teleconferencing
system that was interconnected to telephone lines.
Section 202(b) of the Communications Act provides that:
services, whenever referred to in this chapter
include ... services in connection with, the
use of common carrier lines of communication,
whether derived from wire or radio facilities,
in chain broadcasting or incidental to radio
communication of any kind. 5
Thus the satellite, CATV, or microwave portions of the
system might fall under common carrier regulation be-
-12-
cause of their use in connection with the use of
common carrier lines.
If a satellite teleconferencing system was
involved in data processing or other activities
which involved the transformation of signals, this
part of the system might be considered to be beyond
the scope of the Communications Act. 6 However, the
above references to the "services in connection with"
might invalidate this argument.
The "Common Carrier" Concept
The definition of common carrier in Section 3(b)
of the Communications Act states that:
"Common carrier" or "carrier" means any per-
son engaged as a common carrier for hire, in
interstate or foreign communication by wire
or radio or in interstate or foreign radio
transmission of energy, except where reference
is made to common carriers not subject to
this chapter; but a person engaged in radio
broadcasting shall not, insofar as such
person is so engaged, be deemed a common
carrier.7
The phrase "any person engaged as a common carrier for
hire" is not further defined in the Communications Act,
and the legislative history of the Act indicates only
that press associations are to be excluded and "that
the definition does not include any person if not a
common carrier in the ordinary sense of the term...."8
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Historically, the phrase "common carrier" has been used
to refer to the carriage of freight and passengers
by stage coaches, motor vehicles, railroads, and airlines
.as well as the carriage of communications and other
public utility services. One characteristic of these
services was that they were provided by
one who holds himself out to the public as
engaged in the business of transportation of
persons or property from place to place for
compensation, offering his services to the
public generally. The distinctive characteristic
of a common carrier is that he undertakes to
carry for all people indifferently.... 9
The requirement that there be a general holding out to
the public has been used by the FCC to define the common
carrier concept. In one of the early cases dealing
with community antenna television systems, the Com-
mission described a communications common carrier in
the following terms:
Fundamental to the concept...is that such a
carrier holds itself out or makes a public
offering to provide facilities by wire or
radio whereby all members of the public
who choose to employ such facilities and to
compensate the carrier therefore may communi-
cate or transmit intelligence of their own
design and choosing ....10
The requirement that a common carrier in the
transportation industry hold itself out to the public
generally was accompanied by a requirement that the
carrier charge uniform rates.
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[T]here has been no such holding out if, in
the regular operation of that business, the
carrier, by act and deed, with or without
words, claims to and exercises the right
to fix specific rates in each individual case
basing the charge not on a regular schedule
(whether formally filed as tariffs or other-
wise), but on contemporary judgment of the
moment. For this is an effectual announce-
ment that the carrier will discriminate, will
undertake transportation differently not
indifferently.11
Hence, while a common carrier is required to offer
a service indiscriminantly, it is allowable to have
specialization in one class of goods or an offering
to a specific segment of the public so long as that
offering is indiscriminant within that segment. If
a dedicated satellite were used for an educational
teleconferencing system, this line of reasoning would
possibly require that it be regulated as a common
carrier since the educational community could be de-
fined as a specific segment of the public. The same
argument might apply if the business community, or
the professional communities were segmented for a
satellite teleconferencing service. However, if the
rate structure involved in the various services that
a satellite teleconferencing service could supply were
varied depending on the users' capability to pay then the
indiscrimate rate requirement would not be present.
This leads to a discussion of the nature of the
service to be provided by a satellite teleconferencing
-15-
system. The determination of the service provided may
be the basis for a determination of whether a parti-
cular entity is a communications common carrier.12
In an early CATV controversy the FCC developed a distinc-
tion between communications whose content is determined
by the user of the service, and communications whose
content is determined by the carrier.1 3 In a communi-
cations common carrier service
the carrier provides the means or ways of
communication for the transmission of such
intelligence as the subscriber may choose
to have transmitted. The choice of the
specific intelligence to be transmitted
is...the sole responsibility or prerogative
of the subscriber and not the carrierl4
The CATV system in Frontier Broadcasting Co. v. Collier1 5
was held not to be a common carrier service because
"the specific signals received and distributed by the
CATV system are, of necessity, determined by the
CATV system and not the subscriber."1 6
In Subscription Television Inquiry,17 this dis-
tinction was stated another way:
It has been a fundamental concept in the com-
munications field that a person is not a
"common carrier" of communications where
he is providing his subscribers primarily
with a news or information service, rather than
with a communication service enabling sub-
scribers to communicate among themselves.
Thus for example, while the furnishing of
leased wires or radio- circuits by the tele-
phone or telegraph carriers is part of their
common carrier activities, the use of such
leased wires by the news services to transmit
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news to their subscribers, or by the stock
exchange to transmit price quotations has
been held not to involve common carrier
operations.18
The above quotation could be interpreted to mean that
an interactive satellite teleconferencing system which
allows participants to communicate among themselves is
in fact a service similar to that offered by a common
carrier. Alternatively, the providing of computer
printouts, weather displays or other one-way visual or
audio information may be beyond the scope of common
carrier regulation.
Generally, the FCC is empowered to do whatever
is necessary to carry out its functions once determined.
Sections 4(i) and 303(r) of the Act provide:
The Commission may perform any and all acts,
make such rules and regulations, and issue
such orders, not inconsistent with this
chapter, as may be necessary in the execution
of its functions. 19
[IThe Commission...shall--[mlake such rules
and regulations and prescribe such restrictions
and conditions, not inconsistent with law,
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions
of this chapter.... 20
Although a liberal interpretation of these sections
would indicate the existence of extensive regulatory
authority, this authority has been construed narrowly
to allow only those actions reasonable and necessary
in carrying out the statutory-powers.21 Denials of
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licenses and threats of denials are the only sanctions
available to the Commission; it cannot order the disaf-
firmance of a specific contract, 22 nor can it base
regulation on a broader interpretation of a criminal
statute than Congress intended,23 even though the inter-
pretation might reasonably cure existing defects or
ills in the field. 24
If the FCC does choose to adopt a special
regulatory regime for a satellite teleconferencing
system, its control will be circumscribed by the authority
granted in the Communications Act,25 in the same manner
that all other agency power is granted. 26 The real
question is whether the necessity for regulation exists
within the context of broad economic and political
parameters. Would control over this satellite service
be consistent with the rationale of the Communications
Act? Under which conditions will the industry prosper
and grow? If rapid, efficient service with adequate
facilities at a reasonable cost were to be provided
under open competition, then a reasonable approach
would call for freedom from regulation. The opposite
would be true if it could be shown that regulation
was a necessity for the protection of the public interest.
Several of the problems of interpretation raised
above have been considered in relation to FCC attempts
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to exert jurisdiction over the activities of community
antenna television cable television systems, 27 and
it would appear that some of the arguments apply with
equal force to a satellite teleconferencing system.
Although there seemed to be a predisposition towards
liberal construction of the Act in the cable television
controversy, 28 based on a desire to prevent practices
inimical to the public interest, the FCC still has to
base its regulation on a specific provision in the
Communications Act. 29 The Commission does not have
the power to regulate all business activities that
have an effect on a regulated service. 30
It might be possible to introduce a reliance
argument into the satellite teleconferencing regulation
area in much the same way that this was done with
regard to early cable television systems. The alleged
reliance of the parties was evidenced by their
economic investment in a system that subsequently
was found to be subject to a regulatory scheme that
would have adversely affected their investment. 31
The Commission balanced this reliance against concern
for the. "substantial economic threat" posed by cable
television to other segments of the communications
industry. 32 Unable to obtain congressional guidance
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relative to cable television, the FCC was forced to
rely on the powers of implied agency that give the
Commission authority to deal with aligned activities
that might affect a regulatory system entrusted to the
agency. 33 The obvious difficulty with discretionary
action of this kind is that it must be based on a
determination of the public interest that can easily
be distorted in a given situation. 34
Not all activities affected with a public interest
are subject to regulation,35 even when undertaken by
communication common carriers. However, when a communi-
cations common carrier performs a nonregulated service,
it is required to file a statement with the FCC giving
a "description and full particulars" of the service.36
This disclosure requirement for any new service provided
by a communications common carrier, whether covered
by a tariff or not, may result in a competitive disad-
vantage, since noncarriers providing the service will
not have to file a report. In the case of a satellite
teleconferencing system using common carrier lines,
the publication of operational particulars, pricing
structures, and the full extent of services offered
might mean that systems not utilizing common carrier
lines could develop competitive services based on
-20-
information made public by the carrier. On the other
hand, it is in the public interest to have the FCC
scrutinize the activities of communication common
carriers in order to prevent attempts to avoid tariffs
on services that should be regulated.
The Economic Policy Considerations: Natural Monopoly
Economic policy decisions may make a great
difference in the development of a satellite tele-
conferencing system. Growth may be more rapid in a
regulated environment pr in the free market. The
determination of which market configuration is best
will be resolved partially based on an examination of
concepts of "natural monopoly" and "public utility."
Natural monopolies are exceptions to the generally
competitive nature of the American economy. They are
justified when necessary to secure vital national
objectives, 37 or when competition would produce
inferior service and costly duplication of facilities
in a field where there are no viable alternatives open
to the consumer and the service itself is a virtual
necessity like electricity, gas, or water.38 In the
case of a natural monopoly, the alternatives available
to the government are to instigate public ownership
of the facilities or to develop schemes for public
regulation.
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Historically, the option of public regulation has
been more often relied upon 39 and a case-by-case approach
has been used to determine the need for regulation.4 0
The difficulty with any broader approach is that once
regulation has been instituted it is virtually im-
41
possible to redevelop a competitive market. Common
regulatory methods include the imposition of special
rules and regulations designed to prevent consumer
exploitation and harmful competition. In addition,
regulation may be accomplished by limiting the number
of entities that may provide the service.
Natural monopolies are characterized by barriers
to market entry such as the need for a high fixed
capital investment, state franchise or licensing
requirements, a limited source of supply, heavy constant
costs, decreasing average costs, large plant size,
centralization of supply, rigid price structures, a
low risk factor, and an obligation to meet all demands
for the service. 4 2 There is obviously a high fixed
capital investment for the satellite and launching,
and there is also a state franchise required for
CATV operation. It is problematical whether the other
criteria apply.
Public utilities are natural monopolies affected
with the public interest which are called "public
-22-
service corporations" or "quasi-public corporations"
to indicate that the public has a special interest in
ensuring the performance of specific services at
reasonable prices.43 In specific circumstances, public
carriers, stockyards, and water mills, as well as gas,
water, and electricity suppliers have been considered
public utilities.44
Historically, the traditional forms of communi-
cation have been regulated as public utilities pos-
sessing natural monopoly characteristics:
The history of the domestic telegraph industry...
indicates that competition...has not had the
expected and desired effects. Competitive
practices have resulted in useless paralleling
of facilities, duplication of operations, and
wasteful expenditures of resources and man-
power.... Moreover, telegraph services appear
to fall within the field of "natural monopolies"
such as the telephone, power and gas distri-
bution utilities, where it has usually been
found by experience that one company adequately
regulated can be expected to render a superior
service at lower cost than that provided by
competing companies.45
Additionally, regulation of communications carriers has
been justified on the ground that price competition would
be destructive and result in economic waste.
Broadcasting is not a common carrier activity,46
although it is subject to licensing requirements based
on the "public interest, convenience, and necessity...."47
In contradistinction- to communication by tele-
phone and telegraph, which the Communications
Act recognizes as a common carrier activity
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and regulates accordingly in analogy to the
regulation of rail and other carriers by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, the Act recog-
nizes that broadcasters are not common carriers
and are not to be dealt with as such. Thus the
Act recognizes that the field of broadcasting
is one of free competition.48
Apparently broadcasting was found not to embody the
destructive competition and discriminatory rates that
were feared from the transportation common carriers.
The extent to which the Communications Act
requires that common carriers be protected from com-
petitive harm is unclear. But it has been suggested that
the "just and reasonable" standard 49 applicable to the
tariff provisions of common carriers does not permit
as much "fostering of competition per se"50 as the
"public interest, convenience, and necessity" standard 51
applicable to broadcasting.5 2 This distinction may
indicate the relative degrees of competitive freedom
available under a system of tariff regulation and a
licensing scheme.
Within the broad range of diverse computer in-
formation service, certain offerings more closely
approximate natural monopolies than others. For example,
it has been pointed out that a medical information net-
work has analogies to a regional electric power system,5 3
and that a case-law data band has monopolistic characteristics
on even a national scale. 54 But most computer-information
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services do not satisfy the conditions for natural
monopolies. Market entry is relatively easy, and a
substantial number of varied firms, including computer
manufacturers and service bureaus, have entered th"e
field. Only a small initial outlay for hardware may
be required under the rental plans that are available. 56
Costs vary, depending on the expenses of research and
development and the nature of the service that is to be
provided. While costs may be decreased by sharing a
computer's memory capacity, the expense of communications
lines, which varies with distance, may necessitate
regional operations on a moderate scale. Given the
expense of software and the technical limitations on
57memory capacity, even average costs may not decrease
as production increases.
One of the factors in considering whether
a satellite teleconferencing system ought to be
treated as a public utility is whether the rapid rate
of technological change will limit the life of the
system to any great extent. If so, and there is a con-
comitant need to constantly revise and adjust the services
to conform to specialized customer needs, then it is
likely that competition should be allowed within the
area. Providing a multitude-.of specialized services
requires a flexibility of structure that is significantly
different from the limited services offered by public
utilities.
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The availability of alternative services should
also be a consideration when public utility status for
a satellite telecommunications system is being proposed.
If the services provided are not necessities then it
can be argued that less efficient services involving
radio and television could be used. On the other hand
if the satellite system is used for basic educational
activities and social services then an argument can
be made to the effect that public utility status is
necessary to ensure that all segments of the population
will be provided with similar opportunities. One of
the tests should be whether if a new firm were to move
into the satellite teleconferencing market whether
the first firm would go out of business or whether im-
proved service and reduced rates would result. Further,
would increased business result from an additional entry
into the area? In this context regulation would act
as a barrier against innovation by standardizing ser-
vices and freezing further research and development.
A compromise in regulation for a satellite tele-
communications system might be to provide for free
market entry for any interested firms, but with the
requirement of full disclosure which would protect the
public interest without complicating or unnecessarily
hindering industry development. If the profit margins
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reported were too high or if services were being denied
to significant segments of the population then stronger
regulatory measures could be instituted.
Another consideration in the regulatory area
might be the extent to which different types of firms
might be interested in the development of a satellite
teleconferencing system. If there were a large number
of different firms interested in the system development
then it would be obvious that free market entry ought
to be considered. If only one firm indicated interest
then public regulation ought to be considered.
New Technology and Competition
The premise that communications services should
be a natural monopoly has been challenged in the recent
years by a combination of economic growth and tech-
nological change. The new technology centered around
microwave transmissions, satellite systems, the computer,
and related services such as remote facsimile, remote
xerography and the teleprinter. Many of these techniques
were developed in publicly financed research and develop-
ment efforts by private ccncerns, and hence the common
carriers no longer possessed the sole expertise in
components fundamental to their facilities and networks.
The manufacturers of the new equipment present
a potential challenge to the established integrated
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hardware suppliers. Entry of new firms is possible in
the area of terminals, local loops, switching centers,
and transmission trunks. Also, various microwave
relay system firms and computer firms are prepared
to offer their services. However, given the existing
market structure of the communication industry, most
of them have faced difficulties, although the FCC has
made some significant inroads towards establishing
competition.
The first effort to re-introduce competition
came in 1956 when private users asked the FCC for access
to segments of the radio spectrum for non-common
carrier service. At issue were the radio frequencies
above 890 megacycles; hence this was known as the "above
890" case. The potential entrants reasoned that there
was sufficient space available in the spectrum and
that overcrowding would not result. The carriers argued
that the radio spectrum was a scarce resource and that
their needs were paramount. They also argued that
selective entry would result in cream-skimming and
significant revenue losses. The FCC issued its decision
in 1959 liberalizing entry policy by permitting non-
common carriers to utilize the above 890 megacycle
frequencies in their point-to-point microwave relay
system. 58 With this action the FCC had eliminated
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access to the radio spectrum as a major barrier to
market entry. It also gave additional choice to users
with a large bulk communications traffic and opened the
market to independent suppliers of equipment.
Another attempt to reinstate competition occurred
in 1964 when Microwave Communications, Inc. (MCI) applied
to the FCC to operate a customized point-to-point micro-
wave system between Chicago and St. Louis. According
to the firm, the facilities would effect a cost reduction
of 50-90 per cent over carrier rates. No imposition
would be made on the subscriber's use of its channels.
A subscriber could employ the system for voice, data,
teletype, or facsimile and would be permitted to own
and attach equipment to the network. Finally, MCI
would permit users to share circuits or use them on
a part-time basis.
All the carriers opposed MCI's application on the
grounds of wasteful use of the spectrum, and that the
facilities would duplicate those of the carriers. They
also questioned MCI's financial position, its technical
competence, and suggested that its cream-skimming
operations would result in increased rates to the
general public,
In 1970, the FCC granted MCI a license by a
vote of four to three. 59 The Commission permitted MCI
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to develop a new communications sub-market not presently
served by the carriers. It was held that MCI's emphasis
on channel flexibility and circuit sharing would yield
economies of cost and specialization that outweighed
problems of frequency consumption. The FCC's decision
enhanced the market opportunities of non-integrated
suppliers and manufacturers of related communications
equipment.
As a result of the MCI decision, some 1,700
microwave station operations are now pending before
the FCC. The applicants fall under two categories:
those seeking to render carrier service via point-to-
point communications, and those seeking to establish a
switched digital network throughout the United States.
If the above applications are granted it would enlarge
the equipment supply market leading to easier entry and
more competition. It would also stimulate innovative
efforts. Finally, the independent supplier would be put
on equal footing with the integrated suppliers.
The FCC efforts to broaden the equipment market
also extend to the foreign attachment and interconnection
area. AT&T Tariff No. 132 states: "No equipment, appartus,
circuit or device not furnished by the telephone company
should be attached to or connected with the facilities
furnished by the telephone company, whether physically or
induction or otherwise."
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This tariff ban has included microwave, data sets
and telephone instruments. The common carriers argue
that the use of customer-owned equipment infringes on
the carrier's responsibility, lowers circuit quality,
and constricts the innovation process of the carrier.
Counter arguments consider the foreign attachment
tariff as illegal tie-in between equipment and lines
which perpetuate the restrictive structure of the industry.
It is argued that equipment procurement in a competitive
market would result in greater innovation in equipment
with minimal hinderance to the carriers' systemic
integrity.
In the mid-1960's, the Carter Electronics Company
began marketing a device that enabled a private mobile
radio system to interconnect with the public telephone
dial network. Called the Carterphone Device, the equip-
ment fell within the foreign attachment category. Bell
informed its customers of the violation, and since some
3,500 devices had been sold, the case was assigned to
the FCC on the grounds of primary jurisdiction.
In 1968, the FCC ruled that AT&T's foreign
attachment tariff, as applied to the specifics of the
Carterphone Decision, was unreasonable and unduly
discriminatory.6 0 The Commission accepted Carterphone's
reasoning that the device fulfilled a useful and necessary
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purpose and did not adversely hinder the operation and
quality of the telephone network. The FCC also sug-
gested that the carriers should establish more precise
and reasonable standards to protect the quality of the
telephone system.
The decision has forced ATGT to revise tariffs
permitting Carter ownership of data modems, private
PBX systems, and private point-to-point microwave relay
systems. However, the carriers still prohibit all
interconnections in such areas unless the users lease
the network control signalling devices (units which
perform the dialing function) from the carriers.
The implications of the Carterphone case
remain unclear. The key issue is whether the decision
clearly will determine the market opportunities of new
equipment suppliers. There is also the possibility of
extending the decision into the residential market and
the computer devices and related equipment offerings.
The trend will be indicated by future FCC decisions.
By delivering interpretative rulings on many of the
applications presently pending, the Commission could
indicate the criteria which would govern the inter-
connection and foreign attachment tariffs. However
the FCC's formal function, the adjudicatory proceeding
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is rather cumbersome and lengthy, and taxes the agency's
limited resources. Thus any remedial program should
couple the formal FCC actions with actions on other
fronts. Much depends on the formulation of public policy
and the alternatives available for the reform of the
communications industry.
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OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR SATELLITE TELECONFERENCING SYSTEMS
Despite the efforts to introduce competition in
the communications industry, like the MCI and Carter-
phone decisions, there are a number of unresolved
problems. First, the FCC has been unable to formulate
pricing guidelines even though the issue of rate
structure and rate levels for individual services
is central to the creation of adequate controls in
the use of price as a barrier to entry and as a method
for cross-subsidization. Second, the FCC has been
unsuccessful in developing tools for a benefit-cost
analysis of the use of the radio frequency spectrum.
Suggestions for rationing the spectrum through the
auctioning process may be inappropriate, but never-
theless it still remains for the Commission to establish
suitable guidelines. Finally, as stated before, common
carrier regulation is still rather cumbersome. Each
issue is considered in isolation, and there is little
evidence to suggest that unified policies and standards
will be forthcoming in the reasonable future.
In proposing a satellite teleconferencing system,
the planners will have to be cognizant of the possible
responses to the present impasse in the communications
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industry. Much has been written in recent years, in-
cluding a Presidential Task Force,1 on the ways to
reform the public utility-supplier sector of the
industry. The opinion diversity extends from sug-
gestions to retain the status quo, with a more rigorous
regulation procedure, to proposals advocating the separa-
tion of public utilities from their suppliers. Other
policy options call for introduction of competitive
bidding procedures in the equipment field or the assigna-
tion of public utility status to the presently integrated
suppliers.
The effects of future policy options on a
satellite teleconferencing system are twofold. First,
if the system is to incorporate cable and microwave
systems, the crucial issue is the liberalization of
the interconnection rules and foreign attachment tariffs.
Secondly, concerning the satellite system, interconnection
policy will be considered, but much more important are
the questions of ownership of the system and policies
which may introduce competition to the equipment
market. There are a number of basic public policy
options in regard to the communications industry in
general, which will have particular effects upon alter-
native satellite teleconferen'cing schemes.
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Regulation of the Equipment Suppliers for a
Satellite Teleconferencing System
One policy option would treat the system supply
affiliate as a regulated entity. The supplier would be
allowed a capital return no larger than the amount per-
mitted to other utilities. This, of course, would
call for the submission of the manufacturer's rates,
profits, and capital investment to the regulatory agency
for review.
There are however a number of difficult problems
facing such a policy. Foremost is the lack of experience
of public regulation in this area, since manufacturing
operations have almost never been treated in this manner.
The formulation of a rate-setting policy and its exe-
cution would be an enormous additional burden on the
FCC's regulatory duties.
The most important factor against such a policy
is that the equipment sector does not have the characteris-
tics of a natural monopoly. Although at the present
time a duopoly dominates the communications equipment
market this is mostly due to the policies of the
regulators and the patterns set in the formative
period of the communications industry. The market
entry requirements, barring utility-supplier pressures,
are not extremely forbidding; new products hold the
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potential of new and promising services; and the
existence of dozens of conventional suppliers earning
respectable profits suggest that a 60 per cent market
share is not the limit for optimum firm size.2
The European experience with telecommunications
also provides evidence that the manufacturing side need
not be a publicly regulated market. Although most
telephone operations are government-owned and regulated,
the equipment market is rather open. In fact proposals
have been advanced to increase the competitive nature
of the market. 3 Thus even the Europeans, who are
presently advocating mergers for some sectors of the
industry, do not wish a single manufacturing firm in
the hardware market.
A Possible Regulatory Regime
A second policy option is to consider adoption
of a regulatory regime similar to the present vertically
integrated communications industry structure, without
a requirement that the system purchase its equipment
needs on competitive basis. The main line of reasoning
in support of this policy coincides with the common
carrier's justifications for retaining their present
system.
The advocates of vertical integration contend
that the question of over-all system integrity must be
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considered at the outset. They state that just as
the telephone industry possesses a unique, complex
interdependence that makes a systems approach mandatory,
so too would this approach be necessary for a satellite
system. Systemic integrity involves the need for control
over the quality of inputs to the network because the
users or operators of one part of a communications grid
can, by supplying it with improper or distorted signals,
interfere with users throughout the entire system.
Likewise the planning aspects of the systems approach,
which avoid wasteful redundancy and degrading per-
formance through coordination, are considered as
positive aspects.
Considering the complexity of the existing
telephone system and the need for interdependence,
the systems approach has appeal in the satellite
area. However, these factors are not unique to the
communications industry. The aerospace industry
and computer service industries have developed suf-
ficiently without the systems approach. Further, it
could be argued that the basic problem of the communi-
cations industry is not due to the failure of the
systems approach, but rather is due to the restrictions
imposed by vertical integration.
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A further argument for a regulated approach to
satellite teleconferencing systems has to do with
economies of scale. In the communications industry,
cost comparisons between Western Electric and independent
equipment suppliers are offered as evidence of the
superior efficiency of the integrated supplier. The
superior performance of Western, it is argued, is
due to economies of scale, intensive cost
reduction programs, and Western's quantity buying
practices. However, some critics are unwilling to
accept the above reasoning as a justification for
vertical integration.
First, the concept of economies of scale is plant
oriented, and is not necessarily applicable to a firm
which manufactures in many geographic locations.
Second, in order to take advantage of economies of scale
the manufacturer need not have a permanent link with
a utility. Third, the economies of scale may cause
losses in the production areas where specialization
is important; that is, where size does not allow a more
particularized type of manufacturing. It is probable
that the competitive market is the:proper vehicle to
test and balance the production function between scale
and specialization in the satellite teleconferencing
system area.
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An additional argument is that the maintenance,
repair and quality of communications equipment is best
secured within the confines of a single organization
embracing service and manufacturing. However, the
development of independent repair services might create
more market efficiency and greater competition amongst
firms to the benefit of the user. Given the mix of
communication services in a satellite teleconferencing
system it is most likely that a competitive arrangement
would prove most satisfactory.
The third policy alternative in a satellite
teleconferencing system calls for acceptance of vertical
integration with the inclusion of competitive bid
procedures in equipment contracting. Thus the system
would keep an interest in the manufacturing area, but
would be required to solicit competitive bids from all
equipment suppliers in the field. This solution accepts
the supposed advantages of integration and also attempts
to realize the gains expected from a competitive market.
This policy option presents several problems. The
first problem is that regardless of the bidding procedure,
the independent suppliers may not have the ability
to immediately compete with an integrated supplier. Public
subsidies to aspiring competitors would most likely
not produce the desired result of minimizing cost for the
public.
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A second problem concerns the difficulty in
formulating an equitable competitive bidding procedure.
It is very important to select a bid procedure which
will allow the system managers the least amount of
discretion, since otherwise the bidding requirement
will become a rubber stamp. Generally, the bidding
procedure sets forth a number of criteria, involving
cost and other factors.
A third problem of adopting competitive bidding
to the status quo centers on the allocation of research
and development. It would appear to be easier to
share these costs if there were an arrangement between
the system manager and the equipment supplier, and yet
this situation would not foster competition. 
-If an
arrangement did exist, all contracts requiring in-
novative efforts would be awarded to the supplier having
the cooperative agreement. The efficiency of the other
suppliers would not be adequately rewarded.4
In any satellite teleconferencing system, the
overriding public policy should be directed towards
providing for the optimum research and development
which would result in system improvement. This process
of innovation will most likely be advanced by a system
that provides for competition amongst various firms.
The one area where this will not be true is in the
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educational teleconferencing satellite system where the
users will probably not be in a position to pay adequately
for the service. Thus there will be no great amount,,
of competition for these services. Generally, however,
it has been the activities of independent firms that
have aided in technological development in the communi-
cations field. The development of microwave systems
indicates that the major innovative work is done under
the pressure of competition. Further, in satellite
development, the 1959 proposals of the Bell system for
a global satellite network using random orbit satellites
would have required extremely large capital expendi-
tures which would have precluded most firms from the
field. However, the synchronous satellite has
developed to the point where we are now considering
dedicated teleconferencing satellite systems for domestic
use.5 Thus it is possible that nonintegrated hardware
firms may indeed assume sponsorship of dedicated satel-
lite teleconferencing satellites-'in the commercial
area while the federal government may assume sponsor-
ship of educational teleconferencing satellites.
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FOOTNOTES
1. Final Report, President's Task Force on Communi-
cation Policy, December 7, 1968.
2. M. Irwin, The Telecommunications Industry 151 (1971)
3. See Christopher Layton, European Advanced Tech-
nology, PEP, 1969. Also see Layton's address to
'to the conference on "European Technology Col-
laboration," London, 16-IX-1969.
4. See generally, Irwin, supra note 2 at 150-9.
It is arguable that a utility and- Ts integrated
supplier could be separated through the use of
antitrust laws. The FCC could use its statutory
authority to achieve this objective. Section 7
of the Clayton Act [15 U.S.C. § 18 (1964)],
which controls horizontal and vertical mergers,
if they are restrictive, would be the main
weapon. Section 11 also expressly provides that
the FCC may enforce its antitrust powers by ordering
divestiture. HoweVer, the Commission has never
attempted to use its antitrust enforcement power,
thus the scope of its authority has not yet been
determined. If antitrust were to be applied to
Western Electric a number of major issues emerge.
They center on retroactive use of the Clayton Act,
the effect of the 1956 Consent degree, and the FCC's
power to regulate vertical mergers.
The first issue is whether the Clayton Act can
be applied retroactively to cover the 1881 acquisition
of Western Electric by AT&f. In Pan American
World Airways v. The United States, 371 U.S. 296
(1963), the court ruled that it will allow retro-
active application of antitrust legislation (in
this case, the Sherman Act) if there has been an
acquisition and at the time of the suit there is a
reasonable probability that the restraints will
occur. Although the case involved the Sherman Act,
the Court based a part of its decision on an earlier
case which was concerned with the Clayton Act,
but did not contain the-element of retroactivity
[U.S. v. Du Pont de Nemours 353 U.S. 586 (1957)],
and thus the Court was forced to settle that question.
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The semi-legalizing effect of the 1956 Consent
Decree does not really bar FCC action. The 1956
suit was filed under the Sherman Act (under which
the FCC has no authority), while a new action would
come under the Clayton Act. The latter legislation
is devised to reach situations which have not
ripened into Sherman Act actions. Finally since
the decree was entered without adjudication, there
is a question whether it carries-any judicial
approval.
In the arc of horizontal mergers the FCC has power
under Section 221 of the Communications Act [47 U.S.C.
§221 (1964)] to approve a merger of any two tele-
phone companies. This section was interpreted
in Seaboard Air Line R.R. v. United States, 382,
U.S. 154 (1965) to give the merging firms exemption
from antitrust laws. However, the parties need
not seek approval, since the application of the
section is not mandatory.
Section 214 of the Communications Act [47
U.S.C. §214(a) (1964)] also pertains to hori-
zontal mergers. It calls for FCC approval for
any acquisition of a "line" by a carrier. A
"line" is any channel of communication established
by the use of appropriate equipment, other than a
channel of communication established by the
interconnection of two or more existing channels.
The section is inoperative if the merger obtains
approval under section 221. It is really a re-sidual
clause to cover any mergers not taken up by other
sections, and since the criteria is based on ,
public convenience and necessity, application f"
the Clayton Act is not suspended. Furthermore, yJ
if the FCC does not enforce the Clayton Act,
the Department of Justice is still free to do so
in any section 214 merger. Although the hori-
zontal mergers should be closely scrutinized,
they are not as restrictive as the vertical
mergers. In addition, the products of hori-
zontal mergers are still to be publicly regulated,
while vertical mergers are more difficult to
control.
The FCC has broad powers under the Clayton Act
which can also be applied to vertical mergers.
Particularly section 7 of the Act would pertain
to the vertical integration scene since it is
applicable to any corporation engaged "in commerce."
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Also section 2 of the Robinson-Patman Act [15
U.S.C. §13(a) (1964)] prohibits discriminatory
pricing practices and controls customer-supplier
relationships. Although many of the pricing
policies by the carriers are subject to public
regulation, some areas remain beyond the FCC
non-antitrust authority (such as carrier-leasing
from other carriers). Section 3 of the Robinson-
Patman Act dealing with tying agreements and ex-
clusive dealing arrangements directly concern
the vertical relationships. Thus by combining
section 7 of the Clayton Act and sections 2 and 3
of the Robinson-Patman Act the FCC should be able
to reach and control the gamut of various vertical
relationships.
Having the tools of antitrust legislation does
not mean that the FCC is prepared to use them. A
major suit such as a divestiture action against
AT&T, or even an attempt to regulate other restric-
tive practices between AT&T and Western Electric,
is also an important political decision. It is
doubtful at the present time that the administration
would involve the Department of Justice or the FCC
in actions which involve major restructuring con-
sequences on the communications industry.
5. Further, the MCI decision will encourage further
research and development in this area, and the
field of computer switching and data modems will
respond positively to the carterphone case.
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ALTERNATIVES FOR THE REGULATION AND CONTROL OF
A SATELLITE TELECONFERENCING SYSTEM
Assuming a mix of technologies involving the
satellite, CATV, microwave, and possibly telephone
lines, there are a number of policy alternatives
which would to various degrees encourage the growth
of the capabilities necessary to establish the system.
There are a number of different levels on which the
problem can be considered.
Program Content Control
One source of concern is with the content of
the material presented over such a satellite system.
The First Amendment rights to freedom of speech and
freedom of the press would appear to preclude regu-
lation of the content transmitted by such a system.
If one considered the goals of such a system to be
to encourage diversity of content and freedom of
access then it would not be desirable to establish
content regulation which, in fact, would be a form
of prior restraint. The control of program content is
probably not a major problem, and, in any event, in
the extreme cases there are sanctions that can be
applied to discourage blatant mis-use of the system.
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To the extent that programs of an interactive nature
are coded and not made available to the general public
or even to a single class of users, it might be argued
that the regulatory regime of essentially no content
control applicable to telephone conversations should
apply. On the other hand, when a program is presented
in such a way as it approximates a broadcast, then
certain rules and regulations would be enforced.
The Desirability of Federal Regulation
The Availability of Circuits
The amount of regulation may also be altered
by the ease of access to the system. For example, if
only a limited number of satellite circuits are available
then justification of the FCC for regulation of broad-
casting applies since this is the utilization of a
scarce resource. Alternatively, if there are an un-
limited number of circuits, then the rationale for
regulation based on the "scarce resource" theory loses
some impact. The fact that some form of regulation may
be desirable even if there are an unlimited number of
frequencies would probably merit considerable debate.
Even with unlimited channel capacity, it is not neces-
sarily true that everyone will have access to the
capital required to produce alternative programming
if there was disagreement with what was being presented.
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One option for a regulatory regime would be to
give the FCC complete control over the satellite
teleconferencing system. The FCC could then be empowered
to establish regulations which would encourage utili-
zation of the system and also provide for access to
the system by educational and other public interest
groups.
The basic issue here is whether FCC regulation
in a general sense is desirable if the system provides
for unlimited channels as opposed to broadcasting at
the present time on a limited number of frequencies.
The use of the existing radio spectrum today is de-
pendent on its physical dimensions.1 The first being
the frequency bandwidth needed to transmit bits of
information. There has been a perennial concern of
frequency scarcity, mainly due to technical restraints
which limit more extensive use. The other two spectral
dimensions are time and space: time. being the period 1-'
within which transmission is made, and space the area
through which the radio signals must pass. The degree
to which the latter dimension is occupied depends on
,the instnsity of radiated power. In extreme cases, power
intensity will so saturate a volume of space that it
obliterates any competing signal. 2
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The great present increase in the need for
communication service, as well as forecasts for the
future, 3 will call for further technical developments,
both of extensive and intensive type, in the communi-
cations industry. Extensive development refers to the
broadening of the radio spectrum through the ability of
manufacturers of communications equipment to produce
instruments capable of transmitting communications at
higher and higher frequencies. It will be the role
of both private and government sectors to encourage
and finance the research and development and in-
novation efforts in this area.
Technical advances of an intensive nature occur
through the development of each dimension of the spectrum.
The spatial dimension will be broadened with the improve-
ments in transmitters and directional antennas (for
microwave relay). This allows closer geographic spacing
of users, especially in the microwave field where
sensitive antennas will be capable of receiving less
powerful signals. The frequency dimension may be
improved with better equipment allowing bandwidth
splitting while at the same time limiting wasteful
side-emissions. Finally the time dimension could be
improved through more cooperation and.planning as
well as parallel technical advances in the frequencies
4
techniques.
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On the other hand, it should be considered that
the availability of improved equipment does not on its
face imply a more efficient use of the spectrum. Much
depends on the cost of the hardware and the degree to
which its capability is utilized. If optimum spectrum
economy, in a technical sense, is realized through
higher-cost equipment, such economy is not necessarily
optimally efficient in an economic sense. Technical
efficiency must be pursued with the aim of reducing
eventual hardware costs while utilizing more of the
radio spectrum.
In the efforts to improve the utilization of the
radio-spectrum, the substitutes for the spectrum may
provide a workable solution. Substitutes for broad-
casting include the use of open wire, coaxial cable
and CATV. There is also the possibility of future
development of the laser and circular wave guide tube
as communication techniques. In regard to the direction
of substitution it would seem that the several modes
should supplement each other and each should find an
appropriate role in the communications industry. The
process by which appropriate functions for each technique
are selected is a key factor in the development of a
satellite teleconferencing system.
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Economic Factors
Generally the natural resources, above and
below the earth's surface, which are available to man-
kind's utilization are characterized as possessing
either stock or flow attributes. Stock resources,
like minerals, oil and natural gas are regarded as
inventories or stocks that await processing. The
inventory-type resources are irreplaceable, finite,
and require further processing. Meanwhile flow
resources, like arable land, fisheries, or water flow
are potentially replaceable, restorable, or augmentable -
at a price in renewed investment to sustain productivity.
Unwise decisions in the management of resources area
by owners-users may lead to early exhaustion of
stock resources or obliteration of flow resources.
In both cases, the owner-user makes crucial
decisions whether to invest in hopes of discovering
new reserves of a stock resource, or to rectify the
depletion of a flow resource. Because such invest-
ment is not without cost, users must weigh expected
costs against expected yields. Within this context,
the radio spectrum possesses a definable magnitude
which, although somewhat arbitrarily determined,
gives it stock attributes. The more it is occupied
or utilized, the less remains to occupy or utilize.
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However, unlike stock resources, the radio spectrum's
usable portions at the present time depend on tech-
nology, economics, and regulatory administration. The
scarcity and congestion of the spectrum are not regu-
lated through a market and price system, as it is in
the case of stock resources. Without such markets
and prices, spectrum managers and owner-users have
accomodated scarcity through a system of central al-
location and deliberate efforts to extend the spectrum,
both intensively and extensively, as well as to develop
substitutes for radio communication.
Like flow resources, the spectrum is also sub-
ject to degradation through pollution or congestion.
Pollution may be due to non-communication use of
radio, adjacent channel interference, or even general
congestion by communications. But unlike other flow
resources, as soon as the sources of degradation are
removed the spectrum returns at once to its original
state. Ordinary flow resources are restored through
considerable investment and effort, and after a period
of time. In the spectrum, the sources of pollution
may not be easy to eliminate on short notice, once
hardware investments are made, nevertheless a public
allocation decision, when enforced, could bring a
restoration of that part of the spectrum. Therefore,
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the difference between spectrum and other flow resource
allocation as concerns the cost of restoration may
in fact only be one of degree.
As has been pointed out in the previous para-
graphs the decisions regarding the restoration and
fuller utilization of the radio spectrum resource
have not been based on market and price considerations,
although they are not totally neglected, but on
criteria formulated by a public allocation agency.
The reason for this situation is that the radio
spectrum, as presently constituted, has many attributes
of a common property resource, and represents a vital
depository of public value.
The question may be asked as to why property
rights do not exist in the radio spectrum and as a
consequence no national market has emerged. It is
important to consider this issue in any discussion of
the "inherent" common property attributes of the radio
spectrum, since it may lead to the development of an
alternative regulatory regime for satellite tele-
conferencing systems.
Without a system of regulation, users of a common
property resource would lack incentives to refrain
from use rates which raise costs against themselves
and others. That is, unless assured that other users
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will also refrain from using up the resource before
they do, no initial users have reason to postpone
or reduce their own use. Since everyone would con-
sider the resource to be free there is bound to be
excessive use of labor and capital. But eventually
this would cause tendencies toward depletion of
the resource and economic inefficiency generating
attempts to appropriate rights unilaterally, or by
agreement of the users. Even more frequently, there
will be a call for public control of output and/or entry. 6
The radio spectrum, although nondepletable even
when used, is prone to economic inefficiency and
congestion in the absence of public regulation or a
system of private property rights. No spectrum user
will reduce his power or service range to avoid another's
frequency space unless certain that a rival .will not
simply raise his power in turn, at the original
user's, and public's expense. Similarly no user will
invest in techniques to reduce the amount of spectrum
he needs unless he is sure he can benefit from the
space thereby released, and not merely have it pre-
empted by another.
The United States, in what was considered an
absence of clearly defined private radiation rights,
opted for public regulation of the radio spectrum.
The two main reasons why property rights do not exist
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in the radio spectrum resource are that the cost of
appropriating and defending exclusive use rights is
too high,.and that national traditions militated
against such rights from the outset. Even today
with advances in the technical possibilities of defining
use rights, and the sale of renewable licenses, there
seems little likelihood that private property rights
in the spectrum will ever be tolerated.
It has been argued persuasively that the courts
were on their way to establishing 'property rights in
the radio spectrum when Congress intervened in 1927.7
Once property rights had been defined the basis would
have been laid for market transactions, and a viable
competitive system might have been established. Inter-
ference control could have been conducted through tort
law or on initial definition of rights via administrative
channels. Thus consumers would be left free to choose
between signals of varying clarity, and broadcasters
free to bid for spectrum against the government or
other nongovernment users. By seeking to curb inter-
ference more rapidly than otherwise, on grounds of
safety and defense, the Congress has created an apparatus
of public regulation. By doing this the Congress
accepted arguments that the judicial process would be
too slow and cumbersome, the market transactions
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too complex and costly, and that property rights in
the spectrum would subvert overriding national policies.
Today, whatever the viability of the present
public allocation system, certain presumptions constitute
a real barrier to any market allocation of the radio
spectrum. These presumptions include the appre-
hension that freely transferable spectrum rights, or
even public auctions of renewable rights would price
the small operator out of the market and cause a
concentration of broadcast facilities in large urban
centers; deter new capital by raising the cost of
entry; give broadcast licensees equitable protection
of their earning power and undermine the FCC's power
to impose more comprehensive requirements for public
service; and burden the licensee with additional
costs and induce him to cut back public services. Such
presumptions have a considerable political appeal,
through fear of monopoly and subversion of equal access
by a wide variety of political, economic and social
groups; and of impeding prompt access to the spectrum
by government in wartime, and substantial access in
peacetime. Thus, the spectrum today can be properly
considered a common property resource which necessitates
public allocation and subsequent regulation.
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In addition to the politically-based presumptions
described above, another important consideration which
calls for public control of the spectrum is its over-
riding public value. The spectrum is used for a
variety of social, political, safety, educational,
cultural, informational, and military purposes. The
unique potential of communications in the area of
education and information would probably not be properly
utilized through market allocation of the spectrum.8
In order to further the public value potential, the
control of the spectrum should thus remain in the
hands of a federal allocation agency. The fostering
of satellite teleconferencing systems could therefore
depend on reforms of the present system, or switch
to a market-oriented system. If a limited number of
frequencies were available, or if access costs were ex-
tremely high, then federal regulation and perhaps even
system ownership would be desirable. However, if
unlimited frequencies were available and educational
and public access were reasonable, then private owner-
ship and policy-making might be satisfactory.
Frequency Allocation and Management Without Markets:
The FCC
The FCC, which is entrusted with regulatory and
allocational tasks in the nongovernmental sector9 grants
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licenses to prospective broadcasters, assigning
specific frequencies for their use with the provision
that "public convenience, interest, or necessity be
served thereby."1 0 This type of a regulatory regime
occurred due to the growing awareness of the radio's
importance together with a recognition of the radio
spectrum's limitation to accomodate all possible
users. With the adoption of a system of central al-
location, the system of prices and markets was completely
disregarded. However, the compelling need to do what
prices would otherwise do has left an imprint on the
allocational framework. The licensing function pro-
vides the integrating system which prices would other-
wise provide in the market. The FCC's provision of
a price equivalent by no means implies that their
allocational criteria are necessarily market criteria.
On the contrary, the FCC has often overriden market
criteria with social priorities in conducting both its
licensing and its allocational function.
The FCC's task is to define, delimit and distri-
bute use rights among the competing services and therein
among competing users. Its licensing function is
geared to alter business conduct, while the allocation
function is intended to alter-the structure of the
communications industry. In evaluating competing
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claims between alternative services and prospective
licensees, the FCC gives special weight to factors
which at first glance would appear to be market oriented.
The following criteria are frequently emphasized:
1. The inability to use wire as a viable
substitute for radio;
2. The ability of the licensee to render the
best practicable service to the community;
3. Evidence that any new service would in
fact be publicly accepted and the scarce
frequencies therby not lie idle;
4. The relative suitability of different
parts of the spectrum for different types
of service;
5. Technological factors - the relative cost
and feasibility of converting equipment
and receivers for operation of different
frequencies and the time needed for
orderly change.
Such factors at first resemble market criteria.
Upon closer scrutiny, however, the criteria are not
found to be approximations of market forces. Regulatory
agencies can not apply the above factors in the same way
that interacting buyers and sellers could in a free
market.
In a free market, users would want to purchase
circuits most suitable for their needs. Users through
trial and error would gradually come to occupy those
frequencies technically and economically most suitable
to their needs. The question is whether a regulatory
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agency can produce such a pattern more quickly and with
less economic waste. A key problem is that under
direct allocation the needed changes accumulate and
must be made all at once. Whereas a market system,
in theory, can facilitate the same changes more gradually,
over a longer period of time.
Users, in a free market would want to buy circuits
that they expected to be able to use soon. The
duration of time before the assigned circuits are
activated may vary in the two cases. Without market
pressure regulatory agencies may tolerate stock-
piling for longer periods than seems economically or
socially desirable. Market incentives, on the other
hand, might encourage circuit allocation with a minimum
of time delay.
The users best able to bid for circuits in
a market system might be those most responsive to
the needs of public, but they might also be solely
concerned with economic gain. The number of people
who benefit from any service may in fact exceed the
number who would be willing and, even, able to pay for
it. This would present a situation where social benefits
would need to be balanced against private benefits, and
where public subsidies might -be needed and justified.
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Thus the social priorities force the criteria far
away from market considerations.
If circuit prices were high, reflecting relati.ve
scarcities, one would expect to find those users
who could substitute other transmission means to do
so. In a free market, users could weigh the relative
cost and benefits of various alternatives and achieve
some optimal combination in their production arrangements.
However, it is unlikely that user groups could always
be counted on to be able to obtain cost effective
alternatives, and thus the question arises of whether
subsidies should be available to ensure educational
and public interest access.
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FOOTNOTES
1. Electromagnetic radiation is radiant energy
resulting from acceleration of an electron or
other charged particles. Forms of electro-
magnetic radiation are light, radio waves,
x-rays, heat radiation, ultraviolet radiation,
and gamma rays. Electromagnetic energy travels
from its source in wave form. The electromag-
netic waves possess different wavelengths and
frequencies, the frequency and wavelength being
inversely proportionate. The measure of wave
length is based on the progression of a wave
from one peak to the next, which completes one
cycle of the wave. The rapidity with which a
wave completes one cycle is the frequency,
expressed in cycles per second. The term
hertz, which is synomymous with "cycles per
second," has recently come into use. The electro-
magnetic spectrum is so vast that it is helpful
to use the terms kilohertz (KHz), which means
1,000 cycles per second; megahertz (MHz), 1,000
kilohertz; gigahertz (GHz), 1,000 megahertz; and
terrahertz (THz), 1,000 gigahertz. At the present
time the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum
used for over-the-air radio and television broad-
casting is very small. The radio spectrum ranges
from ten kilohertz to three terrahertz, thus
defining the magnitude of the resource base.
2. Gifford, Maximizing Our Radio Resource, An Address
Before the Group on Electromagnetic Compatibility,
Washington D.C. Section, Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, May 12, 1966, at 6.
The Telecommunication Science Advisory Panel of
the Commerce Technical Advisory Board stated:
The Joint Technical Advisory Committee has
identified present dimensioning of spectrum
utilization as completely inadequate for really
effective analytical efforts towards frequency
sharing. Dimensioning is primarily in terms of
frequency, and that provides only a small segment
of the total picture. Usually, only an inference
of the geographical space utilized is obtainable
from the power, antennas, and geographical data
supplied.
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This conception of spectral dimensions will help
in deciding how close to each other users may
come in regard to any of the three dimensions
before the resulting interference becomes intolerable.
The major criteria to be considered in making the
decision is the character of information being
transmitted and the state of the arts. In the past,
technical advances have facilitated closer spacing
in all three dimensions without hindering effective
communication, and at the same time extended, to
a limited degree, the range of usable frequencies
and the areas over which they are usable.
The spectral volume which any user requires to
transmit information, with some degree of reliability
and clarity can be eliminated in terms of the
frequency, the three-dimensional physical space
and time period of operation, and the power used
to radiate transmissions considered adequate to
overcome competing noise. It has been suggest that
in order to maximize the radio resource, there ought
to be devised "...a standard unit of spectrum
utilization based on a specified level of radiated
energy density over a specified bandwidth over
a specified geographic area." In this manner
each spectral physical dimension would be fully
utilized and considered during the decision-making
process of spectrum allocation. U.S. Commerce
Technical Advisory Board Telecommunications
Science Panel, Electromagnetic Spectrum Utilization 
-
The Silent Crisis 3 (1966), at 33.
3. See R.L. Barrow and D.J. Manelli, "Communications
Technology 
- A Forecast of Change" (Part I), 34
Law and Contemporary Problems 203 (1969).
4. See M.J. Levin, "The Radio Spectrum Resource,"
11 The Journal of Law and Economics 433, at p445,
ff 8. Levin.states, "At present we could conceivably
transmit three conversations on the same frequency
with time division multiplex, but would have to
modulate so fast as to require more than three
frequencies presently needed to do the same with
'frequency division multiplex.' Should we become
able to transmit the conversations on the same
frequency with no change -in modulation, greater
exploitation of the temporal dimension will become
technically possible.
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5. For a standard characterization, see Anthony Scott,
Natural Resources: The Economics of Conservation (1955).
6. Ibid.
7. R.M. Coase, "The Federal Communications Commission,"
2 Journal of Law and Economics 1, at 25-35 (1959).
8. The response of larger communications concerns to
public needs in this area has not been great. See
Nicholas Johnson, "Towers of Babel: The Chaos in
Radio Spectrum Utilization and Allocation," 34
Law and Contemporary Problems 505, at 524-5. FCC
Commissioner Johnson considers the market allocation
"no more than an academic suggestion, given the
political realities," at 525.
9. 47 U.S.C.A. § 307.
10. Ibid.
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AN EDUCATIONAL SATELLITE TELECONFERENCING SYSTEM
System Components
Any discussion of the alternatives for an educational
satellite teleconferencing system bears in some part on
the users that are being contemplated for the system.
If the users are primarily in the governmental sector then
one type of system will be developed. If the users are
in the educational community then other standards and funding
problems arise, and concommitantly other regulatory problems.
Finally, if the users are both from the educational com-
munity and the private sector some proportional sources
of funding and regulation will need to be formulated. Thus
the ownership and management alternatives may depend
primarily on the categories of users that are identified.
There has been some discussion recently over whether the
educational community should receive special treatment from
communication suppliers because of the nature of their acti-
vities. The basic argument is that since the nation has a
commitment to education that electronic teaching from a
distance and the other uses that could be made of a satellite
teleconferencing system should in effect be subsidized by the
federal government or that reduced tariffs should be negotiated
with the carriers. If one takes this argument to its logical
conclusion, it would appear logical to provide for a unique
regulatory regime for a satellite teleconferencing system which
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devoted to educational purposes and other public service
activities. The following is an analysis of these arguments.
The Satellite
A major component of a satellite teleconferencing
system will be the satellite itself. Here there are
two alternatives for implementation of the system.
Either the teleconferencing will make use of circuits
available on the commercial domestic satellites or
the operators of the system will arrange for circuits
on a dedicated satellite launched for primarily tele-
conferencing and related activities.
Concerning the availability of circuits on the
domestic commercial satellites, it is not clear at
this point whether there will be a number of such
systems or only one. President Nixon's Task Force
has rejected the natural monopoly argument when
applied to domestic satellite development and has sug-
gested that any firm.should be permitted to establish
either a general or specific domestic satellite
system and that the ownership could be either private or public.1
Further, Clay Whitehead of the Office of Telecommunication
Policy has indicated that the AT&T - Comsat proposal for a
domestic satellite system could create antitrust problems
since two suppliers of communications have joined to provide
satellite services. Whitehead indicated that the problem
could be avoided if a public message system rather than
a private one were provided.
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A number of questions arise here which must
be resolved by the FCC. One issue is whether the pro-
curement rules of the Communication Satellite Act will
apply to Comsat or any other domestic satellite owner
or whether competitive buying procedures will apply
to private satellite systems. It is also possible that
the authorized user question will be reconsidered
within the context of domestic satellite operation. 2
Assuming a public service/educational basis
for a satellite teleconferencing system, it is pos-
sible that special arrangements will be made by domestic
satellite operators to provide for such a system.
The Federal Communications Commission on
March 24, 1970 clearly recognized that the needs of
educational institutions should be served by parties
applying for domestic satellite systems and it is
arguable that the utilization of a satellite tele-
conferencing system is one of these needs. It is
the Commission's belief that these needs should be
served through terms and conditions which are in the
public's best interest and which will provide the
greatest "peoples dividend". These benefits to the
public can probably best be derived by providing
education with tariffs for communication services of
a special nature, as opposed to applying standard
commercial tariffs to situations where the public
stands to benefit.
The FCC's Report and Order Concerning the Matter
of Establishment of Domestic Communication-Satellite
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Facilities by Nongovernmental Entities, Sec. 34,
provides an insight as to what the Commission feels
the nature of these special terms and conditions
should be. That Report and Order of March 24, 1970
states--
Sec. 34 "All applicants should further
address question ... (b)..."
(b)(1) Where the proposed services in-
clude television or radio program trans-
mission, the terms and conditions under
which satellite channels will be made
available for non-commercial educational
networks. We note that parties to this
proceeding, such as COMSAT and the ABC
network, have proposed to provide satel-
lite channels without charge for the
interconnection of public and instruc-
tional broadcasting. We believe this
to be in the public interest. Applicants
proposing television or radio program trans-
mission services should also address
the possibility of realizing a "peoples'
dividend" to provide some funds for pro-
gramming by noncommercial educational
stations, as suggested by the Ford
Foundation.
(2) Applicants proposing multi-purpose
or specialized systems should also
discuss the terms and conditions under
which satellite services will be made
available for data and computer usage
in meeting the instructional, educational,
and administrative requirements of
educational institutions.
The FCC has recognized the potential of domestic
communications satellites to assist education, and
the result has manifest itself in the various pro-
posals submitted by companies applying for the right
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to construct domestic satellite systems. The majority
of .these proposals clearly place education in a special
category enabling it to derive certain benefits not
applicable to commercial interests. An example of
these benefits is shown in one of the more inclusive
proposals by MCI Lockheed:
For five years after the start of domes-
tic satellite operation by MCI Lockheed
Corporation the company will make avail-
able transmission capacity equivalent to
five television channels for educational
use in the United States without charge.
MCI Lockheed believes that this offer of
earth station to earth station service
is the best way to encourage experimenta-
tion and innovation on the part of educators.
For the remainder of the satellite's
operating life, similar transmission capa-
city will be offered at a fraction of
regularly established rates.
By assuring a continuation of the same
type of communications at a nominal rate,
orderly expansion of instruction tech-
niques and programmed administrative uses
will directly benefit students of all ages.
The MCI Lockheed proposal is an example of what can be
provided for the educational community. There are
approximately thirteen other proposals before the
FCC, most of which make some special provision for
the educational communication. The advent of
satellite teleconferencing brings with it new possibilities
for economical educational developments that were previously
financially impossible considering common carrier
standard transmission rates.
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The FCC in 1) calling for special considera-
tions for education and 2) calling for multiple
applications for domestic systems has shown its
concern over past practices and policies in the area
of long distance transmissions. The future may
very possibly bring increased competition into the
communications field: Competition which is willing
to provide special terms for educational institutions.
In the future, common carriers may indeed find it
advantageous to provide separate tariffs for edu-
cational satellite teleconferencing. Regardless of
the implications, it is evident in both the report
and order and in the reactions by the majority of
the companies submitting applications that the future
holds new promise for the public and its educational
institutions in the field of teleconferencing.
Cable Television
Another of the components of a satellite
teleconferencing system will be cable communications.
Under certain demographic situations, CATV will provide
the most economical means of transmission for signals.
At the present time, the regulatory regime concerning
cable communications is uncertain. The FCC has issued
a Letter of Intent concerning rules for cable television
3
regulation. The Office of Telecommunication Policy
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is conducting a long-range policy study concerning
cable regulation including a section on the question
of educational access.4 Depending on the outcome
of the FCC's Letter of Intent, cable regulation of
some type will probably be promulgated by spring of
1972. Given the desirability of connecting CATV to
a satellite teleconferencing system, it will remain
to analyze these new rules to determine the effect
of FCC regulation on the overall development of a
teleconferencing system.
In their letter of proposed CATV rulemaking
of August.5, 1971 the FCC states
Broadcast signals are being used as a
crucial component in the establishment
of cable systems, and it therefore seems
appropriate that certain basic goals of
the Communications Act be furthered by
cable's advent - the opening up of new out-
lets for local expression, the promotion
of added diversity in television pro-
gramming, the advancement of educational
and instructional television, and the in-
creased information services of local govern-
ments. Accordingly, we will require that
there be one free, dedicated, non-broadcast,
public access channel available at all
times on a non-discriminatory basis. In
addition, we will require that one channel
be set aside for educational use and one
channel for state and local use on a develop-
mental basis and that, upon completion of
the basic trunk line, for the first five
years thereafter these channels will be
made available free.
The FCC, just as in the case with domestic
satellite systems, has recognized the need for economical
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educational communications and has accordingly pre-
scribed special conditions pertaining to rates charged
to educational institutions. These conditions would
obviously apply to a satellite teleconferencing
system.
Elsewhere on the national level, a special
case is made for cable rates charged to education by
groups such as the National Cable Television Association,
the Joint Council on Educational Telecommunications,
the National Education Association and many other groups.
On the-state level, Wisconsin's Educational
Communications Board has adopted a resolution calling
for the reservation of 20% of all cable systems'
capacity for instructional and in-school use, along
with free cable connection and service to all elementary,
secondary, and post-secondary schools.
Both on the federal and state level cable
television has proven to be one of the many areas in
the field of communications in which the need and
the value of efficient educational services has been
recognized. If education is to develop to its fullest
possible limits, it should not be expected to compete
for services on an equal basis and rate schedule
with existing commercial interests. Cable television,
which is still in its infancy, shows promise (due
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greatly to the efforts of educational groups) that
it will categorize its areas of service and structure
its rates accordingly.5 This type of structuring will
best serve the general public and the educational com-
munity, and will provide for the optimum development
of a teleconferencing system.
Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS)
A final transmission means that can be inter-
connected to a satellite teleconferencing system is
an ITFS service. On July 25, 1963, the FCC allocated
31 channels in the 2500-2690 Mgn range to be used
6
solely for educational purposes. Designated as In-
structional Television Fixed Service (ITFS), this
allocation allows educational institutions to transmit
verbal and aural programming to receiving stations
within a radius up to 20 miles from the originating
transmitter. These ITFS signals cannot be picked
up on home television sets since receiving stations
require a special antenna and down-converter. In
June 1969, the FCC also specifically designated
2686 to 2690 MgH for audience feedback (via FM radio)to
ITFS stations.
As defined by Section 74.901 of the FCC Rules
and Regulations, an ITFS station is:
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A fixed station operated by an educational
organization and used primarily for the
transmission of visual and aural instruc-
tional, cultural, and other types of
educational material to one or more fixed
receiving locations.
The FCC established the ITFS service primarily to aid
in school education, as Section 74.931 of the FCC
Rules and Regulations states:
Instructional television fixed stations
are intended primarily to provide a means
for the transmission of instructional and
cultural material in visual form with an
associated aural channel to specified re-
ceiving locations for the primary purpose
of providing a formal education and cul-
tural development to students enrolled
in accredited public and private schools,
colleges, and universities.
However, the FCC recognized that in-service training
and administrative conferences pertaining to education
were also worthy of special consideration, for the
Commission stated that ITFS could be utilized for
these purposes as well as in-school training. Section
74.931 declares:
(b) Such stations may also be used for the
additional purpose of transmitting visual
and aural material to selected receiving
locations for in-service training and in-
struction in special skills and safety
programs, extension of professional train-
ing, informing persons and groups engaged
in professional and technical activities of
current developments in their particular
fields, and other similar endeavors.
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(c) During periods when the circuits provided
by these stations are not being used for the
transmission of instructional and cultural
material, they may be used for the trans-
mission of material directly related to
the administrative activities of the licensee,
such as the holding of conferences with per-
sonnel, distribution of reports and assign-
ments, exchange of data and statistics, and
other similar uses. But stations will not
be licensed in this service solely for
the transmission of administrative traffic.
ITFS licensing requirements further disclose
the FCC's conscious effort to strictly limit ITFS
allocations to educational organizations. Section
74.932 declares:
(a) A license for an instructional tele-
vision fixed station will be issued only
to an institutional or governmental organi-
zation engaged in the formal education of
enrolled students or to a nonprofit organi-
zation formed for the purpose of providing
instructional television material to such
instutional or governmental organizations,
and which is other wise qualified under
statutory provisions of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended.
Granted that the FCC established ITFS in order
to aid education, the question arises as to how ITFS
will actually achieve this purpose. The FCC's Com-
mittee for the Full Development of the Instructional
Television Fixed Service answered this question by
declaring, "An ITFS system should play a major
role in increasing the effectiveness of student
learning and in providing learning resources not
otherwise available. 8 More specifically, this Committee
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noted that ITFS helps solve educators' need to find
a more economical and efficient means of distributing
9high quality learning materials to classrooms.' Ad-
ditionally, several other characteristics unique to
ITFS can greatly aid the educational process:
(1) ITFS is especially adaptable for local
school use.
(2) ITFS is flexible because it provides a
multichannel system that enables the
administrator to cope more effectively
with traditional scheduling problems
which, up to now, have plagued instructional
TV.
(3) Programs may be repeated whenever required,
and up to four different programs may
be transmitted simultaneously.
(4) ITFS is relatively economical to use.
(5) When combined with other methods of TV
transmission, it can provide electronic
flexibility and capability heretofore
unavailable.10
The above characteristics are factors which influenced
the FCC's decision to award educational interests
exclusive use of ITFS, and they apply with equal force
and validity to the development of a satellite tele-
conferencing system utilizing ITFS interconnection.
Despite the strengths of ITFS, the FCC's ITFS
Committee is also cognizant of ITFS's limitations,
especially: "...the inability of ITFS, under present
technology and rules, to reach the public outside of
the classroom, thereby precluding nonclassroom preschool,
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12
and other special uses." In fact, the ITFS Committee
acknowledges the role which media other than ITFS
can play in the educational process, when it states:
"An ITFS system operates best in a communications
system approach, as part of the coordinated use of
12
all available educational communications media."
Again, this supports the development of a satellite
teleconferencing educational system.
Educational interests have received preferen-
tial treatment concerning ITFS largely because ITFS
possesses various characteristics beneficial to the
educational process. Yet other media, including the
telephone, also posses unique characteristics which
could greatly enhance the educational process. Because
of the value placed on education in the United States,
it could be argued that all of the components of a
satellite teleconferencing system should receive
negotiated tariffs.
It is also important not to overlook the ITFS
Committee's great concern with the economic advantages
of ITFS. Organizations now using ITFS could have
initiated an almost identical service by using closed
circuit (cable) television. However, the FCC realized
that the costs of cable were often prohibitive, and saw
fit to aid educational institutions financially by
granting them exclusive rights to ITFS. It is not
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inconceivable that a satellite teleconferencing system
could also be treated as a separate entity for
regulatory purposes.
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A Case Study: The Wisconsin Teleconferencing User Study
In the user studies conducted at the University of
Wisconsin it was found that the majority of current
users of teleconferencing systems are from the educa-
tional community with some use being made by private
industry. Even the use of teleconferencing systems by
professionals such as doctors and lawyers now centers
around the educational function and the services themselves
are provided by educational institutions and the costs are
shared by the users and the providers of the systems.
A breakdown of these services into the technology utilized,
the cost, and the funding source follows.
E'stems Enumeration
) Wisconsin Medical Dial Access Program (Medical and Nurses) 13
Technology - A combination of In-wats and metered telephone
lines are used to provide access to approximately 600
pre-recorded informational tapes.
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Cost - approximately $35,000/year. This includes personnel
and telephone line charges. Expenditures on equipment
to date has been in the area of $5,300 1 4
Funding - Funding in the past has been from the United Health
Foundation and HEW's Regional Medical Program Service.
Tenative plans call for a yearly $25. subscription rate
for persons wishing to use the service and a per call
charge for those not paying the annual subscription. The
original design for the system calls for funding to
continue only until the system becomes stable.
2) Wisconsin Heart Association Dial-Access (Green Bay and LaCrosse) 1 5
Technology - The system uses standard telephone lines to pro-
vide access to tape libraries in the two cities. Any
toll charges incurred are paid by the caller.
.Cost - Green Bay - first year operating expense, including
equipment - $704 (including tapes [tapes and equipment
were approximately $300]). LaCrosse - first year operating
expense, including equipment - $650 (including tapes [tapes
and equipment were approximately $3001).
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Funding - The Wisconsin Heart Association
3) Campus Dial-Access Telephone Information System (proposed' 6 -
Technology - The system will use standard telephone lines
to provide access to the tape library.
Cost - Estimated cost of operation for the first year, in-
cluding equipment - $859. This does not include the
initial tape production cost of $12.26 per tape. (Capital
equipment costs are estimated at $340.).
Funding - University of Wisconsin.
4) NEWIST (Northeast Wisconsin In-School Television) 17
Technology - Instructional television programs, primarily
rented instructional video tapes, are broadcast over
commercial television station WLUK, Channel 11, to
Green Bay Area schools. Future plans include broadcasting
these tapes over Green Bay's state educational television
station, Channel 38, which is in the construction stage.
Cost - NEWIST has been paying $40,000 per semester to
Channel 11 for the broadcast of two hours of instructional
programming per day.
Funding - NEWIST receives funds from the Green Bay area
schools which utilize the programming and from the
State of Wisconsin's Educational Communications Board.
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5) U.W. Green Bay Microwave System 1 8
Technology - This system beams instructional microwave
video signals from Green Bay to Marinette. It also
utilizes telephone lines for a two way audio connection.
Manitowoc and Menasha are included in the two-way
audio connection.
Cost - $12,400 per year for leasing the distribution system
from Bell Telephone. All other costs are combined
with other U.W. Green Bay operations.
Funding - University of Wisconsin - Green Bay.
6) West Bend - Sheboygan Classroom Link 19
Technology - A "dedicated" telephone line will be used in
the fall of 1971 to connect West Bend and Sheboygan
classrooms, for the purpose of teaching a Spanish course.
Cost - estimated at $1,700 for nine months of operation.
Funding - University of Wisconsin - Sheboygan, $1,000
West Bend, $700
7). American Automobile Association2 0
Technology - AAA uses Wisconsin Telephone Company's telephone
line conferencing facilities and radio station WIBU's
broadcasting facilities to disseminate traffic information
to 97 of the state's approximately 123 radio stations.
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Each hour, during holiday weekends, AAA puts out a
recorded traffic report for the state. WIBU transmits
the message to Southeastern Wisconsin radio stations, but
those that can't be reached in this manner (40) are
contacted via conference telephone call each hour. Eight
five-way conference calls are placed per hour.
Cost - The Telephone Company bill for holiday weekends is
estimated to be in the area of $800 per weekend.
Funding - American Automobile Association provides the
service free of cost to the radio stations as a public
service.
8) Madison Academic Computing Center 2 1
Technology - The Computer Center utilizes telephone lines
to provide central computer access to 12 remote terminals
within the state, and to provide an open line voice link
(loop) between those terminals and the computing center.
This two-way voice loop serves in the area of systems
maintenance in that the controller has an instant two-
way communication link with the terminals and vice versa.
Cost - Telephone Company rates for the voice loop are $17/
month/station, plus approximately .75/month/mile of the
loop, plus $15/month/termination. The computer to ter-
minal rates are the same per mile and per termination,
but the monthly station rate is in the area of $75-$80.
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Funding - State of Wisconsin 
- the majority of the terminals
are within State buildings.
9) Wisconsin State Educational Television Network 22
Technology 
- The proposed network will utilize microwave
relay links between Madison, Milwaukee, Green Bay,
Wausau, Eau Claire, and LaCrosse. Programs originating
in any of these locations would be beamed via micro-
wave relay loop so the other locations can rebroadcast
the programs to their individual areas.
Cost - Two bids for the microwave relay services were
received. Wisconsin Telephone Company would charge
$65,000/year and Midwestern Relay would charge
$48,000/year for the service.
Funding - State of Wisconsin.
10) ETN-SCA 2 3
Technology 
-This system utilizes dedicated telephone lines
and subsidiary communication broadcasts over the state's
educational radio network, to program to and conference
with numerous locations throughout the state.
Cost - The 1971-72 Budget request calls for the following
figures: Personnel 
- $54,035, System cost - $69,552,
Supplies and Travel - $4,875.
Funding 
- University of Wisconsin 
- Extension. Individual
enrollees pay a tuition for courses taken.
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11) SEEN (Statewide Engineering Education Network)24
Technology -This system utilizes dedicated telephone lines
and the Victor Electrowriter to transmit engineering
courses to 22 locations in Wisconsin and Northern
Illinois. In addition to the electrowriter transmissions,
two-way audio connections are maintained with all
the remote classrooms.
Cost - The annual operating cost of the system is approxi-
mately $55,000, $13,500 of which goes for the rental
of telephone lines. 90% of this telephone line charge
results from the use GSA lines. Electrowriter transmitters
cost approximately $1,100, while each basic receiver runs
in the area of $1300.
Funding - University of Wisconsin-Extension. Basic operational
costs are covered by tuition paid by engineers enrolling
in courses. Other financial support is received from the
Trane Company, Holt Industries, Kimberly Clark, and
Ansul Chemical.
12) Wausau School District #1 Telewriter Project (not in service)2 5
Technology - This system utilized dedicated telephone lines
and the Victor Electrowriter to provide in-service edu-
cational programming for teachers in the participating
schools districts. Two-way audio was maintained in con-
junction with the electrowriter transmissions.
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Cost - First year cost for the system was $77,146,
second year - $55,000, third year - $47,000.
Funding - ESEA Title III Operational Grant
13) Milwaukee Archdiocese ITFS Operation 2 6
Technology - The Milwaukee Archdiocese beams one-way instruc-
tional programs to 101 receiving sites in 3 Wisconsin
counties using ITFS. Three ITFS transmitters are
presently used.
Cost - Annual operating cost is $130,000. To date $900,000
has been invested in the system. Receivers cost ap-
proximately $130 each.
Funding - Milwaukee Archdiocese
14) Marquette University ITFS Operation 2 7
Technology - This system utilizes one-way ITFS transmissions
to Milwaukee area locations (one transmitter, 2 channels).
Cost - Initial equipment and installation costs - $33,628,
yearly operational costs - $5,834.
Funding - Marquette University, Cardinal Stritch College and
Alverno College.
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15) University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee ITFS Operation28
Technology - This system utilizes one-way ITFS signals for
broadcasting instructional programming to Milwaukee
area locations (one transmitter, 4 channels).
Cost - The system just began operation this fall so no operating
expenses were available at this time. Equipment cost to date
have been in the area of $73,000. This includes the trans-
mitter, antennas, and receiving equipment at 11 locations.
Funding - University of Wisconsin
16) Milwaukee Public Schools ITFS Operation
At the time the research was done this system was in the
planning stages and not operational, therefore precise
details and figures were not available.
17) Milwaukee Regional Instructional Television Station (WAU-27)29
Technology - This system utilized ITFS transmissions in
conjunction with telephone line feedback to provide
instructional programming in the Milwaukee area (one
transmitter, 2 channels).
Cost - Annual operating budget - $32,000. Equipment costs
and annual costs since the operation began in 1968 -
$150,000. The investment in federally owned equipment
located at the Veterans Administration - $183,000.
Funding - National Veterans Administration and institutions
participating in the program.
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18) Maxco International (Parts Retrieval Network)
Technology - This system utilizes dedicated open telephone
lines .on a continuous, 24 hour basis. This open network
connects various auto salvage yards for the purpose of
locating desired auto parts. Each subscriber is pro-
vided with a "continuous" speaker and a hand set.
The subscriber's request for parts is heard over the
entire system.
Cost - Maxco has a monthly telephone bill of between $7,000-$10,000.
Funding - Commercial operation financed by subscriber fees.
The average subscriber fee is $145 per month. The
system presently has 70-75 subscribers, one third of
which are in Wisconsin.
While the sampling process within the State was
,limited by our terms of reference - State boundaries, and
the resources available to use - the results indicate
some definite trends in teleconferencing usage which
may be of value to decision-making in the future regarding
system configurations. Out of the'eighteen telecon-
ferencing systems which were examined it was found that
ten utilized telephone lines either separately or in
combination with some other transmission form. ITFS
was used by four systems, and microwave was used by
only two systems. Since there is currently no cable
communications interconnection system, this transmission
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means was not used. Since the majority of the systems
used audio links only it may be assumed that television
may not be significant in user evaluation of tele-
conferencing systems. On the other hand, cost figures
and the lack of understanding of the potentialities
may have led to this situation. One system utilizes
telephone lines together with an electrowriter, but
there have been difficulties with this system.
In Wisconsin, over $600,000 is spent yearly on
teleconferencing systems. This is a substantial figure
and would come to over $30 million dollars per year in
the United States if a projection were made. While it
is not suggested that this projection is accurate it
does indicate possible sources of funding for tele-
conferencing systems. If an educational effort were
undertaken it might even substantially enlarge this
figure. One of the factors noted in the interviewing
undertaken to provide the Wisconsin study was that the
people were not generally aware of the technological
possibilities of teleconferencing. Thus it is probable
that an educational effort would vastly enlarge the
number of users and the amounts of money spent on the
systems.
Concerning funding sources for the existing tele-
conferencing systems, it was found that the majority of
funds originated with the State and was administered
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through its various institutions of higher education.
There were only two services that had federal funding,
one using HEW Regional Medical Program funds and the
other using National Veterans Administration funds.
In both of these cases, funding was also provided by the
participating institutions. The two largest systems
were both financed by educational institutions, one
being the University of Wisconsin ETN/SCA system
($127,462 per year) and the other being the Milwaukee
Archdiocese system ($130,000 per year). This is only
logical since all of the systems operate only within
State boundaries. The conclusion to be drawn from these
facts, however, is that the systems are state-wide not
because that is the limit of their content effectiveness,
but rather because that is the limit of their funding
competence. In the case of the medical dial-access
system, other states must buy the system for their
own region..and thus create a duplication of facilities.
On a regional basis much of this duplication could be
eliminated. Similarly a number of the city-wide
systems could share larger facilities if they were
available and thus effect a savings. If funding were
available on a federal level, it is most likely that
certain of these teleconferencing systems would benefit
from regional or national cooperation and cost-sharing.
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One of the most interesting conclusions is that
various groups are going ahead with the installation of
teleconferencing systems that may not be the best for
their needs and without any real understanding of
the activities taking place in other parts of the state
or other parts of the country. This haphazard develop-
ment of teleconferencing systems may foreclose some
of the optimum systems development that could be done
if people were aware of the technological opportunities
that were available to them. This overlapping should
be eliminated if effective regional systems are to
be developed, and the implementation of a domestic
satellite system and possibly the development of a
dedicated satellite teleconferencing system would
encourage cooperation and coordination. An additional
factor here is that the use of hardware by these systems
is somewhat effected by the amount and sophistication
of hardware sales in the region. Many of the people
who are developing these systems do not have the time
or funds to search out technological alternatives. The
planning of a satellite teleconferencing system could
provide the educational materials necessary to allow
enlightened judgments to be made.
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Demographic Dispersion
One of the factors which will help in deter-
mining the hardware mix which will be used by a satellite
teleconferencing system will be the geographic dis-
persion of the users. Clustering of users will provide
cost benefits for the use of ITFS or cable as opposed
to some alternative systems. Microwave interconnection
will prove most beneficial in some instances. Follow-
ing are a series of outline maps of the State of Wisconsin
indicating the demographic dispersion of the current
users of the teleconferencing systems in Wisconsin.
The first chart indicates the clustering for each service
offered in the state. From this chart is can be seen that if
all of the existing systems were to be accommodated in
a regional satellite system that virtually the entire
state would have to be covered. Even when individual
systems are considered on the following charts it is
evident that there is no apparent clustering in the
majority of the services. However, where a system such
as the Wausau School District system is considered it
is obvious that there is clustering and this would also
apply where only one city were participating in a system.
Again, if more people were made aware of the possibilities
of a system of teleconferencing it may be that even
wider demographic dispersion would take place. In
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the future, it will be necessary to conduct in-depth
user studies to determine what the system configuration
will be based on user needs and the funding sources
that are available.
The use of teleconferencing systems within Wis-
consin by professional people to date is limited to their
use of educational services provided by the University
for continuing professional education. However, it
is possible that in the future this user group could
be segmented and special services could be provided for
them on a subscriber basis. The clustering studies done
at Stanford indicate that doctors and lawyers work in
close proximity to one another and that some system
configuration would be possible. However, with the
Wisconsin Medical Dial Access System it was found that
the highest utilization of the system was in rural
areas as opposed to urban areas with the conclusion
being drawn that there are library facilities and other
sources of professional interaction available in the
cities that are not available in rural areas.
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Clustering -- Individual systems are listed
sepexately on the following
pages.
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University of Wisconsin's Campus
Dial Access Information System
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, THE UNIVERSITY
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Maxco International Long Lines
Parts Retrieval Network
Maxco has approx. 75 subscribers
one third of which are in Wisconsin,
dispersed evenly throughout the state.
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American Automible Association 
-
Dissemination of Holiday Travel
Information
Information is disseminated to 97
of the State's approx. 125 commercial
radio stations, thereby covering
virtually every section of the state.
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The International Implications
The development of a domestic satellite tele-
conferencing system has vast implications for inter-
national developments of a similar nature. Educational
goals may be achieved by satellite teleconferencing
and therefore it would be desirable for the domestic
United States regulatory position to be one which
favors international development. As Clay T. Whitehead
said in a recent speech in Paris:
It is conceivable that for the cost of a
few billion dollars a year one could pro-
vide a global EDSAT system which could
someday lift this whole planet out of
ingnorance, which is the cruelest form of
disadvantage. 31
Whitehead continued by stating that the basic problem
goes beyond the organization of our international
agencies and the procedures that they employ. The
problem that he saw concerns our fundamental insti-
tutional regulatory theory and the need for the
development of competitive policies rather than mono-
polistic policies. He further advocates the view
that the problems of communications technology cannct
be solved in a narrow technical framework but must
be considered in the context of their political,
social, and moral implications.
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All of the above indicates that international
concern with the development of a satellite tele-
conferencing system for educational purposes might
require a minimum of regulation with all attempts
being made to ease the development of the appropriate
technology.
One example of the international implications
of teleconferencing development which has, in fact,
also determined the frequency at which educational
satellite broadcasting will be conducted in the
United States, is the World Administrative Radio
Conference which was held in Geneva, Switzerland
this past summer. The need for frequency allocations
for educational purposes has been growing at an in-
creasing rate over the past few years and will continue
to do so in the years to come. The U.S. Office of
Education has documented a wide range of current
educational uses of telecommunications, including
over-the-air TV broadcast, ITFS, and closed circuit
television, facsimile and data transmission information,
retrieval and computer-assisted-instruction. In
many of these instances the availability of a low
cost satellite teleconferencing system would result in
improved service and lower co'ts for developing
countries.
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The Department of Health, Education and
Welfare stated the importance of obtaining satellite
distribution for educational use in its reply to
the FCC prior to and in preparation for the WARC
meeting.
Education is currently accused of ir-
relevancy; properly applied, technology
can help solve this problem. By pro-
viding timely, high quality programming
through a system of interconnection that
links colleges and universities, primary
and secondary schools, pre-school and
adult education centers with distribution
centers that provide only the best in
programming, the nation can vastly improve
its educational system. National production
and distribution centers are vital to
this plan. Only in this manner can the
necessary excellence of programming be
achieved, and the costs be spread over the
widest possible audience, and thus reduced.
Satellite communication is the most cost-
effective method of providing this service.
It is used exclusively by commercial networks
as the only economically feasible means of
distributing large amounts of information.3 2
Following is an excerpt from the U.S. Pro.-
posals for WARC dealing with the interests of the
educational community which indicates governmental
concern with the educational community.
The health, education, and other public service
interests have put forward a requirement
for a low cost video band-width satellite
system to meet the needs of hospitals,
schools and universities. The 2500-2690
MHz band is particularly suited to meet
these public service requirements since
present technology and existing services
permit a low cost multi-point satellite
system to be developed in this band. The
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services envisioned fall into principal
categories, (a) the distribution of TV
program material direct to educational
broadcast stations for retransmission to
individual receivers, and (b) the dis-
tribution of TV and other video bandwidth
materials to schools, universities and
hospital receiving installations. The type
of satellite contemplated for this service
would be capable of producing EIRP in the
range of 45-50 dBW. The technical constraints
on sharing between this satellite service,
and terrestrial Instructional Television
Fixed Service systems in current use in North
America have been explored in a document to
be submitted by the U.S. to the Special Joint
Meeting of CCIR Study Groups (Geneva, February
1971) which shows that even under worst case
conditions no interference would be caused
by the above described satellite to any
terrestrial Instructional Television Fixed
Service. Because the earth station reception
equipment will be simple and very low cost,
an allocation to the communications satellite
service in this band could also provide
important communication services of a demand
assigned multiple access nature in many
regions of the world where present communi-
cations are not highly developed. Directional
antennas on the satellites will make it possible
for different countries, and/or regions to
share the same orbit and spectrum space,
conceivable even from the same satellite.
If this band of frequencies were used world-
wide for educational and public service space
systems, the benefits of present space tech-
nology in this band could accrue directly to
many developing and progressive nations.33
Of particular interest here is the fact that
a number of national delegations to the WARC were
concerned with the development of satellite systems
for developing countries and particularly for educational
purposes, and further that interest was expressed in the
possible development of interactive systems.
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At the WARC itself- 4 an allocation was made
on a global basis at 2.5 GHz for educational purposes.
This decision illustrated the belief that, as times
change, so must the policies of entities possessing
the potential to aid education. The allocation
of the 2500-2690 MHz.band to education was achieved
because the nations of the world recognized that the
availability of satellite communication could quite
possible result in improved educational services
and lower costs. In effect, WARC decided that the
technological innovation of satellite communication
should not be kept from educational interests, but
should be made available to them.
It is especially important to note that the
2500-2690 MHz band was allocated on a world-wide basis
despite substantial opposition from some European and
Asian countries where this frequency band was already
being used for Fixed Service (FS), Mobile Service (MS),
and Radiolocation Service (RS). In this case the needs
of education were deemed to be more important than
those of commercial interests, and education was
granted special treatment by the international community.
The above arguments all support the general
policy position taken at the'United States federal
level that educational interests should receive
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preferential negotiated tariffs in their use of common
carrier facilities. If this is so, then it is likely
that the international community would favor inter-
national standards that would encourage satellite
teleconferencing for educational purposes and it can
be argued that a domestic regulatory policy should
'be adopted which will also provide encouragement.
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Educational Access
Given the fact that a satellite teleconferencing
system may be largely used by educational interests, it
becomes important to consider whether special consideration
should be given to educational access to a satellite
teleconferencing system or whether operated by the federal
government or by a private entity.
The question of whether educational interests
should be accorded preferential treatment in a
satellite teleconferencing system may make a sig-
nificant difference as to the resultant industry/
government structure. There are a number of arguments
that can be made for the proposition that if edu-
cational users are the primary users of a satellite
teleconferencing system that the system should pro-
vide a preferential tariff structure for them even
if common carrier lines or other regulated transmission
means are used, since it is the entire system it-
self that is being charged for. In any event,
the argument can be made that in general a reduced
tariff ought to be made available. Following are
some of the arguments that can be offered in this
area.
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The argument can be made that the imposition
of a commercial tariff would be unreasonable and
might in fact result in a number of educational ser-
vices being withdrawn. It could be argued that a
satellite teleconferencing system is a specialized
interconnected network and that it provides unique
services and as such should be subject to negotiated
tariffs when using common carrier lines. Through
the negotiation of special tariffs reductions could
be provided for to encourage certain types of tele-
conferencing activities that would have a beneficial
social purpose. If special tariffs were not pro-
vided for it might be that just those segments of
the population that it was considered desirable to
reach via an educational teleconferencing system
would be precluded because of a high participant cost.
There is much evidence for the proposition
that it is the intent of Congress to ensure the optimum
utilization of the available means of communication
for educational purposes at reduced cost. Section
803 of the Higher Education.Act of 1965 states that:
[I 9964B] AUTHORITY FOR FREE OR REDUCED RATE
COMMUNICATIONS INTERCONNECTION SERVICES
Sec. 803. Nothing in the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended, or in any other
provision of law shall be construed to pre-
vent United States communications common
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carriers from rendering, subject to such
rules and regulations as the Federal Com-
munications Commission may prescribe, free
or reduced rate communications intercon-
nection services for interconnection systems
within the purview of this title, whether
or not included in a project for which a
grant is made under this title.
The broader provisions referred to which describe the
systems contemplated by Congress are described as
follows in a general description of the "Networks
for Knowledge" provisions:
E 1778 NETWORKS FOR KNOWLEDGE
A new program was established in 1968
which permits groups of colleges and uni-
versities to share technical and educational
facilities and resources through coopera-
tive agreements. The Commissioner of
Education is authorized to make grants and
contracts with public and nonprofit colleges
and universities, other public and non-
profit organizations, such as professional
and academic groups, and private profit-
making agencies, for all or part of the
costs of planning, developing, or operating
projects (.05).
Eligible projects, which begin in
fiscal 1970, may include: joint use of
classrooms, libraries, laboratories, books,
materials, and equipment; establishing
library networks by preparing catalogs and
other materials for electronic transmission
to provide joint access to specialized
library collections; establishing and
jointly operating closed-circuit television
facilities; establishing and jointly operating
electronic computer networks in which the
institutions share a computer for such pur-
poses as financial and student records,
student course work, or transmission of
library materials (.10).
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There are no limits on the use of
computers as part of an educational net-
work; however, grant funds for establishing
joint access to library collections may
not be used to pay for electronic trans-
mission terminals.
Funds for establishing and operating
the computer networks may not be used to
pay for operating terminals at partici-
pating institutions. Costs of using the
central computer facilities are not allowed
unless the costs are used to develop the
program, maintain the facilities, or to
pay the line-access costs of the participating
institutions.
The law also authorizes free or reduced
rates for communications interconnection
services used in this program, subject to
the regulations of the Federal Communications
Coynmission (.20). Planning grants are
authorized for fiscal 1969.
.05 Higher Education Act of .10 Sec. 801 (b)
1965, P.L. 89-329, Title VIII, .15 Sec. 801 (c)
Sec. 801(a), as added by Higher .20 Sec. 803. Text
Education Amendments of 1968, P.L. at F 9964B.
90-575. Text at 1 9964.
It can be argued that the above reference to the joint is-
sue of classrooms includes a teleconferencing service
like ETN and that it is also similar to the joint
operation of a closed circuit television system.
It is also apparent that the type of activities that
are listed are those which will improve the educa-
tional uses of communications means in the same way
that the majority of educational teleconferencing
systems will.
In the Education Amendments of 1971 found in
the Report of the Committee on Labor and Public
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Welfare of the United States Senate on S. 659
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965, the Net-
works of Knowledge provisions are extended to
fiscal 1975.
PART H--NETWORKS FOR KNOWLEDGE
Part H of title I extends and amends
title VIII of the Higher Education Act of
1965. Such title VIII authorizes grants
to institutions of higher education and
combinations of such institutions to encourage
them to share their technical and other
education and administrative facilities and
resources. Funds appropriated for title
VIII may be used for the development and
operation of inter-instructional arrange-
ments such as--
(1) the joint use of facilities, such
as lecture halls, classrooms, libraries or
laboratories;
(2) the establishment of library net-
works which provide access to collections
of materials in the possession of a number
of institutions;
(3) the establishment of joint opera-
tion of closed circuit television facilities;
(4) the planning and operation of elec-
tronic computer networks.
Part H extends the authorization for
Networks for Knowledge for four years,
through fiscal 1975. Although this pro-
gram has not yet been funded, the Committee
believes that its continued authorization
is necessary.
Part H also amends title VIII of the
Higher Education Act of 1965 by making
clear that law libraries and resources of
law schools and other professional schools
are to be included in part of the Networks
for Knowledge program.
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The Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 (Public
Law 90-129-Nov. 6,7,.1967) also contains references
to Congressional Declarations of Policy concerning
the public interest in educational use of communi-
cations facilities, and specifically the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting:
Sec. 396. (a) The Congress hereby finds
and declares--
(1) that it is in the public interest
to encourage the growth and development of
noncommercial educational radio and tele-
vision broadcasting, including the use of
such media for instructional purposes;
(3) that the encouragement and support
of noncommercial educational radio and tele-
vision broadcasting, while matters of im-
portance for private and local development,
are also of appropriate and important concern
to the Federal Government;
(4) that it furthers the general welfare
to encourage noncommercial educational radio
and television broadcast programming which
will be responsive to the interests of people
both in particular localities and through-
out the United States, and which will consti-
tute an expression of diversity and excellence;
(5) that it is necessary and appropriate
for the Federal Government to complement,
assist, and support a national policy that
will most effectively make noncommercial
educational radio and television service
available to all the citizens of the United
States;
When the above references are directly related to
educational radio and television, the use of long
lines for educational teleconferencing services
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closely approximates radio and in fact improves on
the transmission facility in that responses can be
elicited from the audiences involved. Thus it is
possible to argue that the same policy factors should
affect the development and rate structure for
satellite educational teleconferencing.
In addition, the 1967 Public Broadcasting Act
contains in Section 396 (h) the "Authorization for
Free or Reduced Rate Interconnection Service":
(h) Nothing in the Communications Act of 1934,
as amended, or in any other provision of
law shall be construed to prevent United
States communications common carriers from
rendering free or reduced rate communications
interconnection services for noncommercial
educational television or radio services,
subject to such rules and regulations as
the Federal Communications Commission may
prescribe. (48 Stat. 1064: 47 USC 609).
The rules for implementation of the above provisions
were adopted on April 9, 1969 (17 F.C.C. 2d 155).
Thus any planning for an educational satellite
teleconferencing system should consider sources for
revenue which do not require the imposition of
commercial tariffs on the operators of the system.
While the tariff arrived at may be free or reduced,
it is probable that public pressure in the educational
area would result in user subscription fees not
providing significant revenue, and thus some form
of subsidy would be needed. The conclusion here is that
common carrier tariff structures will not inhibit the
development of an educational satellite teleconferencing system.
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The ultimate argument to be made with respect to
educational access to an educational satellite telecon-
ferencing system is that free service should be provided.
The rational is that the general public has invested over
twenty-five billion dollars in the general space program
and that therefore any benefits to be derived from tech-
nological advances should accrue directly to the people.
Section 396(h) of the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967
quoted above gives the justification for a free service,
and although it does not precisely order such a service
provision, it does suggest that the Commission could pre-
scribe it. The Ford Foundation proposal for a broad-
caster's non-profit satellite service had provided much
of the impetus for this provision and at the.time of the
hearing before the Subcommittee on Communications of the
Senate Commerce Committee the proposition was endorsed
that the savings produced by satellite technology were an
appropriate source of support for public broadcasting.
The inclusion in a number of domestic satellite offerings
for free circuits to be provided to the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting also indicates a policy that education
ought to have some free use of .a commercial domestic
satellite system. Thus, if a dedicated educational system
were developed, it would only be logical to consider the
terms under which the educational community would utilize
the system. All of the arguments used to support the
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proposition that public broadcasting ought to be given
free use of a commercial system could also be used in
arguing for free services provided on a teleconferencing
satellite system.
In the Senate hearings preceding the Public Broad-
casting Act of 1967 the President of the American
Broadcasting Corporation stated:
Since our original proposal, ABC has constantly
advocated that in any domestic satellite system -
either one operated by ABC or in a more likely
dedicated system for broadcast purposes operated
as a joint venture by the networks - educational
television should be given free use of such
satellite 5for transmission of programs to their
stations.
The idea of a "peoples dividend" has not gained wide
visibility at the present time but it is entirely possible
that as commercial domestic satellite systems begin
operations that the issue will become a significant one.
The counter-arguments to this idea have primarily
dealt with the question of the unreality of the concept
of free service. The argument is that if one user does
not pay for the service that payment must be obtained from
other users or from the owners of the system. The answer
has been that the public has already paid for the service
since the developers of satellite systems have received
public subsidies for their work and that the provision
for free,.rates merely extends this idea of subsidy.
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Further, the incremental cost of free services would
probably prove to be a small part of the cost of the
entire system.
While it is possible that the commercial domestic
satellite systems will make circuits available for
educational purposes,36it is more likely that a separate
educational satellite system will need to be developed.
The benefits...for American education will be
possible only if non-profit systems are established.
While projected costs indicate that the educational
community could pay the costs of space and ground
hardware, computers and classroom terminals and
still realize substantial savings in the ever-
increasing costs of education, these savings
appear to be possible only in a system which
stands outside the common carrier market.37
The development of an independent, noncommercial satellite
system is felt to hold great promise of public benefit,
and that studies must be conducted in order to ensure
that this development is given every chance for success.
Worthy of fullest exploration is the idea that
an independent noncommercial satellite system may
be desirable. Such a system might, or might not,
share space and ground hardware with a commercial
system, but each systern would be free to pursue
its own goals with a minimum of compromise and
confusion. Precedent exists on the ground, where
noncommercial broadcasting exists outside of the
framework of its commercial counterpart. To a
wide spectrum of noncommercial users, it would
offer the opportunity to design a system based
upon their own needs, and to escape the present
constraints of service-oriented tariffs and block
allocations which prevent the small user from
achieving economies 'of scale. Many noncommercial
application$ not presently viable, might become
attractive.
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The separation of an educational and commercial system may
prove exceedingly difficult in terms of regulatory policies.
The educational portion of the system might be user-sup-
ported or government owned and controlled. In either event
it is likely that federally sponsored programs would
constitute a large part of the programming and therefore
there would be some government involvement.
Despite various alternative configurations for an
educational satellite teleconferencing system, it is likely
that the financial support from user fees will not be
adequate to meet the costs of an effective system. Thus
it becomes a question societal priorities. As the Joint
Council on Educational Telecommunications pointed out to
the FCC:
This Commission has heretofore acknowledged.that
assistance and support must be provided to advance
those indispensagle functions of society that
cannot compete on a commercial basis for an
appropriate share of national resources. Within
any satellite communications system, as within
other communications media, the Commission must
be assured that there is ample room for satisfaction
of the needs for these alternate, public-interest
services, as well as for the needs of commercially-
oriented communications services.39
The needs of the educational community will only be partly
met by the development of the space and ground station
segments of a satellite teleconferencing system. There
will also need to be educational software development.
Along with this there will be required research into the
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best configuration of media technology from an educational
point of view. Once the optimum deliver systems are
decided upon, the question will arise of who should be
responsible for the programming. One option would be to
provide incentives for private firms to enter into the
educational software production and distribution market.
Incentives may be provided for cable television system
operators to develop educational programming. There
already have been plans suggested for levying a 5% gross
proceeds tax on these systems to provide for educational
broadcasting material. The same rational could be used
to obtain funds from the domestic satellite companies
that are permitted to operate by the FCC. This fund col-
lection would be in addition to the free circuits being
provided to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting by
a number of the domestic satellite companies. The concept
of providing free use for educational users of the excess
capacity of commercial domestic satellite systems may
also provide a means of expanding educational utilization
of the system. The long term benefits of this arrangement
may be questionable but since prime user hours differ with
the commercial and educational users, it is possible that
this could provide an interim solution to the problem.
As the Joint Council on Educational Telecommunications stated:
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We concur in the view that provisions made by any
satellite applicant for public broadcasting should
include opportunities for other forms of educational
telecommunications. Further, we find attractive
and reasonable the MCI-Lockheed concept that the
educational community should be able to tap without
cost the commercial satellite operators' excess
capacity. We urge the Federal Communications
Commission to keep these two principles in mind
in examining all of the applications for domestic
satellite service which it now has before it.4 0
The satellite teleconferencing system can provide the
opportunity for testing and evaluating these additional
means of educational telecommunication, providing that a.fea-
sible way is found to organize and finance the system.
Finally, while general arguments can be made for
the educational utilization satellite teleconferencing
system, individual States may also have needs for such a
system which will be over and above general educational
needs. Both Alaska and Hawaii have indicated great interest
in educational satellite development and it is possible
that these States will prepare special briefs in favor
of an educational system developed through federal funding.
A UNESCO-NEA mission to Alaska in 1970 reported:
Satellite communications for Alaska, as part of an
overall long-range educational communications system,
are not only feasible but necessary for improved
communications in the state. In many respects,
a satellite was "invented" for Alaska because of
Alaska's unique communications problems, lack of
terrestrial communication facilities, mountainous
terrain, harsh climate and sparse population.
These factors point to satellite communication as
an ideal system of req hing all parts of the State
on a real time basis.
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For all of the above reasons it seems reasonable to
expect that strong arguments will be presented for some
sort of accomodation for educational interests on a
satellite teleconferencing system. Given the validity of
a majority of the arguments in favor of special tariffs
for educational interests it is probable that a system
configuration should be established that provides for a
legal regime that encourages educational innovation and
experimentation with the system rather than a series of
legal rules and regulations which will stifle creativity
in this area.
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AN OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT MODEL
If a dedicated satellite teleconferencing system
is to be developed which has a large segment of its acti-
vities devoted to educational and public service programming,
there will be a need for some organizational form for
ownership and management. It may prove necessary to
develop a private corporation to own and manage the system
or it may prove desirable to establish a non-profit entity.
A joint venture between commercial and non-commercial
interests is possible, or parallel systems could be
developed. The major corporate model that is available
is the Communications Satellite Corporation.
COMSAT: The Communications Satellite Corporation
The initial domestic legislation towards the end of
establishing a commercial communications satellite system
was enacted in the United States in 1962 and was entitled
1
the Communications Satellite Act. The purpose of the Act
was
to establish, in conjunction and in cooperation with
other countries, as expeditiously as practicable,
a commercial communications satellite system, as
part of an improved global communications network,
which will be responsive to public needs and
national objectives, which will serve the communi-
cation needs of the United States and other countries,
and which will contribute to world peace and under-
standing.2
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Through the creation of the Communications Satellite
Corporation (Comsat),3 a private entity (but with strict
governmental supervision), which was empowered to "plan,
initiate, construct, own, manage, and operate itself
or in conjunction with foreign governments or business
entities a commercial communications satellite system,"
4
it was hoped to further international collaboration in a
global system. The policy decision to make United 
States
participation in a global system take the form 
of a private
corporation subject to appropriate governmental regulation
created internal difficulties,
5 most of which were resolved
in due course in the interests of securing early agreement
on an international system.
For purposes of analysis, the basic structure of
Comsat is that of a private corporation governed by the
District of Columbia Business Corporation Act
6 which is
nevertheless subject to regulation and control by the
President, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
and the Federal Communications Commission. It is also
required to make detailed yearly reports of its operations 
to
Congress and the President. One half of the stock of
the Corporation is held by U.S. communication carriers and
the other half is held by the public with limitations on
individual holdings. There are fifteen members on the
Board of Directors, with three being appointed by the President
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with the approval of the Senate, six being elected by the
common carriers and six being elected by the public
stockholders. The declaration of policy embodied in
Section 102(a) of the Act is particularly significant:
In order to facilitate this development and to
provide the widest possible participation by private
enterprise, United States participation in the global
system shall be in the form of a private corporation,
subject to appropriate governmental regulation.
It is the intent of Congress that all authroized
usesrs shall have nondiscriminatory access to the
system; that maximum competition be maintained in
the provision of equipment and services utilized
by the system; that the corporation created under
this Act be so organized and operated as to maintain
and strengthen competition in the provision of
communications services to the public; and that
the activities of the corporation created under
this Act and of the persons or companies parti-
cipating in the ownership of the corporation shall
be consistent with the Federal antitrust laws. 7
Within this general statement of policy the President,
NASA, and the FCC exercise specific functions with relation
to the Corporation. Following are the enumerations of
these duties. The President is empowered to:
(1) aid in the planning and development and foster
the execution of a national program for the establish-
ment and operations, as expeditiously as possible,
of a commercial communications satellite system;
(2) provide for continuous review of all phases
of the development and operation of such a system,
including the activities of a communications satellite
corporation authorized under title III of this Act;
(3) coordinate the activities of governmental
agencies with responsibilities in the field of tele-
communication, so as to insure that there is full
and effective compliance at all times with the
policies set forth in this Act;
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(4) exercise such supervision over relationships of
the corporation with foreign governments or entities
or with international bodies as may be appropriate
to assure that such relationships shall be consistent
with the national interest and foreign policy of
the United States;
(5) insure that timely arrangements are made under
which there can be foreign participation in the
establishment and use of a communications satellite
system;
(6) take all necessary steps to insure the availability
and appropriate utilization of the communications
satellite system for general governmental purposes
except where a separate communications satellite
system is required to meet unique governmental
needs, or is otherwise required in the national
interest; and
(7) so exercise his authority as to help attain
coordinated and efficient use of the electro-
magnetic spectrum and the technical compatibility
of the system with existing communica ions facilities
both in the United States and abroad.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration shall:
(1) advise the Commission on technical characteristics
of the communications satellite system;
(2) cooperate with the corporation in research and
development to the extent deemed appropriate by the
Administration in the public interest;
(3) assist the corporation in the conduct of its
research and development program by furnishing to
the corporation, when requested, on a reimbursable
basis, such satellite launching and associated
services as the Administration deems necessary for
the most expeditious and economical development of the
communications satellite system;
(4) consult with the corporation with respect to
the technical characteristics of the communications
satellite system;
(5) furnish to the corporation, on request and on a
reimbursable basis, satellite launching and associated
services required for the establishment, operation,
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and maintenance of the communications satellite
system approved by the Commission; and
(6) to the extent feasible, furnish other services,
on a reimbursable basis, to the corporation in
connection with the establishment and operation
of the system.9
Finally, the Federal Communications Commission shall:
(1) insure effective competition, including the
use of competitive bidding where appropriate, in
the procurement by the corporation and communica-
tions common carriers of apparatus, equipment, and
services required for the establishment and operation
of the communications satellite system and satellite
terminal stations; and the Commission shall consult
with the Small Business Administration and solicit
its recommendations on measures and procedures
which will insure that small business concerns are
given an equitable opportunity to share in the
procurement program of the corporation for
property and services, including but not limited to
research, development, construction, maintenance
and repair.
(2) insure that all present and future authorized
carriers shall have nondiscriminatory use of, and
equitable access to, the communications satellite
system and satellite terminal stations under just
and reasonable charges, classifications, practices,
regulations, and other terms and conditions and
regulate the manner in which available facilities
of the system and stations are allocated among
such users thereof;
(3) in any case where the Secretary of State,
after obtaining the advice of the Administration as
to technical feasibility, has advised that commercial
communication to a particular foreign point by
means of the communications satellite system and
satellite terminal stations should be established
in the national interest, institute forthwith
appropriate proceedings under section 214(d) of the
Communications Act of 1934, as amended, to require
the establishment of such communication by the cor-
poration and the appropriate common carrier or
carriers;
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(4) insure that facilities of the communications
satellite system and satellite terminal stations are
technically compatible and interconnected operationally
with each other and with existing communications
facilities;
(5) prescribe such accounting regulations and systems
and engage in such ratemaking procedures as will insure
that any economies made possible by a communications
satellite system are appropriately reflected in
rates for public communication services;
(6) approve technical characteristics of the opera-
tional communications satellite system to be employed
by the corporation and of the satellite terminal
stations;
(7) grant appropriate authorizations for the con-
struction and operation of each satellite terminal
station, either to the corporation or to one or
more authorized carriers or to the corporation and
one or more such carriers jointly, as will best
serve the public interest, convenience, and necessity.
In determining the public interest, convenience, and
necessity the Commission shall authorize the
construction and operation of such stations by
communications common carriers or the corporation,
without preference to either;
(8) authorize the corporation to issue any shares of
capital stock, except the initial issue of capital
stock referred to in section 304(a), or to borrow
any moneys, or to assume any obligation in respect
of the securities of any other person, upon a
finding that such issuance, borrowing, or assumption
is compatible with the public interest, convenience,
and necessity and is necessary or appropriate for
or consistent with carrying out the purposes and
objectives of this Act by the corporation;
(9) insure that no substantial additions are made
by the corporation or carriers with respect to
facilities of the system or satellite terminal
stations unless such additions are required by
the public interest, convenience, and necessity;
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(10) require, in accordance with the procedural
requirements of section 214 of the Communications Act
Of 1934, as amended, that additions be made by the
corporation or carriers with respect to facilities
of the system or satellite terminal stations where
such additions would serve the public interest,
convenience, and necessity; and
(11) make rules and regulations to carry out the
provisions of this Act.1 0
In addition to the regulatory activities of the President,
NASA, and the FCC, the Corporation is also deemed to be
a common carrier within the meaning of section 3(h) of
the Communications Act of 1934 and is fully subject to
the provisions of title II and title III of the Act.1 1
Within the above boundaries the Corporation is authorized to:
(1) plan, initiate, construct, own, manage, and
operate itself or in conjunction with foreign
governments or business entities a commercial communi-
cations satellite system;
(2) furnish, for hire, channels of communication
to United States communications common carriers and
to other authorized entities, foreign and domestic; and
(3) own and operate satellite terminal stations when
licensed by the Commission under section 201(c) (7).
(b) Included in the activities authorized to the
corporation for accomplishment of the purposes indi-
cated in subsection (a) of this section, are, among
others not specifically named -
(1) to conduct or contract for research and development
related to its mission;
(2) to acquire the physical facilities, equipment
and devices necessary to its operations, including
communications satellites and associated equipment
and facilities, whether by construction, purchase,
or gift;
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(3) to purchase satellite launching and related
services from the United States Government;
(4) to contract with authorized users, including the
United States Government, for the services of the
communications satellite system; and
(5) to develop plans for the technical specifications
of all elements of the communications satellite
system.
(c) To carry out the foregoing purposes, the corporation
shall have the usual powers conferred upon a stock
corporation by the District of Columbia Business
Corporation Act.1 2
The FCC standard of "public interest, convenience, and
necessity" should also be included as a general regulatory
norm.
All of the above Comsat provisions can be used as a
model of what the development of a special corporation for a
satellite teleconferencing organization should approximate.
The division of responsibilities between the President,
NASA and the FCC could be applied with certain modifications.
It might also be possible, based on the experience of Comsat,
to more clearly define the limits and coordination of
regulatory responsibility. If demonstration projects are
undertaken to substantiate the value of a satellite tele-
conferencing system, the various legal problems that might
arise could be considered and several specific alternatives
for a management structure could be promulgated. These
could then be tested against the responses and determinations
made by the President, NASA and the FCC as to the regulatory
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regime to be developed. The results of this exercise
could then be the development of a draft corporate charter
which could be revised and altered to coincide with tech-
nological reality and the requirements of the political
and legal branches of government. In this way the optimum
satellite teleconferencing system could be developed.
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FOOTNOTES
1. Communications Satellite Act, 47 U.S.C. Sec.701
(1962): For the legislative history of the Act, see
Senate Report No. 1584, June 11, 1962; Senate Report
no. 1873, Aug. 10, 1962; and House Report No. 1636,
April 24, 1962. See also, Statement of the President
on Communication Satellite Policy, Office of the White
House Press Secretary, July 24, 1961, which contained
President Kennedy's formulation of American national
policy on satellite communication: Further analysis
can be found in: Moulton, "Communication Satellites--
the Proposed Communication Satellite Act of 1962,"
18 Bus. Law 173, 174-5 (1962); Note, "The Communications
Satellite Act of 1962," 76 Harv. L. Rev. 38 (1962);
Moulton, "Some Legal Aspects of International Communi-
cations" 41 N.C. L. Rev. 354 (1963); Segal, "Communi-
cations Satellites - Progress and the Road Ahead" 17
Vand. L. Rev. 677, 683-7 (1964); Levin, "Organization
and Control of Communications Satellites" 113 U. Pa. L.
Rev. 315 (1965); Moulton, "Commercial Space Communi-
cations" 73 in H. Taubenfeld (ed.) Space and Society
(1964); A. Haley, Space Law and Government 188-205
(1963). See Appendix V for the Comsat legislation.
2. Comm. Sat. Act. Sec. 102(a). Sec. 102(b) continued by
stating that developing countries should be aided,
that the most economical use be made of the frequency
spectrum, and that the lowest possible rates be applied
to the services. Sec. 102(c) provided for nondiscrimina-
tory access for all authorized users, the maintenance
of procurement competition and service offering
competition, and compliance with Federal antitrust
laws. Sec. 102(d) left open the possibility for a
domestic satellite system, or "the creation of addi-
tional communications satellite systems, if required
to meet unique governmental needs or if otherwise
required in the national interest." See also Sec.
201(a) (6). Two problem areas developed as a result
of Sec. 102(d): one concerned the development of a
military communications satellite program, and the
other concerned the organizational arrangements to be
made for a domestic communications satellite program.
3. Comm. Sat. Act, Sec. 301.-. Secs. 302 through 304
provide for the process of organization, the directors
and officers, and the financing of the corporation.
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4. Comm. Sat. Act Sec. 305(a) (1). It was also authorized
to
"(2) furnish, for hire, channels of communication
to United States communications common carriers and
to other authorized entities, foreign and domestic; and
(3) own and operate satellite terminal stations
when licensed by the Commission."
Sec. 305(b) listed a partial list of activities that
the corporation could undertake in furtherance of its
objectives. For a discussion of the conflicts of
interest within Comsat and an evaluation of the Second
Earth Station and Authorized User decisions, See
Schwartz, "Comsat, the Carriers, and the Earth Stations:
Some Problems with 'Melding Variegated Interests'",
76 Yale L. J. 441 (1967).
5. Questions were raised as to the relative bargaining
power of Comsat vis a vis European governmental tele-
communication agencies, and to the possibility of
merging the facilities of the American carriers to
provide for the most efficient use of the hardware
and to offset high fixed costs where the unit cost
decreases with the increasing use of plant. A
suggestion has been made for the enactment of per-
missive merger legislation to allow for any desirable
restructuring which the F.C.C. finds to be in the public
interest. Report and Recommendations to the Senate
and House Commerce Committees, Submitted by the
Intra-Governmental Committee on International Tele-
communications, April 29, 1966: The Wall Street Journal,
May 31, 1966, p28, col. 1.
6. Comsat Act supra note 1 at Sec. 301.
7. Id. at Sec. 102(c).
8. Id. at Sec. 201(a).
9. Id. at Sec. 201(b).
10. Id. at Sec. 201(c).
11. Id. at Sec. 401.
12. Id. at Sec. 305.
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APPENDIX I
SUMMARY AND EXCERPT FROM THE FCC
LETTER OF INTENT ON CATV
/59
The Federal Communications Commission has proposed cable television
regulations, which could possibly go into effect by 1 March 1972. These
regulations are divided into four main areas: broadcast signal carriage,
non-broadcast channel access, technical standards, and federal-state-local
relationships. Broadcasting Magazine, 9 August 1971, has summarized the
proposed regulations in the following manner:
Television broadcast signal carriage
The rules "would divide all signals into three classifications: (1)
mandatory carriage--signals that a cable system must carry; (2) minimum
service--a minimum number of signals that, taking television market size
into account, a cable system may carry; (3) additional service--signals that
some systems may carry in addition to those required or permitted in the
two above categories.
"It is necessary to establish the frame of reference within which the
rules would operate. First...the rules would vary according to whether
a cable system is within the top-50 television markets, in markets 51-100,
in a market below 100, or not in a television market at all.... Second...
the area within each market to which the particular rule,'Vill be applicable
[is] a zone of 35 miles radius surrounding a specified reference point in
each designated community in the market."
Mandatory carriage. "Two changes are to be made in the existing (grade B)
carriage rule. The first is a requirement that all cable system must carry
the signals of all stations licensed to communities within 35 miles of the
cable system's community.... An out-of-market network affiliate would be
considered to be significantly viewed if it obtains at least a 3% share of
the television homes in the community and has a net weekly circulation in
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the community of 25% or more. For independent stations, the test of
significant viewing would be a 1% share of viewing hours and a net weekly
circulation of at least 5%."
Minimum carriage. Minimum service standards would be as follows: "(1)
in television markets 1-50: three full network stations, three independent
stations; (2) in markets 51-100: three full network stations, two indepen-
dent stations; (3) in smaller television markets (below 100): three full
network stations, one independent station. If...minimum service is still
not being supplied, distant signals would be permitted to be carried as
needed to make up the defined minimum of service."
Additional service. "Cable systems in the top-100 markets would in
any case be permitted to carry two signals beyond those whose carriage
would be required under the mandatory carriage rules. Distant and out-of-
market signals carried to provide minimum service would be counted against
these additional signals so that if, for example, two distant signals were
carried to provide minimum service, no additional signals could be carried.
Cable systems in smaller markets (below 100) would not be permitted to
import network or independent television signals beyond the minimum service
level....'
Leapfrogging. The commission would adopt a new ru±""requiring cable
systems in the top-100 markets carrying distant independent television
stations to carry, as a first priority, one UHF independent station from
within 200 miles. If there is no such UHF station, any VHF station within
200 miles or any UHF station could be carried. The second distant signal
in these top-100 markets would be free from restrictions as to point of
origin...."
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Educational and foreign language stations. "We will allow a cable
system to carry any number of educational signals, local or distant, in
the absence of objection.... We would [also] permit cable systems to iw.-
port non-English language programming [and] would not count against the
quotas discussed previously the distant signal of a non-English language
station when carrying these programs."
Sports. The FCC will issue rules to prevent cables from circumventing
local blackouts of home games by importing distant signals. As a general
rule, however, "Cable systems will be able to carry whatever sports 
events
are carried locally--including those meeting the 'significant viewing'
test.... We are not unmindful of the possibility that a nationwide inter-
connected cable network...could remove sports programing from conventional
broadcast television.... It may be...that legislation may be the ultimate
answer...."
Grandfathering. "Cable systems already in operation on the effective
date of the rules would be permitted to continue operation and to provide
the existing line-up of signals without regard to the new requirements of
signal carriage if that service had been previously grandfathered...or
if the service were commenced in compliance with the rules after Dec. 20,
1968, and was then consistent with the rules proposed."
Nonbroadcast channels (access)
All systems in the top-100 markets would be subject to the following:
Channel capacity. "We will not immediately require a channel capacity
in any except the top-100 markets. In those markets we believe a 20-channel
capacity (actual or potential) is the minimum consistent with the public
interest. We will also adopt a rule that for each broadcast signal carried,
cable systems must provide equivalent bandwidth for nonbroadcast uses."
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Public access, educational and government channels. "We will require
that there be one free, dedicated, noncommercial, public-access channel
available at all times on a nondiscriminatory basis. In addition, we will
require that one channel be set aside for educational use and one channel
for state and local government use on a developmental basis and that, upon
completion of the basic trunk line, for the first five years thereafter
these channels will be made available free.... A systems operator will be
required to provide only use of the cable channel on a free basis; pro-
duction costs (aside from brief live studio presentations not exceeding
five minutes in duration) may be charged to users."
Leased channels. "After cable systems have satisfied the [above]
priority, they may make available for leased uses the remainder of the
required bandwidth and any other available bandwidth.... Indeed, to the
extent that the public-access, educational and governmental channels are
not being used, these channels may also be used for leased operation.
But such operations may only be undertaken with the express understanding
that they are subject to immediate displacement if there is a demand to use
the channel for the dedicated purpose."
Expansion of capacity. "Cable systems will be required to make an
additional channel available for use as the demand arises.... Initially..we
propose to use the following factor to determine when a new channel must
become operational: Whenever all operational channels are in consistent
use during 80% of the weekdays (Monday-Friday), for 80% of the time furing
any three-hour period for six weeks running, the system will then have six
months in which to make a new channel available. Such an N + 1 [existing
number of channels plus one to be built] availability should encourage use
of the channels, with the knowledge that the channel space will always be
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available, and also encourage the cable operator continually to expand
and update his system.... Inasmuch as this area of regulation is new, we
will re-examine the N + 1 concept at an early time if unexpected problems
develop."
Two-way capacity. "We have decided to require that there be built
into cable systems the capacity for two-way communication. This is appar-
ently now feasible at a not inordinate additional cost, and its availability
is essential for many of cable's public services."
Regulation of nonbroadcast programming. "We believe that such regula-
tion is properly the concern of this commission.... We think that in this
area this dual form of regulation [federal and local] would be confusing
and impracticable.... Thus, we believe that, except for the government
channel, local regulation of access channels carrying programming is pre-
cluded, at least at this time.... Similarly, aside from channels for
government uses, we do not believe that local entities should be permitted
to require that other channels be assigned for particular uses.
"...The rules...must specify nondiscriminatory access on a first-come,
first-served basis during this interim period...[and] the cable operator
must not censor or exercise program control of any kind over the material
presented on the public-access channel. However, his rules shall proscribe
the presentation of any advertising material (including political adver-
tising spots), of lotteries, and...of obscene or indecent matter."
Production facilities. "We will require that the cable operator main-
tain at least minimal production facilities for public use within the
franchise area."
Technical standards
For the present, the commission will apply standards only to television
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broadcast signals, not to newer services, to "assure the subscriber at
least a minimum standard of reception quality, while at the same time
permitting the continuation of technical experimentation." -
Federal-state/local relationships
"We agree with the contention that federal licensing at this time
would place an unmanageable administrative burden on the commission.
Accordingly, we will not now take that step. Furthermore, local govern-
ments are markedly involved.... But [we] will take steps to insure efficient
nationwide communications service with adequate facilities at reasonable
charges...by specifying minimum requirements in the local franchising
process."
Basic qualifications--choice of franchisee and service area. "We
will require that the cable system, before commencing operation with
broadcast signals, file a copy of its franchise with us and a certificate
showing that the franchising authority in a public proceeding has considered
the system operator's legal and financial qualifications, and the adequacy
and feasibility of his construction arrangements."
Construction timetable--franchise duration. "(T)o ensure that fran-
chises do not lie fallow or become the object of traffic';,ig...we will.provide
that the franchise require that the cable system have an operable headend
within one year after this commission grants a certificate of compliante,
and that thereafter ft meet substantial percentage figures for extension
of energized trunk cable, such figures to be set by the local authority....
We will require the franchising authority to place a reasonable limit on
the duration of the franchise, and its renewal. We think that...as a
general guide...a franchise should not exceed 15 years."
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Significant portions of the proposed regulations are presented
here:
II. Non-Broadcast Channels (Access)
In our July 1, 1970 Notice of Proposed Rule Making in Docket
18397-A, we stated:
The structure and operation of our system of radio
and television broadcasting affects, among other
things, the sense of "community" of those within the
signal.area of the station involved. Recently gov-
ernmental programs have been directed toward increas-
ing citizen involvement in conunity affairs. Cable
television has the potential to be a vehicle for much
needed community expression.
Confronted with the need for more channels available for com-
munity expression on the one hand and, on the other, with the promised
emergence of cable television's capacity to provide an abundance of such
channels, we stated in our July 1, 1970 Notice the principle that the
Commission". .. must make an effort to ensure the development of suf-
ficient channel availability on all new CATV systems to serve specific
recognized functions." We will seek to serve these purposes through a
number of interrelated requirements spelled out in the following dis-
cussion.
We will tailor our actions to take into account the public in-
terest considerations stemming from possible impact of cable on broad-
cast services. We recognize that in any matter involving future pro-
jections, there are necessarily some risks. As we have also stated,
what makes those risks so clearly worth taking is the chance of obtaining
great benefits to the public from cable's new services. It follows that
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along with making distant or overlapping signals available for the first
time in specified markets, we should act to require a bandwidth that will
ensure the availability of these new services. Otherwise, some cable
operators might construct systems adequate only to the carriage of broad-
cast signals, or might long postpone the availability of non-broadcast
channels. We believe this would be a most unwise decision, since the
use of non-broadcast bandwidth is of high public promise and can be
profitable to the cable owner. Indeed, it may be the critical factor
making for cable's success. The public interest, as well as the cable
industry's economic interest, may well be found in reducing subscriber
fees and relying proportionately more for revenue on the income from
channel leasing. In sum, we emphasize that the cable operator cannot
accept the distant or overlapping signals that will be made available
wihout also accepting the obligation to provide for substantial non-
broadcast bandwidth. The two are integrally linked in the public interest
judgment we have made.
Channel Capacity (Bandwidth)
We envision a future for cable in which the principal services,
channel uses, and potential sources of income will be other than over-
the-air signals. We note that 40, 50, and 60 channel systems are currently
being installed. The cost difference between installing 12 and 20 channel
capacity would not appear to be substantial. We urge cable operators to
consider that future demand may significantly exceed current projections,
and we put them on notice that it is our intention to insist on the ex-
pansion of cable systems to accommodate all reasonable demand.
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At the same time, we do not want to impose unreasonable eco-
nomic burdens on cable operators. Accordingly, we will not immediately
require a minimum channel capacity in any except the top 100 markets.
In those markets we believe a 20 channel capacity (actual or potential)
is the minimum consistent with the public interest.
We will also adopt a rule that for each broadcast signal carried,
cable systems must provide equivalent bandwidth for non-broadcast uses.
This seems a reasonable way to obtain the necessary minimum channel capacity
and yet gear it to particular community needs. Finally, the "N + 1"
availability concept, discussed below, is also pertinent to the question
of channel capacity.
Public Access, Educational, and Government Channels
Broadcast signals are being used as a crucial component in the
establishment of cable systems, and it therefore seems appropriate that
certain basic goals of the Communications Act be furthered by cable's
advent--the opening up of new outleti for local expression, the pro-r-
motion of added diversity in television programming, the advanceme iof
educational and instructional television, and the increased information
services of local governments. Accordingly, we will require that there
be one free, dedicated, non-commercial, public access channel available
at all times on a non-discriminatory basis. In addition, we will re-
quire that one channel be set aside for educational use and one channel
for state and local government use on a-.developmental basis and that,
upon completion of the basic trunk line, for the first five years there-
after these two channels will be made available free. After this develop-
mental phase--designed to encourage sophisticated educational and governmental
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innovation in the use of local television--we will then be in a more
informed position to determine, in consultation with state and local
authorities, whether to expand or curtail the free use of channels for
such purposes or, indeed, whether we'should continue the developmental
period for a further time. We do not want the free uses 
described above
to constitute an unreasonable economic burden on cable system operators
and subscribers. Therefore, a system operator will be obliged to provide
only use of the cable channel on a free basis; production costs 
(aside
from brief live studio presentations not exceeding five minutes in
duration) may be charged to users.
Leased Channels
After cable systems have satisfied the priority-of providing one
free public access channel as well as the free developmental channels
for education and government, they may make available for leased uses the
remainder of the required bandwidth and any other available bandwidth
(e.g., if a channel carrying broadcast programming is blacked' out be-
cause of our non-duplication requirement or is otherwise not in use,
that channel also may be used for leased programmiag). Indeed, to the
extent that the public access, educational, and governmental channels
are not being used, these channels may also be used for leased operation.
But such operations may only be undertaken with the express understanding
that they are subject to immediate displacement if there is a demand to
use the channel for the dedicated purpose.
Expansion of Capacity
Our basic goal is to encourage experimentation that will lead
to constantly expanding channel capacity. Cable systems will therefore
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be required to make an additional channel available for use as the de-
mand arises.
There are many ways of administering this general goal. Ex-
perience will be valuable to users, systems, and the Commission alike.
Initially, however, we propose to use the following factor to determine
when a new channel must become operational: Whenever all operational
channels are in consistent use during 80% of the weekdays (Monday-Friday),
for:80% of the time during any three-hour period .for six weeks running.
The system will then have six months in which to make a new channel
available. Such an N + 1 availability should encourage use of the
channels, with the knowledge that channel space will always be avail-
able, and also encourage the cable operator continually to expand and
update his system. We contemplate that at least one-of the leased
channels will give priority to part-time users; the remaining leased
channel capacity may be used by full-time lessees.
As mentioned above, we are aware of the risks inherent in
the N + 1 formula. A cable owner has an obvious economic incentive
to devote his bandwidth to profitable channel leasing activities,
and might thus be motivated to restrict use of the access channels to
avoid triggering the N + 1 availability. A whole variety of techniques
might, quite obviously, be employed. While it would not appear to
constitute any problem in the immediate future, we intend to institute
now a proceeding to assure that the N + 1 concept is noF-frustrated at
some later date through rate manipulation; this proceeding will deal with
appropriate future regulatory policies as to the rates charged for these
leased channel operations for interstate services. We are also aware that
the formula may be too rigorous and impose economic burdens on operators.
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The six-month period allowed for activation of new channels,
for example, contemplates the relatively modest effort needed to con-
vert existing potential capacity into actual capacity. Obviously, if it
were necessary to rebuild or add extensive new plant, this could not
reasonably be expected within any six-month period. The latter consideration
again points up the necessity of building now with a potential that takes the
future into account. In the new proceeding referred to above, we will
also explore this aspect of possible rebuilding or extensive new con-
struction that might be required under our rules. In sum, we adopt
the 80% figure only as a general formula. Inasmuch as this area of
regulation is new, we will reexamine the N + 1 concept at an early time
if unanticipated problems develop.
Two-Way Capacity
After studying the comments received and our own engineering
estimates, we have decided to require that there be built into cable
systems the capacity for two-way communication. This is apparently now
feasible at a not inordinate additional cost, and its availability is
essential for many of cable's public services. Such two-way communication,
even if rudimentary in nature, can be useful in a host of ways -- for
surveys, marketing services, burglar alarm devices, educational feed-back,
to name a few. Of course, viewers should also have a capability enabling them to
choose whether or not the feed-back is activated.
Regulations Applicable to Public Access,'Educational, Government, and
Leased Channels Presenting Non-Broadcast Programming
Having provided for these access channels, we turn to the
question of the regulation of the public access and other channels pre-
senting non-broadcast programming. First, we believe that such regulation
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is properly the concern of this Commission. This is so not just be-
cause we have required the creation of such channels and specified their
initial or continuing priority. As stated, the channels are designed to
fulfill Communications Act purposes and are integrally bound up with the
broadcast signals being carried over the system. It is by no means clear
that the viewing public will be able to distinguish between a broadcast
program and an access program; rather, the subscriber will simply flick
across the dial from broadcast channels to public access or leased channel
programming, much as he now selects television fare. Further, the leased
channels will undoubtedly involve interconnected programming, via
satellite or interstate terrestrial facilities, matters that are within
the Commission's jurisdiction. Similarly, it is this Commission that must
make the decisions as to conditions to be imposed on the operation of pay
channels, and we have already taken steps in that direction. (See Section
74.1121.)
Federal regulation is thus clearly called for. The issue is
vhether also to permit local regulation of these channels, if not incon-
sistent with Federal purposes. We think that in this area this dual
form of regulation would be confusing and impracticable.
Further, we do not believe that the purposes we seek to advance
would be served by detailed regulations at this time; rather as set forth
more fully below, we think it is important to allow a period of consider-
able experimentation. Thus, we believe that, except for the government
channel, local regulation of access channels carrying programming is pre-
cluded, at least at this time. We stress that if experience and considerations
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brought forth in the further proceeding indicate the need or desirability
therefor, we can then delineate an appropriate local role.
Similarly, aside from channels for government uses, we do not
believe that local entities should be permitted to require that other
channels be assigned for particular uses. As stated above, this in
our view is peculiarly a matter of federal concern.- We stress again
that we are entering into an experimental or developmental period. Thus,
where the cable operator and the franchising authority seek to experiment
by providing additional channel capacity for such purposes as public
access, educational, and governmental--on a free basis or at reduced
charges--we will entertain petitions and consider the appropriateness
of authorizing such experiments, to gain further data and insight and to
guide future courses of action. For the same reasons, we will permit
existing systems to continue operating under more "generous" specifications
than those described in this section.
The question of what regulations we should impose at this time
is a most difficult one. We simply do not know how these services will
evolve. The comments received, while helpful and well-intentioned, under-
standably could not now supply definitive standards. We believe that our
best course is to facilitate use of these channels on a first-come, first-
served nondiscriminatory basis with only the most minimal regulations, in
order to obtain experience, and on the basis of that experience and the
comments received in a new proceeding, to lay down more specific regu-
lations. We stress, therefore, that the regulatory pattern here described
is interim in nature--that we may make minor or indeed major changes as we
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gain the necessary insight.
Turning to our interim rules, we are guided by two main policy
considerations: (1) to allow maximum experimentation and (2) to prevent,
particularly during this critical early period and probably at all
times, one entity sitting astride all this channel capacity and deciding
what programming should or should not enter subscriber homes.
We will authorize the commencement of cable service and, with
that commencement, require the offering of these services. We will
further require that, in accordance with our regulations, the cable
system promulgate rules to apply to these services, and will require
that the rules be kept on public file at the system's headquarters and with
the Commission. What matters during this experimental period is not form
but substance, and we will lay down the substantive guides that we believe
are appropriate at this time. We believe that we have full discretion
to act in this fashion. See PhiladelDhia Television BroadcastingCo.
v.F.C.C., 123 U.S. App. D.C. 298, 359 F. 2d 282 (1966).
With respect to the public access channel, the rules to be
promulgated by the system must specify nond.iscriminatory access on a
first-come, first-served basis during this interim period. It also
follows that, during this interim period, the cable operator must not
censor or-exercise program content control of any kind over the material
presented on the public access channel. However, his rules shall proscribe
the presentation of any advertising material (including political advertising
spots), of lotteries, and, in terms identical to 18 U.S.C. 9 1464, of
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obscene or indecent matter. The regulations shall also specify that
persons or groups seeking access be identified, and 
their addresses
obtained; these are reasonable requirements, and this information 
should
be publicly available.
We do not envision any other proscriptions during this experi-
mental period. We recognize that open access carries with it certain
risks. But some amount of risk is inherent in a democracy committed
to fostering "uninhibited, robust, and wide-open" debate on'public 
issues.
(New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 270 (1964)). In any
event, further regulation in this sensitive area should await experi-
ence and the outcome of the proceeding we expect to initiate. 
For
example, we intend to explore whether it would be feasible 
or desirable
to provide subscribers a locked switch to cut off the 
public access or
leased channels, should parents wish to contr6l their children's viewing.
In short, we recognize that the public access channel Nequire-
ments may result in many problems for the cable operator, especi 110
during the break-in period. Effective- operational procedures czete ve
only from trial and error, and it is probable that different 
systems
will have diverse problems not presently capable of being solved by
uniform regulation. We note, for example, the need to decide how
applications for access time shall be made, who must make them, what
overall time limitations might be desirable, how copyrighted material
will be protected, how production facilities will be provided, how the
public can get some advance notice of what is to be presented, 
and so on.
All these questions will probably be answeredby cable systems in a number of
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different ways. Again, we will require that the rules adopted by cable
systems in these respects be filed with us and made available to the
public. But experimentation appears to be the best way to determine what
will be workable for the long run. Only with experience will we be able
to tell what further general rules, if any, are called for.
The cable operator, except for channels programmed by the
system itself, similarly must not censor or exercise program content
control of any kind over the material presented on the leased channels.
Specifically, his.rules shall provide for nondiscriminatory access on a
first-come, first-served basis with the appropriate rate schedule specified.
Again, he shall obtain the names and addresses of the persons or groups
seeking access, and shall adopt rules proscribing the presentation of
obscene or indecent matter (in the precise terms of 18 U.S.C. 0 1464),
lotteries, and advertising material not containing the necessary commercial
Identification. Finally, in contrast with existing cablecasting rules
(Section 74.1117), we will not require commercials only at natural breaks
on these channels. It is our expectation that there will be experimentation
in this respect, with some channels used entirely for advertising, some
following the pattern of present commercial broadcasts, and others that
of Section 74.1117. We do not wish to inhibit in any way the presentation
of new materials over these channels during this critical introductory
period. Again, we leave to the rule making proceeding such questions
as dealing with false and misleading advertising, some possible modified
fairness or personal attack requirements, and the like.
Liability
Many cable operators are concerned about potential civil and
criminal liability resulting from use of these public access and leased
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channels. There is little if any possibility of a criminal suit in a
situation where the system has no right of control and thus no specific
intent to violate the law. See, e.g., Baird v. Arizona State Bar, 401
U.S. 1 (19-71); In Re Stolar, 401 U.S. 23 (1971); Law Students
Civil Rights Research Council v. Wadmond, 401 U.S. 154 (1971); Yates v..
United States, 354 U.S. 298 (1957).
The cable operator's real fears seem, in fact, to center mainly
around potential libel suits. The possible number and scope of such
actions is, however, severely limited. In Rosenbloom v. Metromedia,
Inc., 39 U.S.L.W. 4694 (1971), the Court extended the "actual malice"
rule of New York Times Co. v Sullivan, supra., to cover any situation
where "the utterance involved concerns a matter of public or general
interest." Since most users will presumably air opinions on matters
that are of at least as much "public or general interest" as in the
Rosenbloom case, it seems likely that their speech would come within
the "actual malice" rule. No such malice could be imputed to a cable
operator who had no control over the given program's content.
In the unlikely event that some material presented on these
non-broadcast channels were to fall outside the broad scope of the Court's
recent decisions such as Rosenbloom, this would not necessarily mean
that the system is liable. (Of course, the programmer would remain
fully liable.) We have adopted the-no-censorship requirement in order
to promote "robust, wide-open debate" and for the policy reasons set
out above; these are, we believe, valid regulations having "the force
of law." While the matter is of course one for resolution by the courts
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(as also would be the due process issues raised), we suggest that state
law imposing liability on a system that has no control over these channels
would frustrate federal purposes. In any event, if any'Problem should
develop in this respect, it is readily remedied by Congress and, in this
connection, we would welcome clarifying legislation. Cf. Farmers
Educational and Coooerative Union v. WDAY, 360 U.S. 525 (1959).
Production Facilities
It is obvious that our goal of creating' a low-cost, nondis-
criminatory means of channel access cannot be attained unless members
of the public have available some reasonable production facilities.
We expect that many cable systems will have facilities with which to
originate programming, and such facilities should also be available to
produce program material for public access. Hopefully, colleges and
universities, high schools, recreation departments, churches, unions,
and other community sources will have low-cost video-taping equipment
available to the public. Whatever sources are available, however, we
will require that the cable operator maintain at least minimal production
facilities for public use within the franchise area.
In this experimental stage, when cablecasting material may
well come from diverse sources, it could be self-defeating to require a
cable operator to carry this material and at the same time to meet strinvent
technical standards. We note specifically that the use of half-inch video
tape is a growing and hopeful indication that low-cost video tape recording
equipment can and will be made available to the public. While such equip-
ment does not now meet our technical standards for broadcasting, the
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prospects for it3' improvement and refinement are excellent. Further,
since it provides an inexpensive means of program production, we see
no reason why its development should not be encouraged for use on cable
channels.
Many elaborate suggestions have been made for comprehensive
community control plans such as neighborhood origination centers, mobile
communications vehicles, and neighborhood councils to oversee access
channels. Here again the Commission will encourage experimentation
rather than trying to enforce a more formal structure at this time.
Applicability
These-access rules will be applicable to all new systems that
become operational in the top 100 markets (as defined in Section I above).
Currently operating systems in the top 100 markets would have five years
to comply with this section. Existing systems in markets below the top
100 would be required to meet these access rules when and as the system
is substantially rebuilt.
Our reasons for focusing on the top 100 markets may, be briefly
stated. We have delineated these markets (within 35 mile zones) as the
recipients of special benefits in order to stimulate cable growth. But,
correspondingly, that growth should be accompanied by these access require-
ments or the public will not fully receive the benefits we seek. To the
extent that this may pose some problems for systems operating in relatively
small communities in these markets, such systems are free to meet their
obligations through joint building an'd related programs with cable operators
in the larger core areas.
Finally, if these requirements should impose an undue burden on
some isolated system, that is a matter that can be dealt with in a waiver
request, with an appropriate detailed showing.
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IV: Federal-State/Local Relationships
In the Notice of Proposed Rule Making in Docket No. 18892,
25 FCC 2d 50 (1970), we stated that we favored federal regulation of
some aspects of cable television and local--i.e.,. state or municipal--
regulation of others under a federal prescription of standards. The
comments generally agreed that certain areas of cable regulation can
best be.dealt with at the federal level because states and municipali-
ties lack the necessary resources for effective regulation. We are
also persuaded that, absent affirmative Commission action, state and
local bodies would be free in other areas of regulation to style cable
growth in a manner at odds with the Commission's nationwide regulatory
plan. Accordingly, it is our view that federal regulation is clearly
indicated in such areas as signals carried, technical standards, program
origination, cross-ownership of cable and ether media, and equal em-
ployment opportunities. And federal regulation of matters directly.
affecting programs and signals carried is, of course, entirely con-
sistent with United States v. Southwestern Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157 (1968).
The comments generally advanced persuasive arguments against
federal licensing. We agree with the contention that federal licensing
at this time would place an unmanageable administrative burden on the
Commission. Accordingly, we will not now take that step. Furthermore,
local governments are markedly involved, since cable must make use of
streets and alleys, and local authorities are able to bring to bear a
special expertness on such matters, for example, as how best to parcel
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a large urban area into cable districts. Local authorities are also
in a more effective position to follow up on service complaints.
Accordingly, we will leave a number of areas to local regu-
lation, but will take steps to insure efficient nationwide communi-
cations service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges. And
we will expect to accomplish this by specifying minimum requirements
in the local franchising process.
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THE 1971 WARC CONFERENCE
At the Conference which was held in Geneva during June and
July of 1971 over 700 delegates from 101 countries concerned
themselves with the development of a new framework for the
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use of satellites in space telecor.munications. Seven major
committees were formed including those in the areas of
technical matters, allocation, regulation, and editorial
matters. Working Groups and smaller sub-groups were
established to facilitate the work of the conference. The
input to the conference came from proposals submitted by
member administrations and reports by the permanent bodies
of the ITU. Of particular importance here was the CCIR
report based on its Joint Special Meeting of January and
February, 1971. There were over 400 documents in the main
series at the conference in addition to numerous working
documents and other papers. The output of the conference
originated with the sub-groups and then proceeded to the
working groups and the committees. Following this the
materials were considered by the editorial committee and
finally discussed by the conference in plenary sessi
The final acts of the WARC were signed by the partic ain
delegations and are now subject to approval by the members
of the ITU. The final acts themselves vary greatly and
relate to both technical regulations which will result in
partial revision of the Radio Regulations as of 1 January
1973 which will be binding on members, and also resolutions
and recommendations which do not have a binding nature.
Frequency Allocations
Concerning frequency allocations, the WARC provided for
a number of allocations to various space radio-communication
services. However, particular limitations and constraints
concerning technical characteristics, notification, regis-
tration and coordination procedures circumscribed the
allocation process. Further, footnotes were employed as a
procedural device to modify certain frequency allocations.
Since in any international conference there is bound to be
some necessity for compromise, the results of the WARC can-
not be judged solely from a technical point of view but
must also be evaluated in terms of the conflicting interests
that were present and the resultant negotiations.
The allocations of the WARC for television and radio to the
fixed satellite service included both the point-to-pint
communication satellite service and the distribution ,.
satellite service. Further new allocations were made to
the broadcasting satellite service. Subject to many of
the constraints commented upon above the following frequency
bands were allocated to the broadcasting satellite service:
MHz 470-890 Region 2 on a shared basis with
MHz 582-606 Region 1 other space services (fixed,
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NHz 606-790 Region 1 mobile, radio-navigation).
MHz 710-942 Region 3
In the range 2500-2690 MHz, the allocation was made for
Regions 1 through 3 on a shared basis with the additional
provision that the use of this band by the broadcasting
satellite service is limited to domestic and regional
systems for community reception, and that such use is
subject to agreement among the administrations concerned.
The same provisions were also adopted for the fixed satellite
service in this band.
Additional allocations of interest are as follows:
GHz 11.7-12.5 Regions 1-3 on a shared basis (fixed,
mobile-, terrestrial broad-
casting)
The above allocation was made with the provision that~
existing and future fixed, mobile and broadcasting services
would not cause harmful interference to broadcasting
satellite stations operating in accordance with the
decisions of the appropriate broadcasting frequency assign-
ment planning conference.
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GHz 22.5-23 Region 3 on a shared basis
GIIz 41-43 Regions 1-3 on an exclusive basis
Gllz 84-86 Regions 1-3 on an exclusive basis
A detailed list of the allocations can be found by con-
sulting the final acts of the WARC conference. One of
the significant implications growing out of these fre-
quency allocations is the increased interest shown by
the representatives of the developing nations. As the
technology develops, more and more national administra-
tions are beginning to realize the potential of the
broadcast satellite for educational and informational
purposes, and therefore it becomes important to see that
as many nations as wish to can participate in satellite
communication in an optimum fashion.
In addition to frequency allocation, technical regul tor
provisions were considered at the WARC which concerned pro-
cedures for the determination of the coordination area
around an earth station, and similar matters which can be
found in the final acts of the WARC. These provisions are
extremely complicated and require an extensive technical
background on the part of the reader.
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General Resolutions
On a more general levelJ,the WARC was concerned with equalit,
among nations in the use'of frequency bands for space radio-
communication services. A resolution was passed which
should be of special interest to developing nations which
are considering developing their own or regional systems,
but have not yet begun. The problems of pre-emption of the
freauency spectrum and the geostationary orbit had been
raised a number of times at the WARC, and the following
resolution was an attempt to allay the fears that had
been expressed. The conference:
"Con.iderin.n, that all countries have eoual rights
in the use of both the radio freQuencies alloca-
ted to various space radiocomunication services
and the geostationary satellite orbit for these
services;
Takin into accciunt that the radio frequency
spectrum and the geostationary orbit are
limited natural resources and should be most
effectively and economically used;
Rcsolcs that the registration with the ITU of-
freuency assignments for space radiocommrunica-
tion services and their use should not provide.
any permanent priorities for any individual
country or groups of countries and should not
create an obstacle to the establishmeont of
space systems by other countries...." 1
It is not as yet clear what impact this resolution will
have on the launching and deployment of satellites for
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communication purposes, but it does indicate an awareness
of the situation and an opinion that the allocation of
- frequencies and the utilization of orbital slots may not
be a purely technical matter, but may have significant
political and developmental facets.
The WARC also adopted a resolution dealing with the
establishment of agreements and associated plans for the
broadcasting-satellite service. In the operative para-
graphs of this resolution it was stated:
"That stations in the broadcasting satellite
service shall be established and operatedin
accordance with agreements and associated plans
adopted by world or regional administrative
conferences, as the case may be, in which all
the administrations concerned and the admini-
strations whose services are liable to be
affected may participate;
That-the Administrative Council be requested
to examine as soon as possible the ouestion of
a world administrative conference, and/or
regional administrative conferences as re-
quired, with a view to fixing suitable dates,
places and agenda;
That during the period before the entry into
force of such agreements and associated plans
the administrations and the IFRB shall apply the
procedure contained in Resolution No. Spa G."G
The interim arrangements referred to in the preceding para-
graph have been adopted and this means that satellite
broadcasting systems can be established before any specific
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plans have been established. Since there was some contro-
versy over the desirability of such plans, this is
probably the best alternative.
One additional problem which was considered in detail by
developing nations at the WARC was that concerning the
possibility of the reception of unwanted satellite broad-
casts. This is often referred to as the spillover problem.
While it was beyond the competence of the ITU to be con-
concerned with questions of problems content control and
the political aspects of propaganda broadcasting, the
WARC did produce a new regulation for inclusion in
Article 7 of the Radio Regulations which states:
"In devising the characteristics of a broadcasting
space station, all technical means available shall
be used to reduce, to the maximum extent practi-
cable, the radiation over the territory of other
countries unless an agreement has been previously
reached with such countries.
It is apparent that such a regulation wil~ e effective
only to the extent that there is no open hostility between
the nations involved. Technological developments in the
area of beam-shaping may also help to negate this problem.
There were also a number of definitions developed at the
WARC which can be found in the final documents of the con-
fcrence. There was general disagreement as to the
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adequacy of these definitions, and there were found to be
inconsistencies with definitions that have been used by
UNESCO and other international organizations. This area
will require further study and negotiation at future
conferences.
It is still much too early to assess the full value of the
VARC, but it is apparent that there is international con-
cern over the utilization by all nations of the space
broadcasting potential and that this concern will be
growing in the future. At the 1973 Plenipotentiary
Conference of the ITU, many of the issues mentioned above
will be discussed again in different forms and it would
be desirable for all nations to devote some considerable
time to preparing for this meeting.
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FOOTNOTES
1. Resolution Spa D. "Relating to the Use by All Countries
with Equal Rights of Frequency Bands for Space Radio-
communication Services," WARC, June-July, 1971, Geneva.
2. Resolution Spa F. "Relating to the Establishment of
Agreements and Associated Plans for the Broadcasting-
Satellite Service," WARC, June-July, Geneva.
3. Reg. 428A for inclusion in Article 7 of the ITU Radio
Regulations. For a consideration of this problem, see
also the reports of the U.N. Working Group on Direct
Broadcasting Satellites.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY
The chief non-government users of the radio spectrum are the communi-
cations carriers who qualify as public utilities and are regulated by the
federal agencies. The monopoly franchises were gained by the carriers in
the. 1930's with the emergence of the philosophy of the natural monopoly.
Competition was considered wasteful, costly and inefficient - thus the promotion
of the public interest was equated with the successful operation of the
common carrier system. Common carriers were entrusted with the maintenance
of systemic integrity and the duty of'planning regional and national
requirements. In return for a franchise grant, the carriers were obliged
to submit its expenses, revenues, profits, and services to public scrutiny
and review.
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That particular regulatory scheme was explained in terms of
promoting the general welfare. Carrier planning on a larger scale was
expected to guarantee the efficient use of plant and facilities because
of the carrier's ability to determine overall requirements, alternate
routings, and reserve capacity for a given area. It was also assumed
that carriers would innovate at a rate sufficient to maintain the quality
of service and satisfy the needs of subscribers.
The role of the regulatory agency in this scheme is and was to
prevent the carriers from employing its monopoly base to assign extortionist
prices from the subscribing public. At the same time, the regulatory
agency must allow the carriers sufficient revenues to compete in the capital
market. However, the task of.discovering the interest of the carriers
and the public interest (consumers at large) is very difficult. The
regulation process, in the United States, has attempted to combine the
incentives of private ownership with the constraints of public regulation
in the Communications and some other industries. The verdict on the suc-
cess of this policy will be more easily reached upon the examination of the
carrier and related industries.
In the United States, the domestic telecommunication carrieis provide
two broad types of service. The first is a message telephone service con-
sisting of the dial-up service rendered on a local exchange basis or on
a long-distance or toll basis. The second service consists of leased circuits
to communication service subscribers on a private or exclusive use basis.
These circuits can be utilized for voice, data, facsimile, or video signals.
The major portion of the nation's public telephone service is supplied
by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T) and its member operating
companies. AT&T acts as both a holding and an operating company. AT&T and
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its affiliates provide 84 per cent of the local exchange telephone market,
with particular concentration in the urban areas.2 Of the remaining
share of the market, 6 per cent is supplied by the General Telephone
3
and Electronics System, and the rest by various independent utilities.
Public service is also supplied by the Western Union Telegraph
Company in the areas of message telegraph transmission, telegram service,
and the TELEX service, a switched teletypewriter service. Although the
public message service has declined in recent years, Western Union has
experienced growth in the TELEX service, automated information services
(INFOCOM and SICOM) and in government leased services.
In order to gain a total picture of the communications industry,
a short examination of the telecommunications equipment market is also
necessary. This is particularly important because the equipment market
is derived from the demand for communications services, while equipment
prices are one of the factors which the FCC considers in its rate-setting
process.
Similar to the communications services sector, the equipment market,
which is not publicly regulated, is dominated by one manufacturer and supplier,
this being Western Electric, AT&T's subsidiary and supply agenL.It1estern's
sales account for about 84 per cent of the equipment market, with 90 per cent
of these supply purchases going to AT&T and its affiliates. The bulk
of the remaining Western sales are purchased by the United States government.
The remaining share of the market, about 16 per cent, is dominated by the
supply affiliates of the General Telephone System (Automatic Electric, Lenkurt,
and Sylvania). General's affiliates .account for some 50 per cent of that
market.5
The statistics provided above clearly present the salient characteristic
of the teleconLmunications industry - the common carrier - supplier relationship
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defined also as vertical integration. The AT&T and Western Electric
relationship extend into the research and development field, for each
own 50 per cent of Bell Laboratories, and make up what is commonly
known as "The Bell System." Likewise General Telephone and Electronics
System is also vertically linked with its supply affiliates.
The integrated structure is a key industry factor for a number of
reasons. First, the quality and type of service offered by the carrier
is dependent on the nature of hardware provided by the integrated supplier.
This also implies that equipment costs translate into prices charged to
subscribers and users of communication service. Some 65 per cent of AT&T's
plant investment is dependent upon purchase from Western Electric. 6
Second, the purchasing patterns of the integrated carrier acts to
restrict market opportunities to outside suppliers. At the same time,
the structure also controls the rate of technological advance through
integration and procurement policies. Because the integrated supplier
takes the bulk of its needs from captive supply affiliates, the utility-
supplier relationship also constricts market opportunities and dictates
technological developments at that level.
Finally, the common ownership of carrier and supplier poses additional
problems for the regulatory agencies. The supplier holds a captive market
in the hardware field, while at the same time, as a private concern, it argues
that its risks are similar to other manufacturers and thus immunity from
public regulation is created. However, at opportune times the supplier
also pleads that indirect regulation via public control over utilities
should place it beyond the reach of antitrust legislation. 8
It is clear that the integrated supplier would prefer to sit on the
fence separating antitrust and regulation. This would not be unworkable
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if the public interest would be protected through various safeguard
measures. But with the increasing demand and technological change
in the communications industry, a sheltered static entity cannot be
tolerated. The public interest would best be served by injecting dynanism
via entry of new suppliers of both telecommunications equipment and service.
The best means to do so, especially in view of teleconferencing needs, will
become apparent after the examination of the evolution and state of the
present system.
The early history of the communications industry formed a pattern
which strongly influenced its latter evolution. Subsequent direct as well
as indirect policies by government bodies (federal agencies and the legis-
lature) also contributed to the present situation characterized by vertical
integration and domination by a single carrier and supplier.
The pattern of development was by the creation of the Bell Company
based on Bell's telephone patent in 1876. The company was challenged by
Western Union on the basis of improved telephone service, but the firms
realized that protracted conflict would prove too costly. In 1879 an agreement
between the firms created monopoly, with Bell acquiring total control over
voice communications. at
The following years, Bell, in addition to its original paten
purchased patent rights of new developments and proceeded to take advantage
of its long-distance capability. Bell licensed operating companies in a
manner that gave it financial control through stock ownership and income
through rental fees. The long-line capability was used to establish a
department which would weld individual companies into a nationwide system.
In 1882 Bell acquired control of Western Electric to serve as an equipment
supplier.
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These early developments in Bell's corporate history gave it an
impetus and ability to overcome any competition 
after the basic patent
rights expired. Bell was able, in the period of 1895 to 1913, to
a) destroy their competitors' efforts in the long-distance telephone
system, b) exercise political pressure to curb the growth 
of the in-
dependents, c) refuse successfully, to interconnect with non-Bell 
companies,
and d) pursue an aggressive program of independent telephone property 
purchase.
Thus, by 1913 Bell had eliminated all competitors 
and was on the
verge of realizing its goal of "one system, universal 
and intra-dependent."
The only obstacle in its way were the early state regulatory 
commissions.
Bell approached this challenge with a view of achieving 
rapport with the
regulators. Key policies were enlightened - management 
behavior, corporate
statesmanship, quality of service, and financial conservation. 
Thus the
regulatory concern over matters affecting market 
structure and price was
minimal. :
The regulatory agency allowed Bell to make various horizontal
acquisitions in the 1930's without a challenge. The 
vertical acquisition
of Western Electric in 1881 allowed Bell to control and also to 
control the
equipment side of the telecommunication market, and 
went unchallenged for
years. In fact during this formative period, the 
enforcement of antitrust
legislation was low-key. All this changed in 1949 when 
the Department of
Justice charged that Western Electric's control of the hardware 
market in-
fringed the Sherman Antitrust Act. It sought to divest 
Western Electric
from the Bell System and require AT&T and its operating companies 
to purchase
equipment in the competitive market. Basically the Justice 
Department
wanted to restructure the hardware market with the aim of restoring free
competition and market rivalry.
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The suit was abandoned in 1956, and the Department watered.down
its demands. A consent decree was entered by the Department which was
radically different from the original divestiture action. The decree
required Western to forfeit certain noncommunications subsidiaries and
required Bell to open its patent portfolio to all firms on a royalty-free
basis. 10 However, nothing else changed and Western Electric still remains
Bell System's exclusive supplier.
There was some controversy as to the reasons for the weakness of
the 1956 consent decree. The Justice Department felt it could not win
the case, that the FCC could adequately regulate Western, and that divestiture
would lead to higher rates. Critics meanwhile contend that the above
explanation is not well founded and that Western's role as an important
defense contract supplier was the main factor against divestiture.
The role of merger policy in the independent communications
industry is similarly neglected. Some 80 per cent of 1,800 firms are of
the holding company operation and control type. The regulatory agencies
have allowed horizontal and vertical mergers with few exceptions. Thus
the independent market is also typified by a vertical relationship structure,
utility-supplier links, which tend to restrict market opportunities for
nonaffiliated suppliers.
Further buttressing of the vertical integration structure is done
through various indirect policies. These include tariff practices filed
by the carriers, government practices and import duties on telecommunication
equipment.
Tariff practices fall under two categories - interconnection and
Sforeign attachment tariffs. The first refers to a rule forbidding customer
communication systems from being attached to the telephone dial-up network.
The FCC has upheld the rule in many cases such as Western Union's effort
to interconnect its relay system or the video broadcasting microwave relay
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system which has to be phased out in areas where AT&T introduces its
own facilities. The latter practice, the foreign attachment tariff,
is used to prohibit customer owned equipment from being attached 
to the
carrier's switched lines. Both of these practices have 
kept out independent
suppliers and also limited the consumer's choice 
to leasing equipment from
the carrier alone.
The other indirect policies are also twofold. The government
buying practices reinforce the existing system 
because it generally leases
carrier services. Meanwhile the tariff policy has sheltered 
the domestic
market from foreign competition by assigning about a 16 
per cent ad valorem
duty on imports. In sum, these policies have also 
helped to maintain the
utility-supplier relationship.
Much has been written so far about the evils of vertical 
integration
in the communications industry, but this basic premise must 
also be justified.
In a highly competitive market where cost efficiency is important 
and there
are no artificial restraints to entry some economist recommend 
vertical
integration. However, in a market where one firm has substantial 
monopoly
power this may not be true.
A public utility has monopoly power and is regulated 
by government
agencies. Market forces do not affect the utilities 
and entry is forbidden.
Thus monopoly power, although suspended has a great potential.
The regulation must be effective because carriers generally dislike
close scrutiny, but at the same time like direct and indirect policies
which keep out competitors. This presents the dangers of rate manipulation,
inflated prices and rate of return valuations. Costs may be incurred for
lobbying, public relations and market protection. It can 
also lead to
price-fixing in relation to its suppliers and at the public expense. Finally,
innovative efforts may be stifled.
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The above dangers are even more crucial where the utility-supplier
relationship exists. There is an opportunity to channel the monopoly
power to submarkets. Thus large suppliers also behave like regulated 
firms.
The supplier can siphon its monopoly power to other markets and its relation-
ship to non-integrated suppliers. The avoidence of such practices 
calls
for vigorous actions by federal agencies which will be suggested in a
subsequent section.
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APPENDIX IV
THE PUBLIC BROADCASTING ACT OF 1967
81 STAT.] PUBLIC LAW 90-129-NOV. 7, 1967
SEC. 3. The medals authorized to be issued pursuant 
to this Act size. *,c.
shall be of such size or sizes and of such metals as shall be determined
by the Secretary of the Treasury ill consultation with such Board.
Approved November 4, 1967.
Public Law 90-129 November 7. 1967
AN ACT (S. 1160
To auend the Comlunicatiton Act of 19. 4 Iy extenldinlg anld inlprovinlg the (S. 11601
provisions threof rlatini to graints for vonstrn tion of *'ducational tel-
vision broadcastiig f<ciitities. by ithorizing alssistanp ill 
the construction
tf noncliineltrcid educattilI radio broadcasting facilitit-s, by establishing
at nlonprotit corporation to assist in establishing innovative educational
prigrnms., to fncilitate ediwational program avaiiability. and to 
aid the
oieration of e atinlonal bronthIa.-ting facilities; and to authorize a cont-
plrehensive ,tndy of lnstructionil televisio and 
radio: and for other
He ;t enar'td by the en,nite and ouxrse of Ileprerxentatiers of the oble Broad-
T:n;ted St,,te., of Amer'r;i in Congr..s a.-.embled. That this Act may coubig Act o-
be cited as the "Public Broadcasting Act of 1967". 
1967.
TITLE I-(ONSTIR'CTION OF FACILITIES
EXTEX'slO)N OF DUR.\TION OF COl(NSTRUCTION oGRANTS FOR EDUCATIONAL
BROADCASTING
SEC. 101. (a) Section 391 of the Communications Act of 19:34 (47
U.S.C. 391) is amended by inserting after the first sentence the follow- 76 Stat. 65.
ing new sentence: 'lThere are also authorized to be 
approlpriated for
carrying out the purl)oses of such section, $10,300,00(()for the fiscal
year ending .Juie 31), l1w;, $12.oo00,00)0 for the fiscal year enidilng
Juue 30, 1969, and $1.,l),0()0,1t for thie fiscal year ending .June 30, 1970.
(1)) The last sentence of such section is amended by striking out
"July 1, IMSB" and inserting in lieu thereof "July 1, 1971".
AXI3MUM3 ON CRAN.\S IN ANY STATE
Sec. 102. Effective with respect to grants made from appropria-
tions for any fiscal year begingl after .Iune 30, 1967, subsection (bj
of section 3592 of the ConInunicatiols Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 392(b))
is amended to read as follows:
"(b) Th2 total of the grants made under this part from the appro-
priation for any fiscal year for the construction 
of noncommercial
educational television broadcast in facilities and noncommercial edu-
cational radio broadcasting facilities in any State may not exceed
81/2 per centumn of such appropriation.
,NO:iCO31.IERCIAL FDUCATIONAL RADIO BROADCASTING FACILITIES
SEc. 103. (a) Section 390 of the Comnmunicatiolls Act of 1934 (47
U.S.C. 390) is amended by inserting i"noncommercial" before "educa-
tional" and by inserting "or radio" after "television".
(b) Subsection (a) of section 392 of the Communications Act of
1934 (47 U.S.C. 392(a) ) is amended by-
(1) inserting "noncommniercial" before "educational" and by
inserting "or radio" after "television" in so much thereof as pre-
cedes paragraph (1);
(2) striking out clause (B) of such paragraph and inserting
in lieu thereof "(B) in the case of a project for television facilities,
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the State noncommercial educational television agency or, in the
case of a project for radio facilities, the State educational radio
agenye(3 rting "(i) in the case of a project for television facil.
ities," after "(D)" and "noncommercial" before "educational"
76 s. 392. in paragraph (1) (D) and by inserting before the seanicolon at
S92. the end of such pararaph ", or (ii) in the case of a project for
radio facilities, a noiprofit foundation, corporatin, or association
which is organized primarily to engagre in or encourage non-
commercial educational radio broadcasting and is eligible to
receive a license from the Federal Communications Commission;
or meets the requirements of clause (i) and is also organized to
engage in or encourage such radio broadcasting and is eligible 
for
such a license for such.a radio station";
(4) striking out "or" immediately preceding "(D)" in para-
graph (1), and by striking out. the semicolon at the end of such
paragraph and inserting iln lien thereof the following: ", or (E) a
municipality which owns and operates a broadcasting facility
transmitting only noncommercial programs :";
(5) striking out "televisicin" in paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of
such subsection:
(6) striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (3), striking
out the period at the end of paragraph (4) and inserting in lieu
thereof "; and", and inserting after paragraph (4) the followinm
new paragraph:
"(5) that, in the case of an application with respect to radio
broadcasting facilities, there has been comprehensive planning for
educational broadcasting facilities and services in the area the
applicant proposes to serve and the applicant has participated 
in
such planning, and the applicant will make the most efficient use
of the frequency assiginent." .
(c) Subsection (c) of such section is amended by inserting "(1)"
after"(c)" and "noncommercial" before "educational television broad-
casting facilities", and by inserting at the end thereof the following
new paragraph:
"(2) In order to assure proper coordination of construction of non-
commercial educational radio broadcasting facilities within each State
which has established a State educational radio agency, each applicant
for a grant under this section for a project for construction of such
facilities in such State, otlier than such agency, shall notify such agency
of each application for such a grant which is submitted by it to the
Secretary, and the Secretary shall advise such agency with respect to
the disposition of each such application."
(d) Subsection (d) of such section is amended by inserting "non-
commercial" before "educational television" and inserting "or noncom-
mercial educational radio broadcasting facilities, as tl.-a"se may be,"
after "educational television broadcasting facilities" in clauses (2)
and (3).
(e) Subsection (f) of such section is amended by inserting "or
radio" after "television" in the part thereof which precedes paragraph
(1), by inserting "noncommercial" before "educational television pur-
* poses' in paragraph (2) thereof, and by inserting "or noncommercial
educational radio purposes, as the case may be" after "educational tele-
vision purposes" in such paragraph (2).
(f) (1) Paragraph (2) of section 394 of such Act (47 U.S.C. 394) is
amended by insertin, "or educational radio broadcasting facilities
after "educational television broadcasting facilities." and by inserting
"or radio broadcasting, as the case may be" after "necessary for tele-
vision broadcasting".
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(2) Paragraph (4) of siuch section is amended by striking out "The 46 S,. 67.term 'State educational television agency' means" and inserting in lieu
thereof "The terms 'State educational television agency' and 'State
educational radio agency' mean. with respect to television broadcasting
and radio broadcasting, respectively," and by striking out "educational
television" in claises (A) and (C) and inserting in lieu thereof "such
broadcasting".
(f) Section 397 of such Act (47 U.S.C. 397) is amended by insert-
ing 'or radio" after "television" in clause (2).
FEDERAL SHARE OF COST OF CONSTRUCTION
SEc. 104. Subsection (e) of section 392 of the Communications Act
of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 392 (e)) is amended to read as follows:
"(e) Upon approving any application under this section with
respect to any project, the Secretary shall make a grant to the appli-
cant in the amount determined by him, but not exceeding 75 per
centum of the amount determined by the Secretary to be the reasonable
and necessary cost of such project. The Secretary shall pay such
amount from the sum available therefor, in advance or by way of reim-
bursement, and in such installments consistent with construction
progress, as he may determine."
INCLUSIOX OF TERRITORIES
Sec. 105. (a) Paragraph (1) of section 394 of the Communications
Act of 1934 is amended by strikinz out "and" and inserting a comma
in lieu thereof, and by insertin- Ibeforp the period at the end thereof ",
the Virgin Islands. Guam. American Samoa, and the Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands'.
(b) Pararaph (4) of such section is amended bv inserting "and, in
the case of tie Trust Territoryv of the Pacific IslanIls, means'the High
Commissioner thereof" before the period at the end thereof.
IXCLtUSIO OF COSTS OF PL.\ANNING
Src. 106. Paranraph (2) of section 394 of the Communications Act
of 1934 is further amenlded( by insertiin, at tihe end thereof the follow-
ing: "In the case of applaratus tihe acquisition and installation of which
is so included, such terni also includes planning therefor."
TITLE II-ESTABLISHMIIENT OF NONPROFIT EDUCA-
TIONAL IROADCASTING CORPORATION
SEc. 201. Part IV of title III of the Conummunications _' ,of 1934 47 USC 390-37.
is further amended by-
(1) inserting
:SUBPI'ART A----GRANTS FOR FACILITIES"
immediately above the heading of section 390:(2) striking out. "part" andl inserting in lieu thereof "subpart"
In sections 390, 393, 395, and 396;
(3) redesignating section 3:97 as section 398, and redesignating,
section 304 as section ,97 and inserting it before such section 398,
and inserting inunediately above its healding the following:
SC BP.\LRT C-CENERAL"
(4) redesignating section 396 as section 394 and inserting itimmediately after section 3:;9
85-622 0-68-26
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(5) inserting after "broadcasting" the first time it appears inclause (2) of the section of such part IV redesi.gnated herein as
Ante,. p. 367. section 398 ", or over the Coiporation or any of its grantees orcontractors, or over the charter or bylaws of nhe Corporation,",.(6) insertino in the section of such part 1V' herein redesignatedCorporaion.as section 3)97 the followin- new paragra.hs
o "(6) The ter 'Corpora tion' means the Corporation authorized to"Noncom- be established by subpart B of this part.mrcasl educa- "( ) The term 'noncommercial educationial broadcast station' meanstionlI broadcast a television or radio broadcast station, which (A) under the rules andion.reulations of the Federal Comn nations Commission in effect onthe date of enactment of the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, is eli-gible to be licensed or is licensed by the Commission as a noncommercialeducational radio or television broadcast. station and which is ownedand operated by a public agency or nonprofit private foundation, cor-poration, or association or (B) is owned and operated by a munici-pality and which transmits only noncommercial erogramns foreducational purposes.
""non. (8) The term 'interconnectio means the use of microwa-e euip-ment. boosters, translators, repeaters conunica tion space satelites,or other apparatus or equipment for the transmission and distributionSofr.television or radio Iprograms to nonconmmercial educational television~"Edui, or radio broadcast stations.
",,Iion a, (9) The term'educational television or radio programs' means pro-radio pro- grams which are primarily designed for educational or cultural
grams." purposes."
(7) striking out the heading of such part IV and inserting inlieu thereof the following:
"PART IV -GRANTS FOR NOXCO13ERCIAL EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTINGFACILITIES; CORPORATrON FOR PUBLIC nROADC.\SI.ING"
(8) inserting immediately after the section herein redesignatedas section 398 the following:
"EDIrrORALIZING AND SUPPORT OF POLITICAL CANDIDATES PROHiBi-rI)
"SErc 399. No nonconiemiercial educational broadcasting station maypoical office. i or may support or oppose any candidate for(9) inserting after section 395 the following new subpart:
SURP.RT D-CORpORATION FOR PUBLIC BRr4kQ$.STING
"Congressional Declaration of Policy
"SEc. 396. (a) The Congress hereby finds and declares-
"(1) that it is in the public ;nterest to encourage the growth anldevelopment of nonconimercial educational ralio and televisionbroadcasting, incl'iding the use of such media for instructionalpurposes;
"(2),that expansion and development of noncommercial edu-cational radio and television broadcasting and of diversity of itspograming depend on freedom, imagination, and initiative onth the local and national lei'els;
"(3) that the encouraenient and support of noncommercialeducational radio and television broadcasting, while matters ofimportance for private and local development, are also of appro-priate and important concern to the Fedleral Government;
"(4) that it furthers the fgeneral welfare to encourage noncom-mercial educational radio and television broadcast programing
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which will be responsive to the interests of people both in par-
ticular localities and throughout the United States, and 
which
will constitute an expression of diversity and excellence;
"(5) that it is necessary and appropriate for the Federal 
Gov-
eriiinetii to col m)lemenlt, assist, :a1 lUpport a attional policy that
will most elfectiveliv make commercial educational radio and
television service av:ailable to all rlthe citizens of thle United 
States;
"(6) that a private VOrporaltion shold be created to facilitate
the development of eduicational radio and television broadcasting
and to afford maxim1111 protection to such broadcasting 
from
extraneous interference and control.
"Corporation Established
"(b) There is authorized to be established a nonprofit 
corporation,
to be known as the 'Corporation for Public Broadcasting', 
which ill
not be ani ngency or establi ieniiet of tile United States 
Government.
The. Corporation shall be subject to tile provisions of this section, and,
to the extent consistent with this section, to thile ])istrict of Columbia
Nonprofit Corpooration Act. 
D.C. co6.
2961001.
"Board of Directors
"(c) (1) The Corporation shall have a Board of Directors (herein-
after in this section referred to as the 'Board'), consisting of fifteen
i.embers appointed 1. the President. b% and with the 
advice and con-
sent of the Senate. Not mniore tlian eight members of the 
Board may be
members of t he same polit ical part v.
"(2) The memlc elrs of the Board (A) shall be selected from amontg
citizens of the United States (not regullar fulltime employees of the
United States) who are eminient in such fields as education. cultlural
and civic aff'airs, or thle arts, including radio and television: (B) shall
be selected so as to provi(le as nearly as practicable a broad represen-
tation of various region's of the country. various professions 
and occu-
pations, and various kind, of talent and experience 
appropriate to the
functions and responsibilit ies of the Corporaton.
"(3) The nimembers of ile initial Boald of Directors shall serve as
incorporators and shall take wlhatever actions are necessary to establlis
the Corporation under the District of Columbia Nonprofit'Corporation
Ac(t.
"(4) The term of office of each member of the Boarld 
shall be six Term '4 'o0(e.
years; except that (A) any member appointed to fill a vacancy occur-
ring pirior to the expiration of the term for \\which his predecessor 
was
appointed shall be appointed for the remainder of such term; and
(l) the terms of ofice of members first takinz office shall begin on the
date of incorporation and shall expire. as designated at the time of their
ppoilntment, five at the end of two vears. five at the end of four years,
anid five at the end of six years. No member shall be eligible to serve 
'n
excess of two consecutive terms of six vears each. Notwithstanding the
preceding provisions of this paragraph, a menmber 
whose term has
exired may ser\e until his successor has qualified.
e( 5 ) Any vacncv in the Board strhall not affect its power, but. shall
be, filled in the nmaner in which the original appointments were nmade.
"Election of Chairman; Compensation
"(d)(1) The President shall designate one of the members 
first
appointed to the Board as ('Chairman: thereafter the members of the
lBoard shall anually elect oniC of their number as C(hiairman. The
melimbers of the i oald shall ak-o elect one or more of them as a Vice
Chairman or Vice Chairmen.
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"(2) The members of the Board shall niot, bv reason of such mem-
lbership, be deemed to ble employees of the IUnited States. They shall,
while atreding imeetings of the Board or while engaged 
in duties
related to such meetings or in otlher activities of the Board puisuant
to this subpart. be entitled to receive compensation at the rate of 
$1)
per day including travel time. and whlile away from their honmes or
1 egul' places of business they may be allowed tiravel expenses, il.lud-
ing per diem in lieu of subsistence, equal to that authorized 
iby law
so Stat. 499. (;) IS.C. 570,) for" persons in the Government service employed inter-
mittently.
"Officers and Employees
"(e) (1) The Corporation shall have a President, and such other
officers as ma be named anfd anppointed by the Board for terms 
and at.
rates of compllentionl fixed by the Boar(d. No individual other than a
citizen of the United States may be an oflicer of the ('orporation. No
officer of the Corporation, other than the Chairman and any Vice
C'hairman , ima receive any salary or other compensation from any
source other thlan the Corporation during, the period of his employ-
ment by the Corporation. All oflicers shall serve at the pleasure 
of the
Board.
"(2) Except as )rovided in the secon(l sentence of subsection (c) (1)
of this section, no political test or qualification shall be used in select-
ing, appointing, promotingr, or taking other personnel 
actions with
reslect to officers, agentsi and employees of the Corporation.
'"Nonprofit and Nonpolitical Nature of the Corporation
"(f) (1) The Corporation shall have no power to issue any shares 
of
stock, or to declare or pay any dividends.
"(2) No part of the income or assets of the Corporation shall inure
to the benefit of any (irector. oficer, employee. or any other individual
except as salary or reasonable comlpensat ion for services.
"(3) The Corporation may not contribute to or otherwise support
any political party or candidate for elective publie 
office.
"Purposes and Activities of the Corporation
"(g)(1) In order to achieve the oljectives and to carry out the
lpurposes of this subpart, as set out in subsection (a), the Corpora-
tion is authorized to--
"(A) facilitate the full development of educational broad-
casting in whlich programs of high quality, obtainedl from diverse .
sources, will Ie made available to nonconmnercial educational
television or radio broadcast stations, with strict adherence to
objectivity and balance in all programs or series of programs
of a controversial nature;
"(B) assist in the establishment and development of one or
more systems of interconnect ion to be used for the distribution
of educational television or radio programs so that all noncom-
merical educational television or radio broadcast stations that
wish to may broadcast the programs at times chosen by the
stations;
"(C) assist in the establishmnent and development of one or
more systems of noncommercial, educational tele\vision or radio
broadcast. stations tlhroughout tie .United States;
"(D) carry out its purposes and functions and engage 
in its
activities in ways that vwill most effectively assure the maximuni
freedom of thile non. ,nunerial educational televisiou or radio
broadcast sviens aiind ioc;al statioiis from interference with or
control of prograin conteint or other activities.
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"(2) Included in the activities of the Corporation authorized for
accomplishment of the purposes set forth in subsection (a) of this
section, are, among others not specifically iamed-
"(A) to obtain grants from and to make contracts with individ-
uals and with private, State, and Federal agencies, organizations,
and institutions:
"(B) to contract with or make grants to program production
entities, individuals. and selected noncommercial educational
broadcast stations for the production of, and otherwise to procure,
educational television or radio programs for national or regional
distribution to noncommercial educational broadcast stations:
"(C) to make payments to existing and new noncommercial
educational broadcast stations to aid in financing local educational
television or radio programing costs of such stations, particularly
innovative approaches thereto, and other costs of operation of
such stations;
"(D) to establish and maintain a library and archives of non-
commercial educational television or radio programs and related
materials and develop public awareness of and disseminate infor-
mation about noncommercial educational television or radio
broadcasting by various means, including the publication of a
journal;
"(E) to arrange, by grant or contract with appropriate public
or private agencies, organizations. or institutions, for interconnec-
tion facilities suitable for distribution and transmission of edu-
cational television or radio programs to noncommercial edu-
cational broadcast stations:
"(F) to hire or accept the voluntary services of consultants,
experts, advisory boards, and panels to aid the Corporation 
in
carrying out the purpoces of this section:
"(G) to encourage the creation of new noncommercial educa-
tional broadcast stations in order to enhance such service on a
local, State, regional. and national basis;
"(H) conduct (directly or through grants or contracts)
research, demono strations, or training in matters related to non-
commercial educational television or radio broadcasting.
"(3) To carry out the forezoing purposes and engage in tie fore-
going activitiesthe Corporation shall have the usual povers 
conferred
upon a nonprofit corporation by the District of Columbia Nonprofit. D.C. Code
Corporation Act, except that the Corporation may not own or operate .S. 26.
any television or radio broadcast station, system, or network, 
com- 29-1001.
munity antenna television system, or interconnection or program
production facility.
"Authorization for Free or Reduced Rate Interconnection Service
"(h) Nothing in the Communications Act of 1034, as amended, 
or 48 stt. 1064.
in any other provision of law shall be construed to prevent United
States communications common carriers from rendering free or
reduced rate communications interconnection services for noncom-
mercial educational television or radio services, subject to such rules
and regulations as the Federal Communications Commission may
prescribe.
"Report to Congress
"(i) The Corporation shall submit an annual report for the pre-
ceding fiscal year ending .June 30 to the President for transmittal to0,
the Congress on or before the 31st day of December of each year. The
report shall include a comprehensive and detailed report of the 
Cor-
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poration's operations. activities, financial condition, and accomplish-
ments under this section and may include such recommendations as
the Corporation deems appropriate.
"Right To Repeal, Alter, or Amend
S"(j) The right to repeal, alter, or amend this section at any time is
expressly reserved.
"Financing
"(k) (1) There are authorized to be appropriated for expenses of
the Corporation for the fiscal year ending June 30, 190GS, the sum of
$9,000,000, to remain available until expended.
"(2) Notiwithstanding the preceding, provisions of this section, no
.rrant or contract pursuant to this section may provide for payment
from the appropriation for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1968, for
any one project or to any one station of more than $250,000.
"Records and Audit
"(1) (1) (A) The accounts of the Corporation shall be audited annu-
ally in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards by
independent certified public accountants or independent licensed pub-
lic accountants certified or licensed by a regulatory authority of a
State or other political subdivision of the United States. The audits
shall be conducted at the place or places where the accounts of the
Corporation are normally kept. All books, accounts, financial records,
reports, files, and all o,ther papers, things, or property belonging to
or in use by the Corporation and necessary to facilitate the audits shall
be made aailablle to the person or persons conducting the audits; and
full facilities for verifyin,_ transactions with the balances or securities
held by depositories, fiscal agents and custodians shall be afforded to
such person or persons.
"(B) The report of each such independent audit shall be included in
the annual report required by subsection (i) of this section. The audit
report shall set forth the scope of the audit ant include such state-
ments as are necessary to present fairly the Corporation's assets and
liabilities, surplus or deficit, with an analvsis of the changes therein
during the year. supplemented in reasonable detail by a statement of
the Corporation's income and expenses during the year, and a state-
ment of the sources and application of funds. together with theindependent auditor's opinion of those statements. \GAO audit. "(2) (A) The financial transactions of the Corporation for any fiscal
year during which Federal funds are available to finance any portion
of its operations may be audited by the Gpneral Accounting Office in
accordance with the principles and procedures applicable to com-
mercial corporate transactions and under such rules and regulations as
may be prescribed by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Any such audit shall hbe conducted at the place or places where accounts
of the Corporation are normally kept. The representative of the Gen-
eral Accounting Office shall have access to all books, accounts, records,
reports, files, and all other papers, things. or property belonging to
or in use by the Corporation pertaining to its fin;ancial transactions
and necessary to facilitate the audit, and they shall be afforded fullfacilities for verifyingf transactions wisth the balances or securities heldby depositories, fiscal'agents, and custodians. All such books, accounts,
records, reports. files, papers and prolperty of the Corporation shall
remain in possession and custody of the Corporation.
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"(B) A report of e:ach such audit shall be ma.de by tile Comptroller 
Report t
General to tile Congress. Th report to the Congress shall contain s uch 
g res.
comments and itiform ath o as the Conmptroller General imay deem nec-
e (sar) to inform Congress of the tinancial operations and condition of
tihe Corporation, together with suc recomncudatims with 
respect
thereto as lie may deem advisable. The report shall also show 
specii-
cally any l)rogra , expenditure. or other financial transaction or under-
taking oberved in the course of the audit, lch, in the opinion 
of the
Comptroller General, has been carried on or made without 
authoritys
of law. A copy of each report shall be furnished to the 
President, to the Copy to Pc i-
Secretary, and to the Corporation at the time submitted to 
the Congress.
"(3) (A) Each recipient; of assistance by grant or contract, other 
Records. m'in"'e-
than a fixed price contract awarded pursuant to 
competitive bidding n nce and acces.
procedures, under this section shall keep such records as may be 
reason-
ably necessary to fully disclose the amount and the disposition 
by sutih
recipient of tihe proceeds of such assistance, the total cost of 
the project
or undertaking in connection with which such assistance 
is given or
used, and the amount miand nature of that portion of the 
cost of the
project or undertaking supplied by other sources, and such other
records as will facilitate an effective audit.
u (B) The Corporation or any of its duly authorized representatives,
shall have access for the purpose of auit and examination 
to any
books, documents, papers, and records of the recipient that 
are perti-
nent to assistance received under this section. The Comptroller 
Gen-
eral of the United States or any of his duly authorized representatives
shall also have access thereto for such purpose during any 
fiscal year
for which Federal funds are available to the Corporation.
TITLE III-STUDY OF EDUCATIONAL AND INSTRUC-
TIODNAL BROADCASTING
STUDY ATfIOlIZED
SEC. 301. The Secretary of Iealth, Education, and Welfare 
is
authorized to conduct, directly or byv contract, and in consultation
with other interested Federai :atgencies, a comprel ensive 
study of
instructional television and radio (including broadcst, closed 
cir-
cuit, community antenna. television, and instructional television 
fixed
services and two-'\ay communication of data links and computers)
and their relationship to each other and to instructional materials
such as videotapes, films, discs, computers, and other educational
materials or devices, and such other aspects thereof as may 
be of
assistance in determining whether and what Federal aid should 
be
provided for instructional radio and television and the form 
that
aid should take, and which may aid communities, institutions, 
or
anencies in determining whether and to what extent such 
activities
should be used.
DURATION OF STUDY
SEC. 302. The study authorized by this title shall be submitted 
to
the President for transmittal to the Congress on or before June 30,
1969. APROrRIATION
SEC. 303. The'rl e are authorized to be appropriated 
for the study
authorized byv this title such sums, notexceediig $500,000, as nay be
necessa ry.
Approved November 7, 1967.
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APPENDIX V
THE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE ACT OF 1962
S-,o5
Public Law 87-624
87th Congress, H. R. 11040
August 31, 1962
Rn Oct
76 STAT. 419.
To provide for the establlshme,t ownership,, iperatilon, and regutimo of a
commertal comnunications aitelllte system, and for other putlposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of ?epresentative of the
United States of America in ('ongress assembled,
TITLE I--SII()RT TITLE, DECIARATION OF POLICY AND
DEFINITIONS
SHIORT TITI.
SEc. 101. This Act may be cited as the "Communications Satellite Comrr.unicationa
Act of 1962". Satellite Aot
I)CIARATION OF POLICY AND PURPOSE of 1962.
SEc. 102. (R) The Congress hereby declares that it is the policy of
the United States to establ ish, in conjunct ion and in cooperat ion with
other countries, as expeditiously as prlcticable a commercial communi-
cations satellite system, as part of an improved global communications
network, which will be responsive to public needs and national ob-
jectives, which will serve the communication needs of the United
States and other countries, and which will contribute to world peace
and underst a ndi g.
(b) 'llThe new and expanded telecommunication services are to be
made available as promptly as possible and are to be extended to pro-
vide global coverlage ait the ecl iest prlhcticeble. f date. In effeculuting
this program, care and attention will be directed toward providing
.such services to economically less developed countries nn(t areas as
well as ihose more hiighly developed, toward eflicient and economlical
use of th elect rollaglnet ic frequency spectrum, and toward the retlec-
tion of the benefits of this new technology in both quality of services
and charges for such services.
(c) In order to facilitate this development i(dl to provide for the
widest possih!e pilrticipatio n'hy private enlterprispe, I:nited States
participation in the global system shall be in the form of a private
corporation, subject to app)rol)riate governmental regulalion. It is
the intent of Congress that all authorized users shall have nondiscriin-
inatory access to the systell ; that maxinlum compet it ion be maintained
in the provision of equipment and services ltilized by'lthe system ; that
the corporal ion create under this Act be so organized and operit tl.
as to minaiii n anil d st renigt hen COillet it ion ill the pro\vi-i(oll of conlmliu-
iicat'ons services to lie puiblic; and I hat the act iv it ies of thlie corpora-
tion created utler this Act and of the persons or companiesl) ic palltii-
patlling in tile ownership of tile corporation shall be conssent t with the
Federal antitrust laws.
(d) It is not the intent of Congress by this Act to reclude the use
of tile coinmuna ctions satellite sys'erm for hdoiesic commllunicat ion
services whiere consistent wit the provisions of this Act nor to pre-
clude the creation of additional conlilnicatiois satellite systells, if
required to neet uinique governmental needs or if otherwise required
in the national interest.
DEFINITIONS
SEc. 103. As used in this Act, and unless the context otherwise
requires--
(1) the term "comtiniinic ations satellite system" refers to a sys-
tenm of comuniu iiiciolns sa ellifts it spice wv1ose,51 rlse is to relhy
telcconiitll icit ioll ill fortlloaioll bhe wecll .'ael intil l eritinal stl-
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tions, together with such associated equipment and facilities for
tracking, guidance, control, and conumand functions as are not
part oft Ihe generalized la iurching, tracking, control, and command
facilities for all space Ipurposes;
(2) the term "satellite terminal station" refers to a complex
of communi'at ion equilpment located on the earth's surface, opera-
tionally connected with one or more terrestrial communication
systems, and capable of transmitting teleconmmunications to or
receiving teleconmnunications from a communications satellite
system.
(3) tile term "communications satellite" means an earth satel-
lite which is intentionally used to relay telecommunication in-
format ion;
(4) the term "associated equipment and facilities" refers to
facilities other than satellite terminal stations and communica-
tions satellites, to be constructed and operated for the primary
purpose of a communications satellite system, whether for ad-
mnilistration and managellmennt, for research and development, or
for direct sulpport of space operat ions;
(5) the term "research and develolpment" refers to the concep-
tion, design, and first creat ion of ex rinental or prototype
operational devices for the operat olt o a communications satel-
life system, including the nssenmblv of separate components into
a working whole, as distinguished from tile term "production,"
which relates to the const luctionl of such devices to fixed specifi-
cations compatible with repetitive duplication for operational
applicaions; 1111and
(6) the termi "telecomnunication" means any transmission,
emiiission or reception of signs, signals, writings, imiages, and
sounds or intelligence of any nature by wire, radio, optical, or
other electromagnlltic' systems.
(7) the tern "communications collmon carrier" has tile same
meaning as the terni "common carrier" has when used in the
48 stat. 1064. Communications Act of 19:34, as anmended, and in addition in-
47 USC 609. cludes, but only for purposes of sections 303 and 301, any indi-
vidual, part nership, association, joint-stock comnipny
, 
trust, cor-
poration, or other entity which owns or controls, directly or in-
directly, or is under direct or indirect common control with, any
such carrier; and the termi "authorized carrier", except as other-
wise provided for purposes of section 304 by section 304(b)(1),
means a conuminictations commnon carrier which has been au-
thorized iby the Federal Communications Commission under the
Communications Act of 1934, as amended, to provide services by
nieans of comiuniications satellites;
(8) thile ter "corporation" means the corporation authorized
by title III of this Act.
(9) the term "Administration" means the National Aeronau-
ties and Space Administration; and
(10) the. term "Commission" means the Federal Communica-
tions Commission.
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TITLE I--FE)ERAI, CO()OIINATION, I'IANNING, ANI)
REG(;ULATION
IM l'.lM'ENrTATION OF I'Ol.ICY
SEc. 201. In order to achieve thile objectives and to carry out the
purposes of this Act--
(a) the IPresident shall-
(1) aid ill tie plaing ;ii, d hdevelopmlent aind foster the
executioll of a natioital u'igrali for lthe estalishment and
operat ion, as ex peniit liosly as poissible, of a colelllrcial cornm-
nlunicat lons satellite system ;
(2) provide for cotlltin s review of all phases of the
S ?de-eotm ni li  and operationll of such a systeml, incluldiig the
Reti villes of it con limiealwns satellite corporation author-
ized under title ' 1 of this Act;
(3) coordinaite the actlivii(ties of governeinital agencies
with resplonsib)ilite is n the fiel of telecou'( lliullicatlioll, SO Ias
to insure that, Ihelre is full and efllectie'ecollphliatce at all
times with thle policies set forth ill this Act;
(4) exercise such stipervisiliO over Irelationsiilps of the
corporat ion wit h foreign gov(,VneIlI'Its or entities or with
internat ional bodies as tay libe appropri:Lt e to assure Ilhat sulch
relationships shall be conlsist('llt with thle linatioal interest
anil foreign pjlicy of the lnited St:tes;
(5) insure thi.t tiniely arrangeutients are miaie under which
there can he foreign participation in tlhe estab lislinent and
use of a coniiinlulic'at ions satellite s'temi ;
(0) take all liecess;iry steps to insit the availability and
apl.pr riate utilization of the cottliiiict tionis satellite sys-
tent for genie'ral g overelltit] a)tlipoSest except wherie a sep-
arate conmulttiltations satellite systetm is required to meet
unique governmental needs, or is otherwise required ill the
Ilationll interest ; atnd
(7) so execise his authority as to help atltrini coord inated
and efficient use of the electromli:gnelic spectrum and the
technical comlatibility of theli system \with existing comi-
munlicat ions facilities othi in the Illited States and abroad.
(b) lthe National Aeronautics and Space Administration
shall-
(1) advise thlie ('onniission on technical characteristics of
tie communiications satellite system;
(2) cooperate with the corpoilration il research and de-
velopminett to the extent deemed approplriate by the Admnin-
istration ill thue public interest
(:1) assist thle ciorottion in the colduct of its research
anlI developmnent program by furnishiiig to the corporation,
when requested, oin a reinbusale basis, such satellite launch-
ing and associated services as the Adlninistr tin deems nec-
essary for the most expe(litious andl economicnlt development
of the collnuunliicit ions satellite syst en;
(4) consult with the corporation with respect to the tech-
nical characteristics of the conmliunications satellite system;
(5) furnish to the corporation, on relquest and on a renim-
bursable basis, satellite launchinlig and issociiited services re-
quired for the establishment, operntion, and nmaint eliance
of the communications satellite system approved by the
Commission; and
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(G) to tihe ',tint featile, frniish otheri ervices, on a reim-
b11rsable, basIis, to the col-riporatio in coiiiectionl with the
establishlinit a:inl operlat itll of thie sslill.
(c) II nelt',:ll ('noni ninthns ('mlllisionin, in its :adnailis.
IIrat lo of the iprvi si s of Ithi ('omlminntio lls Act of 1 :14, as
48 Stat. 1064. :iient'il, aud as Siuilhninlitled by this .\t-, shall-
47 USC 609. ( ) ilsurte el.'tet iv  comp(li it ion, in'liding tile use of coi-
p)etitive Iidiling %%h're appro'pilhte, inll thie proc'ni'im'nt by
the corporation nid n(anioi nint: ionlS C()olll ('carriers of
paritus, epiapmeilnt, and seric's required for tite est ablis I-
ment land olperaltion of tie coillunntll'atl lolls satellite system
and satellite terllninual slationls; andl thfle ('omnmission shall
consult with the Small Blilsiiess Ahnlinistration and solicit
its ret'ommnniendat iOlls Ion muasinles andl ipro'edulres which will
insure thalt sMll Itsni.s con'erin are given an espitable op-
poltnniy toshane int the prol ' lln'efnI p an of tie corp)o-
ration fori proI'IIrit and services, includinlg illt inot limite.' to
reseirch, developlienel, conlst ruct lIol, Tininlenanlivt'. : di repair.
(2) insture that all n.Isen ijt ar fOuture anlthorizedI carriers
to, Ihe .conmn i('ltiolls Satelllwe sYsem andld satellite terllinal
stations 1huir just I:ld reasonIable (h'llle, clasSil(ications,
practices, re.ulatiois. and other lermns ld Conditions and
regulate the tmmaer inl which available facilities of the sys-
ten anlil stationls are alloclnted a:llong s1ch users thcereof ;
(3) inl y cas.e where the secv-ary of State, after olbtain-
ing the advi'e of ithe .\hniist rat ion as to lechical feasi-
bilit v, has advist'd tI hat c'locni MI commiiinitionl to a par-
ticil:ar fov.igln point by meanls of I the Conunuini(ations satellite
system alld saIellite terminal stations sholhl he established
in the nmional interest, institute forthwilh appropriate pro-
ceedings uilnder sec tin 214(d) of the ('ommunmili't olls Act of
57 Stat. 12. 193 , its :anended, to require the eslablishluent of Such ('o11n-
47 U~C 214. nnication )by the c'rpororation and tile nlappropriate coniilon
carrier or O arriers;
(-4) iisuire that fa.ilities of the comnim'ications satellite
system and satellite teninad stal ions are levhnially 'olonpat-
ible and intercoiectd ollperationally with each o lier and
with existilg conlln ictll is facilities:
(5) prescribe sluch acconil ing rngulatl ions and systems and
engage ill sic'h Ileaitking proedures ns will insure that any
ecollillesi made possib le by llln Com unnll ios satellite system
are appropriately reflect ( ill rates for impublic coimmunication
serv ices;
(G) a)lVre teC('hnical hll: r acth'ristlics of thile Oplerational
colmunmentims satellite svystenll to Ibe cemlplo.ed by tile cor-
poration and of tline sattllite terminal stations; and
(7) gratlnt a oprialtt' lnthlorizations for the construction
and operition of each satellite terminal station, either to the
corporation or to one or more aulhorized carriers or to tile
corporat ion amid oneor llore such c arriers joiintly, as will best
serve thle public illnterest ('onvllenit'nlce', and11( necessity. In die-
termininga the public interest, convenielce, t11d necessity tile
Commission shall nluthorize tile construction and operation
of such stations by conmlunications coimmon carriers or the
corpor'ntion, without preference to citlihr;
(8) null orize thlie corporat lion to issue anly shares of capital
stock, except tlhe initial issue of capital stock referred to in
section 304(a), or to borrow any moneys, or to assume any
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obligation in respect of the securilies of any other person,
uIpl a ilinig that such issuance, borrowing, or assumption
is conimpat ible with t he public interest, convenience, and neces-
sity and is necessary or appropriate for or consistent with
carrying out the purposes and objectives of this Act by the
corporation;
(9) inisure that no substantial additions are made by the
corporation or carriers wit h respect to facilities of the system
or satellite terminal slations unless such additions are re-
quired by the public interest, convenience, and necessity;
(10) require, in accordance with the procedural require-
ments of section 214 of the Coniinuinications Act of 1934, as
amended, that additions be made by the corjoratton or car- 57 stat. 11.
riers with respect to facilities of the system or satellite 47 uSC 214.
terminal stations where such additions would serve the pub-
lic interest, convenience, and necessity; and
(11) make rules and regulations to carry out the pro-
visions of this Act.
TITLE III-CREATION OF A COMMUNICATIONS
SATEIITE CORPORATION
CREATION OF CORP)RATION
St:c. 301. There is hereby authorized to be created a coninunica-
tions satellite corporation for )profit which will not be an agency or
estnhlishllent of the United States Government. The corporation
shall lie subject to the provisions of this Act and, to the extent con-
sistent wit t ihis Act, to tie D)ist rict of Columbia lusilness (orporation
Act. Thile right to repeal, alter, or amend this Act at any time is 68 Stai. 177.
expressly reserved. D. C. Code
PROC SS or OOROANIZATION 29-901,
SE . .302. The I'resident of the United States shall appoint incor-
plorators, by and with tlie advice and conisent of the Senate, 
who shall
serve as tlihe initial board of directors until the first annual neeting
of stockholders or unt'il their successors are elected and qualified.
Such incorporators shall arriinge for an initial stock offering and
take whatever otlier actions are necesanry to establish the corporation,
including the filing of articles of incorporation, as approved Ly the
President.
DIRECTORS AND OFFICERb
SEc. .303. (a) The corporation shall have a board of .Iftors con-
sisting of indlividuals who are citizens of the United States, of whom
one shall be elected annually iv the board to serve as chai rman. Three
nielbers of t he board shall be appointedl by the President of the United
States, by arnd with the advice and consent of the Senate, effective the
date on which the other nielnibers are elected, and for terms of three
years or until their successors have been appointed and qualified, ex-
cept that the first three members of the board so apl)ointedl shall
continue in office for terms of one, two, and three years, respectively,
and tiny iembier so appointed to fill a vacincy shall be appointed only
for the unexpired term of the director whom he succeeds. Six mem-
bers of the board shall be elected annually by those stockholders who
are communications common carriers and six shall be elected annually
by the other stockholders of the corporation. No stockholder who
is a communications common carrier and no trustee for such a stock-
holder shall vote, either directly or indirectly, through the votes of
subsidiaries or affiliated companies, nominees, or any persons subject to
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his direction or control, for more than three camlidates for member-
ship on the lioard. Siubjet to such limit ation, the articles of incor-
poration to ble tiled by thie incorporators d.esignated iunder section
. 302 shall Ipro'ide for rullative voting under section 27(d) of the
D)istrict of Columbia i lusinses Corporation Act (D.C. Code, sec.
68 Stat. 191. 29-911(d)).
(bI) The corploration shall have a presidlent, and such other officers
as nl:ly 1)e i:liaed :ul :ailpollointed by thlie board, at rates of coll)pels:ationll
fixed by the board, anl servilg at the pleasilre of thle board. No in-
dividual other thanl a citizenl of tihe lniilted States may be lan officer
of thle corporation. No oflicer of thile corporation shall receive any
salary fromni any surce other than Ihle corporat.ioln during thle period
of his employmeint by the corporal iou.
FIN.ANCING OF Tl Olil
TllI- iON
S c. 301. (a) The corporation is nilhorized to issule ndilil have out-
staiililing. iuch mllollillts :s i Shl: detlerlilie, shares of cipiial stock,
withoui par v:lue, which shall carry vol ting rights a:iid lie eligible for
livili'Is. The shares of such lstol:k inilaIlly oll'leed shall be sohl ait
Sprice niiot ill ext'ess of $l100 for eich share and i a lililler to Pei-
coulralge lie widlst diilst'iiillon to the Alie liall lblic)llc. Subject to
the pinvisoiliS of sllibecltillns (b) nllil (l) of Ilhis sectioll., shares of
stok olTeredl ilndler this siebs,eclion Ilay be issued to and held by any.
person."u
AIuthorzed (b) (1) For the pirposes of this sect ion the lerti i "autliorized 'n r-
oarrir." rier" shall IIea a cou: iomllililicatiollls colnIIol ca(lrier which is 
splcifi-
cally altlhorized or which is :a mielliber otf a t'lass of (carrice s a:lthorized
by Ihlie ('Coiiiiissioin to own sliires of stock i It lie colporaitlill 1l)O1i :1
lilluling that slich o\ nershi will be consistenit it ih tlhe public interest,
(oi') elil ell , d1111 Ilecessil .
(2) (Only those coullnuinielica 0S Connon al-'iers which iare author-
ized carrers shiall own shares of stock il tlhe colrporation alit anlly tine,
and no other c'nlllulicat:lliOllS cOllin n carrier shall ownll shares cit her
directlv or indirectly thiroiugh sillsidiaries or aitliliated companll ies.
noniinces, or any persolis subject to its directionm or control. Fifty
eir elitutil of tlhe shaires of stock anlhorizedl for issmiancle at any time
by the corlporal ion shall Ihe reservedl for liipurchasel' l atihorized car-
i'ers and siciih carriers Shall ii tile agglregalte lhe enlitled to make )llpur-
chases of the rese'rved hllares in a total iiinumber l ot exceedilig the totail
linniier of Ihe ilonreserved shares of any issue pllurchased by other
persolns. At no itle after thle initial issue is conimplelted shall the ag-
griegate of the shares of voting stock of tlie corloration owned by
nilthorized carriers directly or indirectly through subsidiaries or
ifliliatedl compall:nieps, inomliiees, or any petsolis suhiect io their direc-
tioll or coitlrol exceed i0o per elitumll of such shares issued and out-
(: ) Xt. no lile shall any stockholder who is not ain llauthorized
carrier, or any syndicrate or afliated gi rili) of such stockholers, ownl
iiore than It per centiii of llhe shares of votillng stock of tile corpor -
tion issued and outstanding.
(c) The cOrporatlioli is authorized to issue, ill addition to the stock A
nItlorized by stibsection (a) of this section, niontilln securities,
bonds, debentures, and other certificates of indebtedness as it mly11
tletermine. Sullh nonvotIling secirities, honds, debentures, or other
certilicates of ildebtedness of the corporation as a connlmications
connon carrier many own shall be clitrible for inclusion in the rate
hnso of the crrier to thie extent allowed by the ('ommlission. The vot-
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ing stock of the corllioration shall not be eligible for inclusion in the
rate base of thee carrier.
(d) Not Ilmore than an aggregate of 20 per centuln of the shares of
stock of the corporation authorized by sutisection (a) of this section
which are held by hiohlers other than aullIrized carriers lmay be heldby persons of the classes described in paragraphs (1), (2), (3). (4),nld (5) of section 310(a) of the Comununications Act of 1934, as
amended (47 U.S.C. 310). 48 Stat. 1006.(e) The requiremnent of section 45(h) of the District of ColunliillBusiicss C('oor ntion Act (1).(C. Code,; sec. "29-920((,)) is to the 68 Stat. 197.
percenntag of stock which a stockhohler must hol inl order to haveIhe rightls-of inspect ion and copying set'forth ill that subsection shallliot be applicable in the case of holders of thile stock of the corporation,
and they may exercise such rights without regard to th lie pelcenitage oflto(ck they hold.
(f) I'pon application to the Commission by any alithorized carrier,
anld after notice and hearing, the C(ommission may compel any other
authorized carrier wlhich owns shares of stock ill tlie corporation totransfer to the applicant, for a fair and reasonable consideration, a
tlnumber of such shares as thlie ('onnission deteriles will advance thePInlic interest and( tlie piurlposes of this .\ct. In its determination
withi respect to ownership of shares of stock in tlie corporation, theCommlissionI, whliinever conisistent with tlie pIblic initerest, shall pro-
mole tlie wilest ipossible distribution of stock among the authorized
carriers.
Pt'HI'iSF.S AND POWERS OF T'liE CORPORATION
SEc. 305. (a) In order to achieve the objectives and to carry out theIpurposes of this .\ct, lie corlorat onll is a nt horized to--(1) plan, initiate, construct, own, manage, and opel-rate itself
or itn coijunlction %with foreign governmlents or business entities
a commercial communications satellite svstnem;;(2)'furnish, for hire, channels of cimmnllnietion to UnitedStates conmmunications comnon carriers and to other authorized
entities. foreign and doinestic; and
(3) own and operate satellite terminal stations when licensedby the (Conmission under section '2)1 (c) (7).(b) Included ill tlie activities auit horized to thlie corporation for
accomplllishment of the purposes indicatel in siibsection (a) of this
section, are, niiioni others not specifically named-(1) to conduct or contract for research and development re-lated( to its mission:
(2) to acquire the physical facilities, equipment and devices
necessary to its operations, including communications satellites
andll( associated equipment and facilities, whether by construction,purchase, or gift;
(3) to purchase satellite Inunching and related services fromthe United States Government;(4) to-contract wvith authorized users, including the UnitedStnies Government, for the services of the communications satel-
lite system: and
(5) to develop plans for the technical specifications of all
elements of the communications satellite system.(c) To carry out the foregoing purposes, the corporation shallhave the usual iowers conferred upon a stock corl)oration by the.District of Columbia Business Corporation Act. 68 Stat. 177,
D. C. Code
29-901.
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TTLE IV-MISCELLANEOUS
APPLICABILITY OF COMMIUNICATIONS ACT OF 1934
SEc. 401. The corporation shall be deemed to be a common carrier
within the meaning of section 3(h) of the Communications Act of
48 Stat. 1066. 1934, as amended, and as such shall be fully subject. to the provisions
47 tUs 153. of title II and title III of that Act. The provision of satellite
48 Stat. 10701 terminal station facilities by one comminunication common carrier to
Ant, p. 64. one or more other comlmunicat ions common carriers shall be deemed to
47 uSC 201- be a conmmon carrier activity fully subject to the Communications
222, 301-397. Act. Whenever the applicat ion ol the provisions of this Act shall
be inconsistent with the application of the provisions of the Com-
munications Act, the provisions of this Act shall govern.
NOTICE OF FOREIGN BUSINESS NEGOTIATIONS
SEC. 402. Whenever the corporation shall enter into business nego-
liations with respect to facilities, operations, or services authorized
by this Act with any international or foreign entity, it shall notify
the De partment of State of thie negotiations, and the Department of
State slall advise the corporation of relevant foreign policy consid-
crations. Throughout such negotiations the corporation shall keep
the Department of State informed with resp4ect to such considerations.
The corpxration umny request the I)epartnment of State to assist in
the negotiations, and that Departlment shall render such assistance as
may be appropriate.
SANCTIONS
Src. 403. (a) If the corporation created pirnuant to this Act shall
engage in or adhere to any action, practices, or policies inconsistent
with the policy and purposes declared in section 12 of this Act, or
if the corporation or any other person shall violate any provision of
this Act, or shall obstruct or interfere with any activities authorized
by this Act, or shall refu.ik fail, or neglect to discharge his duties and
responsibilities under this Act, or shall threaten any such violation,
obstruction, interference; refusal, failure, or neglect, the district court
of the United States for any district in which such corporation or
other person resides or may ,e found shall have jurisdiction, except
as otherwise prohibited by law, upon petition of the Attorney General
of the United States, to grant such equitable relief as may be.necessary
or appropriate to prevent or terminate such conduct or threat.
(b) Nothing contained in this section shall be construed as relieving
any person of any punishment, liability, or sanction which may be
imposed otherwise than under this Act.
(c) It shall be the duty of the corporation and all communications
common carriers to comply,.insofar as applicable, with all provisions
of this Act and all rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
REPOR TS THIE CONORES
SEc. 404. (a) The President shall transmit to the Congress in
January of each year a report which shall include a comprehensive
description of the activities and accomplishments during the preceding
calendar year under the national program referred to in section
201(a)(1), together with an evaluation of such activities and accom-
plishments in terms of the attainment 'of the objectives of this Act
and any recommendations for additional legislative or other action
which the President may consider necessary or desirable for the attain-
ment of such objectives.
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(li) 'he corloraition shllll transImiit to the 1President and the
('onIress, annually ind at sIuch otlher linnes as it deems desirable, a
clmii'npiellsiv*e and detniled report of its operations, activities, and
IaccomI lishlmnienits mlder this Act.
(c) 'lie (C'ommission shall t ransiit to tile C'oingress, nnuimlly nid
Ilt such otliher t intis as it lerimllis desirable, (i) a rp]ort of its activities
and actions o(ioin l mpetitive Irlactices as they apply to tile coim-
nlllications satellite progriI s;rl S (ii) :imn evaluation of such nctivities
amid actio(is taken by it within the scope of its authority with a view
to i.ecoolllll-iilld such n(llitionl le islhion which the Comnmissioin
iany con(sider Inecessary in the public interest; and (iii) an evaluation
of the cap)itl st rIIcture of the corporation so as to assure the Congress
that sluch structure is consistent with the most eflicient and economical
operlation of the corloration.
Approved August 31, 1962, 9:51 a.mrn.
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